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FOREWORD

J.

Ri"by-Williams

Chief

Human Resources Development Division

Most African governments, during the past decade, have *een engaged in
reparation and implementation of development plans, as a means o

or

constraints on develop^ is to assist ^

and bridge the gaps in their ad.inistrative structures and procedures

loco..,- for .no, has felt the urgent need for a prac xca

doWn-to-earth handooo,, on ad-ini.trativ. frameTOrk for develops

the

^

African governmentS in their e«orts to esta^sh soun , ;odern

administrative and .anage.ent services.

This monoSraph x. an atte.pt

rrlnt is hased on the finding and recomraendationS o, conferences
seminars and courses, in Africa, on planning and plan i.pXe.entatxon,

I! managenent, person.! ad^nistrat.on and fining, looaX ^e—t,
^ enterprrses and admlniStrati.e fr,— for ^« ^ on miBsion reports and other experience in Africa.

"

such a .anner that pract1Sing administrators and their staff could use it

ready checklist for their guidance, and it should also serve as a useful
tandhoo. for those engaged in trainin, and administrative refor, or
improvement

exercises.

This is the first document of its kind to oe issued ,v the Commission

and it is hoped that those who have occasion to use it would offer suggestions

that ,av lead to the lavement of its future editions that mav e reared.
A number of EGA staff .embers contributed draft chapters to this

monograph; whilst :*. S.O. -Ma, « Oovernor of the Central ank o
Hi.eria, contributed a Paper on Financial Institutions. *r. V. B. ,-neke,

-

viii

-

as Constant, revised and edited these drafts, taking lato consideration
the counts and recom.endations of the Seminar Qn ^ Administrative

IT
Development>
which was held in Addis — c7-ia ^..^ 19TO)}
the auspices
of the Commission.
to

and
one

of Administration for Development" possible.

Addis Abata

INTRODUCTION

and
„

r

r:: ;:r:; - n:;

of reasons for this l^ok

l

government in a

of

m,ohxnery xs ,..Bxo, not only

^^iv* exility is needed

r-pid socio-economic development,

uencr-i

to sustcin panned coonomic, social and cultural changes.

p

art of its effort to

v „ q+-, + Po to iirorove
further their
imp

assist member States

so as to bridge the gap between planning and plan

■

w, for the prep,ratxon of proposals capable of

could likeW1se serv

^ £

rri

g0OTent machinery was being re.h ,Ped m crder to improve and
a» « a
L
anent footing, the re.uisite ^nistrative capability for national
perm

development•

in December W0, the Commission organized a seminar in Addis AW» on
.^.nistrative ^ame-or, for development" for the Engli^-spea.ing .frican

—

I

X

-

°"GrShlP Off"Od * thC ^ —ration Section,

a draft .onograph was propped on the v.sis of papers Emitted by ^^
-cation, of the Hwoan Resources DeveloPment ,nd Trade, Plscal ^ ^
Affairs lesions of the Coramissioni Qn
Thls

.^.^ ^.^.^ ^

scminar

it8

°f

i pooling cf i

insights

and

Gxpcrtlsc

to

he

of

of develops pl.ms ,nd progr,mmes

to

thQ

duvaopmcnt

Qf
^G

PootxvoB ana principles indloatlIlg

M1Stlng S°VCrnmOnt «-^™rv On the V.siB cf the

of tno

,,nd on its oomments on the monoer,Ph, this publication has^ produced

a Consultant, Mr. v.r. Kuonekef to 3s-r-,,e aa a frame Q±.

f P

'

*

the actual aMstration of de.eloPment plans and programmes.

It is not intended in this puhlicati.n to preserve to oo»trics how they

CTrJ °Ut thGir Pl^

*

on. Such .„ attcmpt would

cxrcu.st.noOB frum one cuntry another.

of develops end the wldely

The ten chapter o,nnot oven

tO+hWG C0V°red ^^ SU^GCt ^at ^ »° of xnteroBt to plmnlng c.nd plon

implementation.

The mnin ohi. M-i,™- +1

•

^

°bjCCtlVe th°n ls t0 ^dorlino certain basic protlcms

general xmPort,nce ,na to make Suggcst1Ons as to the pnnolplcs and methods

tor tackling them.

The Plannlng organs of government should be so arranged as to be able to

provxde adequate machinery, both at the centre and at the local l.vels to

undertako the plaaning pr00CEB star,lng frQm ^ ^^ ^ ^^

the maklng of project.ons to the stages of framlng programmes, elaborate
reallstlc projects, supervisUn,, reportxng, ev,luatxns and revxsing the excution of the plans.

It is, therefore,, obvious
th-t - cent^n
uvj.oub m.t ,., central

government,

with

y.ilitv

is n prerequisite for development.

requisite administrative capability, is <- pr
system

cf

,,

n

So

liz-tion be evolved which would enable the

decon"traii

^

f-initiatet

j,

civil

effective

c

service.

the P.UC

role of p.ras,,tal .odios and the views of the private sector

I ^liaeratxon, othe,WiSe it xs diffioult to envisage ho«
Xa

.Pic^at.on, can * e^eotxveX, earned out.

II
llatxon

of PUU.C

n c ssariX, ^pa^ control

: natLx dcTClep
Z h-no-cd fo, rapid
ZL for Canons aU

and p

ide for aooo

^d aeeirt eucn .od.es in cont^.u ,ng to
advances made * se.ence and technology B o.

BudSet and facial ad-initratxon provide
rococo of ,overnment towards

proceSSeS. Budding telng- all the resources into focus ^ f^location »d control for noting the var.ous plan purposes, as - cle

makine .nstru.ent, tno ,udSet should * syncnron1Zod wxtn tne dev.lopm.,t
I

x

n

,c dov.sed for relatxng scarce resources to programxne plan

«f^^ *««^
for national development
G.O.

1 April

1971

Addis Ababa

Orewa

Head

Public Administration Section

CHAPTER 1

CENTRAL PLANNING ORGANIZATION

1.

Introduction

The word "planning" is capable of a variety of interpretations and
a number of international conferences have submitted definitions of the
er
in this context any definition must include those events whi

particular emphasis in relation to national develop

seem to
in Africa

Planning .ay, therefore, be described as a dynamic process

a

method of analysis and th^ing, and should involve the prepara ion

of a blueprint, either sectoral or comprehensive in character,

iLal, P^ical, environmental and economic development. P ^ng is
and should be a continuing process of making present risfc-taXxng de

cisions systematxcally and With the best knoMledge of the. proba

future consecuences, organiZing the efforts needed to carry out these
decis1Ons and measurin, the results against expectations throUg
„ -fin,

The blueprint must be flexible in nature

Sanized systematic rePc, txng. The b p
attaininD national
and be capable of providing alternative programs for attain

.oals. It -nust at the same ti.e be sufficiently simple and Pragmat
"to Provide easy interpretation in terms of action by the implements.
a ,,-i+h social and economic development.

Planning is concerned with social an

With the establishment of indigenous elected government, even

before independence, the need for .uicUenin. the tempo of dev^, opmen

began to be felt in every African country. In order to meet his
re «as an urge to launch national development plans. In - =
nexion, in terms of setting uP an administrative machinery
the deliberations of two international conferences are sig

,uring the first conference at which many developing Commonwealth

countries were fully represented, the sublet of the desirability of

- 2

-

estabUshing a Plaming 0rganizaUon in each state was

xsoussed. While there Kas some raeasure of agreeraent on the J

:;:: F°:rzation the points **and ——-«

-t of Flnance were outlined>

Some Qf ^ ^^^

of such an arrangeraent included the ^^ ^^ ^^

ribvxard accordine to
m the Department of Finance-

the Treasury and the Pla::;
and

thus

i

division within anothei. departm n

r a

. These inoluded the confiict be:w :e; r

:: ::rroie rthe D—nt -—- - eXPansi:
aMllnS °r8aniZati

d «- *>ct that the location of

The United Nations Meeting
deflnite in its
functions

are

entrusted

^

a

^^^

the organizau°n—-—- cloSely to t

lve as Possible in order to secure for lt the h

:; ;;t:;;:sar;for
the
: a-d co-o-dinati- -i* °^r branches of the administra

tion POt
t on,

polxtlcal and goyerament

circies>

sociai

^^^

izatxon-, and agencies of foreign assistance".^

There are indications that in addition to the increasing realiz.

Kngl.sh-spea.ing —S in their decisions to ,*
.

,_■

ning Organizations.

iviq
It

is,

-

therefore, no surprise that aparx
merely

*

few exceptions (the Ca^bia, - -or. recently, Lesothoand^an) t
Central Planning Organization is either a division xn the Offxo. of

it is under the charge of a senior Master; in nearly all other En
Pllsh-sPeaking African countries (other than Lesotho Ghana an the

Cambia), there is a separate OePartment of Economic ^^

DeVelopment. Fro. the foregoing it is clear that as far as most En
„Lh-speaUin, African countries are concerned, the stage x. passed for
us ul debate as to the need for the Central Planning Organ^on

ToYe a separate division or departs Khat i. of significance x.
Hhether from the point of view of effectiveness, the Or.an.zat.on
should be in the office of the President or Pri.e Master, or
Deputy, or under any other Minister.

Before discussing further the position of the Organization in the
governs structure, it Hould he useful to .enUon briefly
unctions of a Central Planning Organization. One is to -P—
existing and potential resources for development xn terms of the var ous

Tctors of Productlon - —r, natural resources, and capita

^ch

are likely to be available to the country during the proposed plan

peld.

in the light of th.s infor.at.on, the Organ^at.on i. expected

to collate and co-ordinate the develop.ent progra^e proposals of the
various levels of the administration, for the preparation of short

med1Um or longer, national plans. The Organ.zat.on is also ejected
to offer guidance and assistance to the different departments and
agencies in the preparation of their programs, in order to ensure

that these programs are aUgned .ith the national ^ *^
pg

i th
AftT the plan has been approved, itt is
the

"

^^Jl

ization to obtain perxod.c reports on plan indentation fro, the

- 4 -

stance departs and agencieS for use in appraising and ^

Si

l ^—^"^P

of implementation. As and when
- *° arrange for the revision of the plan

with the support of all executive departs and agencies concerned.

Having cemented on the place and the role of the Central Planning
Organization in the machinery of government, what could be the normal
Planing procedure may be stated briefly in order to indicate the major
role

d positlons of the variQus organizaUons connected with

lnCUdl"e ParUament' "««*. national planning board or commission,

sectoral planning committees and planning units/cells. The main reason

for this method of approach is that the planning procedure in this
chapter is raeant to apply, with sorae edifications, to a raixed economy
which characterizes raost English-speaking African countries as well

as to the situation in a few socialist-oriented economies.
3-

Statistics

The first step in the planning process i» for the Central Piling

Organization to collect statistical and other inforraation on existing
peculation structure and potential manpower, capital, and natural re
sources of the economy.

The sources from which this information is

collected are usually the various government departments including the

Manpower Board and Statistical Office, public enterprises, local author
ises and the private sector, including employers organizations and

trade unions as well as higher institutions of learning.

The importance of statistics is fully realized by all planners

some of Khom are usually frustrated and often inhibited by lack of
accurate statistics when they have to rely on obsolete data or mere

guess-work.

National planning must be based on effective fact-finding

and projections. Sound planning and decisions on national development
depend a great deal on carefully collected and compiled statistics.
In fact, a distinguishing feature of modern planning is more reliance

on scientific fact-finding and statistical analysis and less and less
judgment based upon opinion or guess-work. Statistics is a tool for
critical analysis, and when properly used, it can clarify information

r

for establishing or strengthening existing Statistical
instrument of planning, cannot be over-emphasized.
4,

Consultation

Having gathered the necessary information and assembled them, the
next s eP

s that of assigning priorities to the allocation of these

resources in accordance with the national objectives which nave to be
til shed. At this stage it would be desirable to obtain the views
o

lading members of a cross-section of the economv through a gener

t onal onsultative Committee. »hile * countries 1*. Botswana and

L sotho these consultative bodies are established bv the government

r::::::
::::;o; -———- x
;:r;r
are invited. One such .eeting was the Conference on National
1

i

in March V&.

—°f ibadrrgeir

P-ided the cualitv of representation 1B ,

can expect high-level discussions at such conferences or

.

the Consultative Committee which would provide genera

•-

,

the implementation gaps of the previous development FUn. anc on
priorities which should be accorded to development in the va^ous
sectors during the proposed plan period.

The recommendations of the Consultative Committee would be submitted
by the Central Planning Organization to a National Planning Board or
Cohesion whose membership would include some Cabinet **^
Senior Sovernment officials, and a few representatives of publ.c enter
prises and of the private sector would sit on the Board either as

IZ. or as advisers. Xt. chairman could be the Master of —
Planning. The private sector representatives on the Board shou d be

business executives who can appreciate the political, social and econo

mic implications of the development proposals in a perspective wider
than those of their individual business interests.

The National Plaming Board Qr ^^ ^

the gene,ai Outline of the obJectiVes, principles ^

';;kins The
int reco«ndations

Comraittee.

*

of the Board WQuld then

orsanizatlon to

the

P°ritleS' P—-- ^ objects, of the plan and
sectors.

These decisions Would be oonveyed to aU departments

-. .
T"1
°°nneCtd "h th

_

.

)n of the plan by means of a

poUcy circular issued by the Central Planning Organization.
5-

Planning Units Cells

The main responsibility for the preparation of the draft proposals

Should

refit

Qrrnax^l
^Siuare-Ly on

j-i
the

,
shonlri^y

-p

*-u

^

j

'-'JJWtod.XS

concerned. The Central Planning oJnLJn ZlT^^^

support to the, in the performance of these tasks.

inforced by the establishment, particular^ in !

ments, of planning units or cells wh

This could be re_

development depart-

planners.

essxonal

One problem wh.ch many Central Planning Organizations in African

countries are experiencing is that in thP »h
■■■^^

c* uociiv-c

ul

n
rinm n n
It J-t*-'*-iJ--Lil t^

i in 4 4-^
UXIX LS

espeoially in the maJor departments, it is becomin8 increasing

'

dxmcult to get Well-Prepared plan proposals emanating from the depart

ments.

In many cases, the generalist Administrative Officer, wilh no

social science background, or specialist tr.inin, in planning; is des_
ignatea as

Planning Offip^r.'

^

±u

of Significance bec.use in fact his normal function is that of the
financial and genera! administration of the department - planning is

only an irksome appendage to his normal function.

Some countries, in an attempt to solve this problem, have assigned

-sponsibilit, for assisting grouPs of departments with their plannL
exercises, to planning officers based in the Central Planning
ation*

In one o-r fw
executive

epartments

they

dQ

not

at.cn W1th the dep,rtmental officials.

operate

^^

m^imum

The result ls ^ ^

— 7

—

mental official, lose interest in the P^ng exercise a a,
the draft proposals emanating from the dePartment are produced by the
..on-resident" planners from information collected from the depart
officials.

As there is usually no planning committee of offiCia s

in the departs to collate and synthet.se these drafts prepare b the
planners, they usually get through with the signature of the head of
department who himself is too busy to scrutinize the proposals caref,l y

In fact, in one country the situation is such that it x. being suggested
that departmental proposals should be prepared by the planners under
the direction of the Chief Planning Officer in the Central Planning
Organization.

It has to be recognized that the officials in any organization are

in the best position to prepare its plan proposals.

What is needed is

for the planning experts to assist them in this tas. - not to do the
job for the,. To do this effectively on a continuing basis, and in
order that the planner can appreciate fully the possibilities and
problems of the programs of the departs, it is desirable that e

should be a part of the department itself. This is why it -:as beer
strong suggested that each of the large development depar 3e*s 1 .ke
agriculture, Trade and Industry, Works, Transport and Ccn.u,,

ations as

Well as Local Government, should have a planning unit under tLe leader
ship of a trained planner. The planning unit should be an integral part
or division of the departs. If, for the purpose of creatinS adequate
proton prospects for planning officers, it is considered necessary to
have a pool of planners with a centralized cadre in the Central Planning
Organisation from among whom planners could be posted to the unit xn
the departments, it should be made clear that such officers are ope,

tionally and administratively responsible to the respective heads of
departments to which they are posted. T.ey would of course be under

the technical supervision and co-ordination of the head of the Central
Planning Organization. As will be discussed later, the functions of^
the planning unit, apart from those of collation and co-ordination ox

the proposals of the department and reporting on the imple.entation of
plan proposals, should include the manpower planning function of the
department.,

Departmental Planninp Commi <-f^
Each major

ptment or agency

shQuid

^^ a departmentai

Committee, preferably under the chairmanship of ^ ^^

d

,nd the planning unit should serve as the secretariat<
should

include

the

seniQr

^^

rf

^

^

:rtherarl:those
directiy invoived - - -— - **i—*«develops propoSals as well as officials of other department/
agenc.es and representatives of the private sector whose activit.es are

closely relate, to those of the department concerned. This would ensure
that there 18 adequate consultation with the various sectors at the early
stages of the planning process. The responsibility of the committee
would be to co-ordinate all the proposals submitted by the units of the
department/agency and to ensure that the proposals conform with the main
objectives and principles of the national plan and that there are justif
iable grounds for any serious departure from these objectives or for
going beyond the level of resource allocation made to the departs.

Thereafter, the depart.ental plan should be submitted to the Central Plan~*» OrganlZation. !„ this connex.on, the ,ePartment of Local Covernment
shou d be responsible for the processing of all District/Provincial plans

and for submitting the project proposals contained therein to the re
spective governs departments and agencies concerned for inclusion in

the departmental plans, where such projects are expected to be partly or

fully financed by the national or state government.

The procedure for the preparation of the district develops plans

" d6SCribed ^ det3il ln ^P*- "• Briefly, the projects in the

district plan proposals are listed in categories A, B, C, D and E:

Projects on list A are those considered reasonable for execution
by the wards/villages, but for which they can only get technical and
advisory services of the local governs council during their constructxon; when completed the wards/villages will assume responsibility
of their maintenance for at least five years, without any grant from
"
the government or the local government council. List B projects are
those to be executed by the ward committees with the support of capital

- 9 -

grants-in-aid from the Xocal government council in char e of

Ld for the eventual manage,nent by the council. Projects on Us

a ea

2.which wiXX be full, impXemented and stained by the local governcouncU IVout government grant. List D P^ects are those^
will be implemented with government financial assistance and technicaX
ort

Projects on list E are those which are of national or govern-

:::
::: de i:^
i:^ and^«»*^ -«-*

rTrr::

Tthe governs for inclusion in the national pW*h. Depart,ent of
Local G ve_t will, after consultation with other departs (wh.ch

:;; ^ t^-x and

lists B and C of the district draft plan. List A projects »xll
ap
o d ,y ,- local go—t council for implementation * the ward
o

d ,y ,-

ommlttee.

g

ld ^
^^~
Xt may be added that the government could

all of these projects in the "Contingencies" section of the

plan for Posslble grants-in-aid should there be * °~«*
Lt in the public revenue resources dur.ng the plan per.od
sals in categories D and E will be forwarded to the appropr,
de
raents to be considered for inclusion in the draft national plan. They
be considered at the respective multi-sectoral or interdepartmental
co^ttees, on which the representatives of the Oepartment o ocal Co

vernment should serve. If the proposals in list D are ^^
co^ittees, they will be included i» the "District/Prov,nc.a

r

section of tne nationaX pXan, with ade.uate provisions made for govern

:rr.
their implementation will be the govern-nenfs responsibility alt ough th
ct that they were initially proposed * the ward/district development

olittees would give them better chances of receiving practical suppo
at the local level. Such support could, for instance, be in the form of

mLing land availabXe at a minium or reasonabXe rent, or in the form of
construction of access roads to the project sites.
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s
sals

submlttlng all

th

sa

the

the propQ.

the private sector and
PPOrtunity of commenting
nst

s

/ :;r:h nsb;mplications

UP

b7

bot

the publlc
sector.

in

some

investme

The

consultative

countries

departraental proje

y

^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^

-departmental or inter-sectoral consultation. Moreover, these

consultatlve b dies see, to be a^, and the ^

J ^

sot p, as,wen as the extent to Hhich tney are consulted, depend to a
great extent on the wishes of the political or executive neads of indlvi.

part to use these consultative bodies is due to the fear that they could

::re t bargaining

lJ

and T ; ;neS> tO br±

: to: ;sestabUsn
rbyi: one
umiaoe"aiT
concessions■—'they-—or more of
these committees,
might get so

^ as to constitute . strain on the limited expert or specialist manpower resources available ln a developing country>

277',,

^ ^^ ^ ^

^ SUgS6Sted ^^ »U"i-"<*°"l committees should be

estabUshed each covering relate, fields of develop.ent. The combination

ud

; and asencies withxn each -*«-«"> -

would deperri on the nature Qf the major economio ^^^^^
country.

Each comraittee could have as chairman, a top civil servant, and the

n.embers would include government officials as well as staff r

of th» „ m •

staff representatives

of the pubUc and private enterprises which have business interests in
the act.v.ties of the depart.ents concerned. The non-gOvemment staff
e^ers should be experts in their respective fields so as to be able to
advxse the committee with technical co.petence. For instance, those

- 11 -

serving on the multi-sectoral committee responsible for agricultural
development should be able to advise on the future prospects in the

World market of the major agricultural Projects, the expansion of which
is being proposed in the plan.

For the purpose of cross co-ordination

an office .ember of each of the other multi-sectoral committees could
also be an observer on the committee.

One of the advantages which this multi-sectoral arrangement has

is that it helps to reduce the area of differences between the various

development agencies on the varied approaches to the common goals and
objectives of the plan. This in turn helps to minimize the possible
areas of conflict which could have existed through the direct confron

tation between the individual agencies on the one hand, and the Centra

Planning Organization and National Planning Board, on the other

Another

advantage is that it affords the private sector an opportunity for a

;::: :— — -the t

Planning Board or Commission. Since this is a working committee the
partners in national development would naturally try to ensure that they
have expert representatives on the committee who could discuss seriously
the technical issues involved in its deliberations.

in the alternative, inter-departmental Committees may be set up to
perform the functions of inter-sectoral Committees. Such inter-depart
mental Committees should consist of the Chairmen of the Planning Com
mittees of departments/agencies involved in national planning. The
Chairman would be the official head of the Central Planning Organization.
On receipt of the draft proposals of the various departments from

the Central Planning Organization, the multi-sectoral committees should
discuss and submit recommendations for the modification of the proposals
to the Central PlanninS Organization for consideration by the National
Planning Board. It could also submit comments on the draft proposals
of the departments and agencies in other multi-sectors, through the
Central Planning Organization, for the consideration of the committees
concerned.

12

and d!t

*•««*-*!« would process the recommendations

nd draft

the Na

nal

-

lB of the multi_sectoral committees ^ submit ^^
Planning Board „ Commission=

The Nauonai

p

^^

would then examine the draft plan and the suasions, and make its
recommendations to the Cabinet for approval.

In some countries Ufce

7; B°htSKana> TanZania ^ Ni^a (— the Chilian Administration),

the plan has to receive the final approval of the National Legislature.

(Appendices 'A' and 'B' on DaBP, pc -,, ■ .. ^
P1
.
„ u
Pag6S 25' 2c indicate possible alternative
Planning Machinery Charts for guidance).

3-

Mai°r instruments for Dlan implementation

Most African countries have recognized the need to tie up the
preparation and the indentation of the plan. Apart from the experiment
w

ion

e

former

Civll

Adi

State Planning Committee for controlling the execution of the plan as
distinct from the National Planning Commission,^ practlcally every
English-speaking country which has established a Central Planning Organ-

xzatxon has given it the responsibility for co-ordinating the plan
preparation and the implementation activities of all executive agencies.
The mam problem at the moment is that of the effectiveness of the

Central Planning OrganiZation in co-ordinating the implementation act
ivities of the executive agencies.

It is noteworthy to observe that

the Central Planning Organization in eaeh of these countries has not

been clothed with executive powers of directing the departments in
respect of their functions of execution.
hands of the Cabinet.

This has been left in the

It is in acceptance of

points which follow are being made.

The major instrument and procedure for the implementation of long

and medium-term plans are:

nee
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(I)

The annual development budget;

(ii)

Project appraisal;

(iii)

Participation of the private sector;

(;iv) Co-ordinat.on of the implementation activities of the various
executive departments and agencies;

(v)

Reporting system, including remedial action;

(vi)

Plan revision.

The first *ee sheets are of such magnitude and **£™«

the present stage of develop^ of the African counties tat
deserVe special treatment and are, therefore, being deferred to
subsequent chapters.

v

The role of the various planning agenc.es »

respect of the refining three it- -ill b. discussed briefly
chapter.

9.

,

Co-ordinati™ of Activities

( * ,tM1 ps the preparation of plan) is the

Plan implementation (r.s well bb tne pr p

as Intended. The methods and procedures devised for

i;^, .nclud.ng those of rePorting and ,PpW re.edia. measures,
Would
depend on the structure of the ad^strative ^ch.nerv o the
Would depend on
(
ddce of ^«*«™ ^
gOve™ent and its afiencies (the
.nter-dependence

Socio-economic piannin, i. discussed in raore detail in Chapter III),
the degree of devolution of powers to the field organization and of

the decentralization of the planning svste™, as Well as on the nature
of

the

economy.

In a number of African countr.es, the Central Planning Organization

i. 3ust in the process of being staffed by indigenous profession plan
ner , and the establish^ of plann.ng units, even in the large depart

ment

has h?rdly started. It would, therefore, be too rauch to expect

Tat ke ad.inislat.ve and technical staff ta the departs and agences
who have not been trained in planning techniques would aco.uxre that ex-

pert.se without further training orientation, or experience in develop
ment, for the purpose of reportin3 accurately on plan implementation,
-xdentlv, one of the first assi,nments of the Central Plannin2 0r,»-

ization is that of 'educ?tinr-•

,

,

eductin,,

«-,„..

«.

these offlcers on the need for, and the

technics of, reporting This is a delicate assignment which retires
act

s

some

of

these

officers might

resent

the

ide£

^

__

the conference system might be a reasonable approach. For example, the
Pastry of Economic Development in Kldwestern NiSeria started in 1969
™th this procedure, even at the plannin2 stage, in connexion with the
preparation of the 197O/1974 National Plan.

The trials for discus

sions/lectures should be designed special!, for those repor

^ d±{_

ferent levels and on different tvpes of projects. ,hile short orient
ation conferences mi3ht be adequate for senior officers operating at
the headquarters of the various organizations, longer seminfrs/Courses
and more detailed lecture notes misht be necessarv for those who have
to prepare original and basic reports on the execution of individual

projects.

Another point worth raentionin3 is that with the Central Planning

Organi^tion still trying to establish itself witMn the family of govem-

ment institutions, it should try as much „ possible to use other agencies
as partners in its orientation crusade and other activities. In thls con
nexion, it might be desirable to 3et the Institute of Administration in
the country to sponsor and to desiCn appropriate syllabi of such orient
al conferences, seminars and courses, with the Central Plannin, CWn-

xzatxon, providing the bulk of the staff on a part-time basis. 1^ this
-nner the participants mignt tend to reSard these training Pro,rammes

less as directives frora the Central Planning OrSanization.

The other point is that of designin, procedures and forms for
reporting and of determining the schedules or regularity of the reports
on implementation. Care has to be tsken to ensure that the procedures

and forms are not too complicated for the level of appreciation and com
petence of the majority of the reporting officers.

These should be

drawn up in full consultation with the respective executive departments

End agenc.es so that they can accord, as much ,. possible, w.th the

existing circumstances, ana take account of the administrate capac
ities of the organization to cope with the task of reporting It s
sometimes said, and ,Ptly too, that it is better to have simple but
reliable factual reports than to have inaccurate reports prepared
sophisticatedly desimed forms.

After the conferences, se.inr.rs and courses, and the distribution

of process report forms, the most important public relations task of

the Central Planning Organization then begins - that of vising the

departments and agencies and their field organizations to assist them

in the preparation of their first few progress reports on ***~>***™'
Before the plann.ng staff are sent out on this mission

care shou

taken not only in selecting those with leadership qualxtxe. and aptitude

for dealing Jth people, but the head of the Central Planning Or.an^at.on
or his deputy should give them adequate briefing on the proper method of
approach. This is to ensure that from the very start the personnel of

Z Organization are able to establish the best working ^-onsh.p

the staff of the executive agencies as this would for, the bas.s of future
and continued co-operation, not only for the purpose of progress reports,
but also for the supply of other valuable information on the perxodxc
reviews of the current plan and for the preparation of future plans.

Mhere a planning cell already exists and is headed by a professional
planner based in the department, it would be desirable that such a plan-

Lr, who has been accepted as part of the organisation, should underta e

this "orientation" exercise in the various headquarters and fxel1 report
ing units of the department. If possible, this could be done «th the
su port of a few sen.or departmental staff who themselves have a work.ng

knowledge of the sublet, together with any available «*« *-^»
■ a.

-i r

Central Planning Organization itself.

t«

+-M «

connexion,

In this connexio ,

it

wouiu

£>e

I responsibility of the planner in the planning cell of the Department
of Local Government and other appropriate staff of that department to

undertake the orientation of the staff of the district and local development committees (or of any provincial development committees) as well
the local government staff who are involved in the reporting system.
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ReP°rti"g System including medial a.Hnn
The system, of reporting would depend on the ^^

^^

pnonty of the programmes and projects of each department or agency.

In case, where the projects are in an active stage of construction and
large investraents are involved, it may be necessary to call for monthly

reports.

This could also apply to ^ ^ .^ ^ which

J_

prehensive reports are possible, e.g., construction of highways.

In the

case of the execution of a project of a Ion3-term nature, where the

stages of construction are of such complex form, and where large stocks

of equipraent have to be imported and the delivery process takes some time

or ls slow, it may be desirable to allow for quarterly reporting in order
to obtain meaningful and reliable information as well as properly pre
pared data. This is because if the reports are too frequent and a large
n-ber of the construction staff have to furnish data for the reports,

theymight, out of a dislike for the irksomeness of the procedure, furnish

rough estimates and inadequate information for monthly reports

It

would, therefore, be useful for both the Central Planning Organization and
the departments concerned to reach an agreement from time to time on the

regularity of the reports for each major project in order to ensure that
once the department agrees, and appreciates the need for these reports

xt would do its best to obtain accurate data and submit the reports
promptly and regularly.

In the same manner, periodic consultation

between both parties could be held to modify the forms of reporting
either to provide for more detailed information or to simplify them and
yet meet the requirements of the reporting officers. A system must be
evolved for obtaining necessary statistical and other development data

from the private sector.

Whatever may be the system of reporting, what is important is that
it should be designed in such a manner as to produce vital information on
the progress being made in the implementation of projects according to
schedule, and to indicate any bottlenecks being encountered in this
process.

It should also facilitate the operation of the mechanism which

the government uses to exercise control over the levels of develoPment

expenditures, in relation to its cash flow in particular ano to the
liable resources in general. For example, in the Philippines, the
periodic report of a department ^ictes what expenditure has been in

curred in each sector on a particular ProJect in one quarter and what
^location of funds is retired Cor the next carter. If due to aelays
in si^nin, contracts for construction or for the delivery of «,terx,ls,
there"is an under-spending of the first garter's allocation and it is
*elt that this n,i3ht affect the level of expenditure in the secona

^u-rter clso, the necessary odjustment would then be ,ade in the secona
Crter's allocation and this would release soMe funds in excess of re
quirements for other projects which are in an active sta.e of execution.
This rrranre,ent thus obviates the difficulties encountered in tyxn, up

funds in excess of reaui—ts to individual projects which the Treasury
cash flow ^t not be able to afford and, , case of shartfall of revenue
,

,^ry

},,,H™f

outs mrv

collection, the pernicious -cross-tne-board bad3et cuts

y

be minimized,

if not eliminated.

Ir P few countrxes, in order to provide a cross-check on the depart

mental 'process reports( some of the staff of the Central Pi™g 0r3anWtion visit the sites of large projects, a,on£ others, to discuss ,xtn
2e construction staff and obtain useful information on the process enc

the proofs of implementation.

^ile aPPreC1atin5 the use of thxs de

vice, particularly durinS the early sta3es of planning in a developing
country, it .ay be useful to observe that this procedure should »e xntroduced with the agreement of the execute organ1Zat1On in order not
create the impression that there are doubts as to the accuracy of the
de,artmental reports. For the same reason, the visitin2 staff of tne
,entr.l Plannxn, Or,^iz,tion should be tactful in the nature of .uest.ons
which they as, and should try not to descend to the level of as.in, un-

recess,rily detailed .uest.ons, lest the construction staff nught regard
;hi. exercise as a wasteful duplication of the infor.at.o- collected for
the departmental

reports.

In vxew of the dan3er that these site visits by the planning staff
if not carefully planned and tactfully carried out, might affect adverse y

the rel-tionship between the Central Plannm, Organization and the execut-
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^enciea, it should be the ultimate aim th,t

units in the departments

.

°°n ?s th* planni ng

these visi

d

This would be

plcnning

in the units should themselves visit
scry to cross-check on information related to

blems before the field reports are submitt ■ /
r

t-.i c

t-uumirreQ

of_

pro-

to

They should also, if necessary, be
SP-ni ration to obtain such information ~t -

use by the Nationrl Pl-*nni-n n
,
nin^ tiorrd or the Cabinet.

The procedure for
the practice in ne;

it i
is headed by e

or not

the ^epartaent on

the implement,t.on of
used

—ic report .h.ohis ^1^t

*

the dePartment,l plannin, committee.
»- reeommendatlons Qf the

committe

the departmental report to the Centr X Plann n

- ■"*"-*- ^—tati«, lnciUdi
"' the °°Sts of the projects, the need -ndV

arran3ements of the pr.orit.es of ^L^ t

i-tion, £nd recommendations on w-vs "

-es or removing the

"

of

^

'"

llr"

The Central PL-nnin.

on

rrrrrr^rother

would then
then re u
p. ItIt would

the reports.

staffed Project ,ppr.,is?1 Unit f ,.

'^ "^ «s»^e of a properly

-xs.1 Jnlt (a.sc.ssed in Chapter VI below)( to analyse
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these reports.

-

This Unit, ap.rt fro, appraising projects in vnxch

Lous Lernment departments and agencies are involved, -*« evaluates
periodic implementation process reports from these organizations and
offer, comments and recommendations throu.h the Central Piann^ Or
ation to the Ilatxonal Planning Board for consideration.

The scrutiny of these reports is one of the main reasons why the
i^tional Pl,nninS Bor.nl should r,,eet regularly- The Board could invite
the representatives of the agencies concerned to it. meetings in oroer

to explain certain points in their reports and to discuss various alter
^.tive means of resolving the problems posed.

Periodically, say,

S1X months or as often as is necessary, the National Plannin3 Board

very

ul

request that the multi-sectoral committees concerned, where they exiSt
the inter-departmental committee should meet to eM1ne specific pro.le.s
arising fron, implementation reports of the departments and agencies xn

tLr respective sectors, or ^ ^ -Id affect the. hut Which
h?ve arisen from reports submitted ^.departments in other sectors

far as possible these n,eetin3s should not be too fluent so that the
situation does not arise whereby it .ould be difficult to get technical
experts and senior civil servants to attend regularly.
The H.tional Plannin3 Board's recommendations on various issues

raised in the departmental progress reports should go through the Central
Planning OrSani.ation to the Cabinet for decision, if necessary The
Cabinet would, after considering these recommendations, and in the li ht
of any other information ,s well as on the b.sis of available and anti
cipated resources, issue prompt directives on the necessary adjustment
to be made to the phasing and structuring for the execution of the dxfferent projects onintra-or inter-sectoral basis as well as on the direct
removal of bottlenecks to the implementation of the projects.

These

decisions and directives of the Cabinet would be conveyed to all the

departments and agencies and their future process reports would reflect
how far these directives have been implemented and how far they have been
successful in reaolvinj the problems in question.
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12.

Technical Assistance

"7ls been pointed out thr t the 3ap between planning rnd pirn
Wer-rt-tiar. is due in r Irr^e -.sure to the U c, of rde^te rcmi»^

""

-t -,,tv th-t c«^ sustriv. ol-nned socirl end economic tr-ns-

i^tr-tive

c^prDxiity

-

formation,

Tne

-

:-nd

-

include

the t

ctJ.

s>afi>

^M-tr-tive problems of developing countries rre .«?*/,

rd^iuistr.tive

-

p.

^

* of tr'iner* Xu3ower, lac:, of rdmims.rrtive,

shortr^e o±

trainer. ..i. *v

^*e.,

"executive
" •
-,d n»r-erirl) experience,
Irg in institutional development,
cad ra.-i^.^ri. j. /
p
^^ ^^
poor educational and training facilitxes and inadequate

xnan^ .

sources. CreatxnG an administrative machinery to reffleay tne.e
cies is an urgent task facing developing countrxes xn Afrxca.

T^ternational co-o,eratxon has a vital role to play in bridSin4-h-=i

^

^

"r"rrxnistratxve

"" '

„

-;ap,

-ir -ddition to axdinj the immediate technxcal
xn

tQaxuxun

i.u

4.

•

„

and financial needs of developing countrxes.

This ro-ooeration "should

Thxs

oPe

be vi»wed xn lonS-r^e perspectxve as contrxbutin, towards man s .bxlxt,
to eooe ad^xnxstratxvely with the critxeal proble.s not only of natxon-

b..xldin^ but also of promoting econo.xe and social development amxast
J

rapid

i

-t-^r

population

-rowth,

Cjrou\a,

■ ~->--i™
increasing urornizacion,
^

^

thp chan~in-:- structure
the cn^n^i- ^
^.^.^cn

of rural society, as well as technoloGxcal, polxtxcal ana other c^e. •
The ,axn objectxve of technxcal assxstance xn pubxxc ad.inxstratxon x

i/

,

nelo developina countries lmprove their government machxnery ana to -sx
in 'traxnxn, effxexent and competent personnel to operate the .achxnery
needed to c^ope with the problems of accelerated social and econo.xc
development,

t,ry Afrxcan countrxes have already realx.ed the role whxch technxcal
-ssist-nce olays in piannin, and plan implementation. The crux of the

1-tter,' however, is how to m,Ue the Eost effectxve use of such assxstance.
An important consxderation xs that the assistance needed for securxn3

^xnxstratxve transfor^atxon for n^txonal development should be selec xve
^the sense that it promotes the strategic sectors of the economy. ,hxs
!/

~

-,u Chi-Yuen;

' '

'
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r: ::;:::r:::;r

technics -,= ■ 4-

-^"culturel sector, for example

technical assistance should concentrate on that
the sub-sectors wh*ch would have the

°n the agricultural

programmes.

It should be emphasized that

to the
;

policies and programmes of the countrv T i .
soc. ,
.
rhS country- Lack of understanding of theP
social, economic, political and other factor. in
x
i
■■ ■
"<-"*;* lactors m a developin
.„„«,

„

r
k

their own countries" o—'

to seriously
seriouslv in
in

■

hhavel ththe requite expertise,
^ aSSlSt
^ Plami"^ - P^« 1*1—tatiand more importantlv thP

experience prefer,blv in H

to h

l

•

P°^^Y, the necessary practical

PreferaMy ln develops, countries. It is generally advisable

oh

t_

Qf

experts>

speciaii2ed

^

the

^^^

rto
w a n— - —-—eaC; «„
of one another. ExDertc, ^ +-h

-xperts with proven practical experience

i:r tmoresuitabiefortheneeds°fd-ei™ —'--

ace

of

prestlglous

^^

uith

umited

pracwcai

e-ple, experts frOra a developed country under a unitary system of
government which does not use forrral „]

development may not be able to^

--

^

. a develop

fAdministrative Capability for Development - „„ Document

where the .t^l P-n i. ,eing executed concurrently b, both the
federal and the state governments, unless such experts had h.d piand plan implementation experience under such a system.

The experts themselves should work with the knowled3e that there

are many shortages in a developing country - administrative capa,U

statistics, development institutions etc. They should understand that

,

a number of actions cannot he answered readily, and that it is part
of their work to help to find the answers to these .uestions. They

should M themselves on all aspects of ^ ^ ' ^
to ™ round ard make investigation even at the local

P

recruited to assist in planning and plan implementation should closely
associate themselves with appropriate government departments/annexes

asSO
,
,-hl^h themselves as understand^
and with their work proves, and establish

fibres.

They should explain the background and reasons for th

mendations so that these are properly understood by permanent official

™

Such discussions provide the chance for the per_t o

Which aspects of the problem S.ould receive priority so that the experts

;

programmes may be adjusted accordingly.

Technical assistance personnel should demonstrate their effectiveness

by participate in the actual xmplementation of the.r -commendations

Id\n on-th^ob trains in the departments to which they are attached.
The advisory role should be combined with effective assistance ,n xmplementation. .here the experts establish new technics or systems of
administrative machinery, the need to train counterparts becomes qu,te
ole.r.

These counterparts will continue to operate the techniques or

systems when the expert personnel depart,

.hen the experts set up plan-

»Lg units in various departments, they should organise their »or, and

tJnin. ^gramme in such a way that when they Anally leave the country,
there should be competent and trained personnel to continue to run

s
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country.

It sLouid be ,dde.I th?t xnternation,! aid pro,rammes need tQ ,p

,u..tely co-ord_ted in each country.

A11 such ProOTes shouM be
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, Contradictory efforts.
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In many countrxes
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o- the PX,nnin5) co-ordlnation and aPPraisal of all technical assistance
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Explanatory Notes
Appendix B

1.

The chart emphasizes consultation with the private sector at all

levels, for individual industries and Chambers of Coerce at the
lower level to, e.g., trade-unions and employers' organizat.ons,
at the national level.

2.

Co-ordination between government decentralized bodies and the private
sector is emphasized at all levels.

3.

At the ministry level the planning committees would include both
representatives of all the departments of ministry or agency con

cerned and where necessary consultants of the ministries havmg a

direct interest plus interested agencies from the private sector.

4

Plans from the various ministries (including ministry responsible
for local government) and agencies would be submitted to the plannin* secretariat where they would be examined and co-ordinated by
either an inter-ministerial committee or multi-sectoral committees.
(See Chapter l)»

5

5.

The function of the planning secretariat would include:

- research (economic, social (manpower) and physical surveys);
-

statistics;

_

collation and co-ordination of plans;

_

administration of the national plans;

-

co-ordination of technical assistance.

Arrows upwards represent the planning flow,

present (a) guidelines for planning;

arrows downwards re

and (b) indentation flow.
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CHAPTER II

DECENTRALIZATION OF THE MACHINERY FOR PLANNING
l on

In discussing the subject of decentralization, it would be useful
" define the context in which it is being dealt with, havin3 regard to
the different structures of government in existence in the various

English-speaking African countries. To begin with, what is -Central
Governs- in terms of develops planning ? It is the government
which is empowered by the Constitution of the country to mobilize rea
sonably adequate resources from its citizens and from external sources

to plan and implement development pro3rammeS in its territory. It should
also have an autonomous Legislature for making laws which are not subject
to ratification by a higher body, to ensure the implementation of its
programmes;

the law-making powers should be derived from the Constitu

tion of the country, and not from any higher legislative body. It is
the latter attribute which distinguishes a central government in this
context from a local government council, which is the creation of ,,„

Act of the central government's legislature.

It also distinguishes a

central government from a provincial administration, like the «ovemo-

rates in the United Arab Republic, which are established by thl national
government, and which assigns them revenue-raising powers.

Under a unitary system of government, there is no difficulty in
identifying the national government as the central government for the
purpose of development planning and implementation, as is the case with

most English-speaking African countries, apart from a few, like Nitric
which have federal constitutions. A country like Nigeria, with a

federal constitution, where the federal and state governments derive
their legislative powers directly from the country's constitution, both
having concurrent powers in respect of most of the development functions,
the federal and the state governments could each be regarded as "central
government", for the purpose of development plannin, and implementation.
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the last decade, development planning has become very popular

7
^:Y7;;tions

Hl

T

Plans.

But apart from a feu countr.es, l«e

Ethiopla and Nigeria, -e prepared two ^ ^ ~ ^

±

countries, such as Kenya and Botswana, started to use Prov.nca , *strL and VUlage .evexop.ent Coatees « a^es for decentrailed
Dlannin,.

Many other countries have not even made a start xn

:t : . The ^-rs which ma.e decentra^ation in plannin, necessary

Lean countr.es may be considered .riefXy. Wi* -ut .0 per cent

of the People nving ,n rura, areas, it ^^
^ --u

-£

r:;:r;:r
—-rr:;:r;:r^
of the scattered population,

to be ao

y

without any support from ^ow. If the majority of the ^ ^

from these rural areas, particularly the school leavers, are
be en
eouraged to remain there instead of migrating to the towns ,n search
he imited amount of Wage employment, their parents should be ^ven an

opportunity to put uP well P^ed proposals for the developmen o
Jricultural, agro-.ndustrial and small-scale industrial
Jould afford a reasonable amount of rural employment.

^

Moreover, the

risin, expectations of the rural areas for basic amenities, as good
healtn centres, potable water, rural electrify and better —^t n
facilities,
have to be planned for and provided as soon as possxbl
The
facilitie,

T
Tti-et^c
Afican ^£
^£^
Ttiet^c n,ture of the populate off mostt African
ibti

of .ndustr.al and

the maintenance of a balance in the d.stribution of .

development projects between the various districts of the country

T*.

balancing exercise could be carried out smoothly by the decentral.zat.on
of the machinery for planning and plan implementatxon.

In recent years the need for decentralization * Panning is b cmi
increasing felt. For one thing, the limited resources ava.lable to the

:

govLment for f1nanc1ng the large number of development project-

a situation of rising expectations are imposing a great constraint

V
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the level of project implementation. Most of the African countries
depend to a great extent on the production and export of agricultural
pro ucts.

The prices of these products have in the past few years been

heOllning °n thS W°rld market in ration to manufactured commodities.

The sources of revenues of these governments are not expanding sufficient

ly toprovide for development needs after meeung the normai £dministrauv

expenditures. For exaraple, in Western and Midwestern Higeria, the basic

direct tax payable by those in the low income groups has refined constant
for the past ten years in spite of the rise of over 25 per cent in the
basic wages of government and local governraent employees during the same

period.

In fact, in 1969, this tax was reduced from £3 to £2 per t,x

payer by the Western Nigeria Government while the Midwestern Nigeria

Governs reduced the same tax in its territory from £3 to £2 1<S in
197D. In many African countries, government revenue from indirect taxes,

especially custom duties on primary commodities, has not been very elastic

because, with the unfavourable world market prices for most of these com-

"OdltleBl the °°Vera™-ts —t »«ord to increase considerably the
rates of duties as this would affect their corapetitive character.

There

are not many countries which have been as fortunate as Zambia, Libya and

Nxgerxa in receiving large sums of public revenue from mineral and oil ro

yalties and export duties.

Moreover, the largo reserves of Marketing

Boards, which such governraents as those of Ghana and Western Nigeria had
are no longer available or adequate to provide funds for financing lar»e-

scale development projects.

It, therefore, follows that unless measures

are tt,ken to raise adequate resources the development process cannot make
much headway.

Admitting that the need for decentralization in Plannin3 in the
Afr1Can countries is obvious, why have they been slow in setting up the
machinery for this purpose ?

There are many factors accounting for the slow pace of decentraliz
ation. Significant amongst these are the lack of administrative capabil
ity and the degree of development consciousness. Before independence the
administrative structure was geared towards the maintenace of law ^nd

order and very little attention was given to stimulating the people to
participate in self-help schemes.

As the economy of these countries

mOreover was based on a few export commodities, human and

sources were directed towards increased production of these commodes.
Consequently not enough funds were available to lay down the adm^strative structure for accelerated decentralization after independence Im-

mediately after independence, therefore, these prcblems had to be tackled
tem t* ■«**. &S1aee certain national governments which neither lacked
tL funds nor the trained manpower did not channel their effor s owards
decentralization.

In spite of the fact that some countries

and Western Nigeria had large feting Board reserves the pace towards
decentralization had been slow.

Local and regional participation is in a sense also an aspect of

development consciousness of the population at large.

In the case of

Africa, because of historical circumstances, development consc.ousness

Has slow in coming.

Hence, initiative from the community did not emerge

naturally. Where the rudiments of decentralization exist, problems of
l.ck of co-ordination have hindered progress in effective decentraUzat.on.
Mention may be made of conflicts that arise out of overlapping of dut.es
SJ1d responsibilities between local governments and central government
departments. Furthermore, problems have also emerged where community de
velopment departments have gone beyond their role of stimulating the po
pulation to participate in the development effort and have initiated and
promoted a multitude of projects without consulting the local government

bodies or government departments upon whom the burden of maintenance would
lie This often resulted in a dichotomy between community development
departments and other government agencies. These unco-ordinated efforts

often confused the communities and weakened their belief in the value of
self-determination.

The multi-party systems introduced into the politics of many newly
independent African countries, while attempting to protect the citizens

against entrenched dictatorship, nevertheless have to some extent

the spirit of unity at the local level - a phenomenon which is vxtally
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necessary for the formulation and execution of develops projects - the

bed-rock of decentralized development planning.

Multi-party politics in

the modern sense is still new to many rural African societies, where
hitherto, at the traditional To™ or Village Council, issues affecting
the village, including development projects, were debated exhaustively
at open meetings and decisions were based on a consensus of opinion of
the members of the Council, and not on the basis of an established goverment party versus an official opposition.

While the ordinary people are

learning that differences of opinion or political party principles do not
preclude co-operation in other fields of human endeavour, it cannot be
denied that the pace of local development has adversely been affected by
inter-party bickerings, particularly among the local party leaders.

It

is, therefore, no accident that countries like the United Arab Republic
and Tanzania, which had been declared one-party States, have found it
easier to obtain stronger and more u.ited local support for national
development plans through local participation. Whether or not the
single-party states would in the long run achieve better results in their
systems of decentralized planning over the multi-party states, in terms
of improved standards of living, would depend to a great extent on the
political leadership at the national and local levels. If some of the
leaders choose to channel the mobilized efforts into the promotion of
ideologies not directly related to the economic and social advancement

of the people, then the end results might be different from those professed
by their governments.

3-

Instruments of decentralization

Having taken noteof the definition of the term "Central government",
the next question is to ascertain what principal institutions are used
outside the normal central government departments as instruments of de
centralization in planning.

Apart from the public enterprises which are

used as agents of sectoral planning by the respective government depart

ments, the major instruments for decentralized planning are the Provincial,
District and Local Development Committees and Local Government Councils.
Countries like the United Arab Republic, Kenya, Tanzania and Ghana, with
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unitary forms of government and with large territories, might «°*^>

three-tier system of Provincial, District and Local ^^^^^
useful for the purpose of decentralization of the planning machinery

smaller countries or States within larger Federations, might find the twotier system of District and Local Development Committees, quite adequate
for

(a)

this

purpose.

RaPionp.l/Provincial Development Committees

Thile recognizing that in the large States, there might be need
for the establishment of Regional/Provincial Development Committees, the
question arises as to what functions such Committees can effectively
perform. The term "Province- or -Region- in the context in which it is

Lng used here, is that of geographical unit delineated by the Centra!
(or State) government for the
eountry or State. Even where
United Arab Republic, such an
terms of reference defined by

enhancement of the administration of the
it has a. deliberative Assembly as in the
Assembly functions strictly within the
the central government. The important

DOint is that both the province and the governmental institutions

'ci-ted w.th it are the creation of the central government and »ly in
directly of the Constitution of the country.

/s - United Nations Meeting of experts observed, the predominant

p-ttem ir. English-spe^in, areas in Africa, is the partnership system
of decentralization under which some direct services are rendered^ the
fi-ld ur,ts of central agencies and others by local authorities.-

i, ort, f,1S pattern that a few countries have been trying in tnc past
f-v y-s to ,r-ft a system of provincial administration and/or provin
cial - v lopment committees. In Ghana, Zambia, Kenya and Tanzania, Re.,cr-l/-ovineial Development dittoes, each of which is under tn<.
"~--,..--.,i.iP ox a Provinci-1 Commissioner or Regional Chief Ex.cutxv. .r.

H^.'. .= ,sists mainly of the ?rovi,ei-.lly-bascd h.ads of tho T.r.jor d. v '^,,.::

dep-rtments of the ocntr-1 sovcrnnsont, some politic, r

rorr'"mmc

' 'ccor-tr-

(ST/TAC/i /■;),

V o:\. for Llrtionr.l ?.nd Loci

\v_rj.
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ative, and other representatives of the local comraunitieS and of the

™te sector.

In ,eny,,

thc non_civil ^^

the Provmcxal Development Advisory Committee.

mitt
, tees

T:

" thC ^onal/provinclal development Com-

lnc ude .ssistance ,nd guldance to the District Dov

, tees ln ldcntlfying sultable projects for inclusion ^ their

r^
a

,h

: Corittee dittoes
?iso c°-°rdi—«»«^«*t
in the area, modify them,

some new provinciai
ii *"*"*- ^^, lt incoTPO^tes thcm

p

"

and

l

,,

l

to the projects before sub-

Pl?n tO thG Centr?1 P1-ni"S Organization for inclusion of

the projects in the region-1/

national plan.

- / provincial or sectoral sections of the

For instance, in Kenya where it is reported that these

commies played an important role in the formulation of new programmes
durlns the preparation of the 197O-1974 National Plan, their programmes

were incorporated into the pro3rammes of relevant government departments.!

In the implementation of the national plan, with particular reference
to the provincial projects, the main responsibility of the provincial eom-

-xttee is to advise and assist in the expeditious execution of the pro
jects, and to make suggestions to the government departments and agencies

concerned on the removal of implementation bottlenecks. In some Jsc.
they may provide the solutions themselves. In this regard, in
er.ch
province is allocated by the Central government a .-bottleneck" vote which
xs under the control of the Provincial Permanent Secretary. This is to

meet the cost of minor projects, the non-implementation of «hich might
adversely affect the execution of major projects in the plan. In Tanznx,f where the Regional Development Committee occasionally receives gr-nt

from the central government as "Regional Development Fund" mainly for reallocation to the District Development Committees for finanein , of their
projects, on the direct implementation of a few projects in the regional

1/ Republic of Kenyc, Development Plan 1970-1974, po 75,
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sector of the plan, the experiment has not been successful.

It is

reporter! that the ^irst Plan (196/.-I960) was not successful in its re

gional planning aspects because manpower resources were too scarce and ex
perience too limited to provide successful planning in the regions.--

It

is understood that as part of the solution of the problem, itinerant

high-powered inter-disciplinary teams were thereafter sent to each re-ion
to assist in identifying suitable projects for implementation at the
various levels-

One common feature of most of the countries experimenting with

provincial administrations is that no successful attempt has yet been made
to get the local government councils to prepare periodic plans, which can
form permanent local basis for the provincial and district plans or pro

grammes.

Nor has there been any hcrmonization between the budgets and

plans of the local government councils in the respective districts, to
ensure that the projects in these programmes are maintained by the coun

cils when they are completed.

This approach has made it difficult for

the Provincial Development Committees to base part of their programres

on the established institutions of local government councils which

iave

independent revenue sources that could be expanded to cope witL develop
ment needs-

In Kenya, it is reported that the county councils have not

had administrative capacity to enable them to prepare long-te-m develop

ment programmes^

In Zambia, the absence of local authority periodic

plans is regarded as a serious gap in planning, and consideration is being
given to local authorities taking over the functions of the District Plan
ning Committees, ar_d for them to prepare their Five-year plans.-

However, in the United Arab Republic, the Governorste-Couneil (the
Provincial Administration) is empowered, within the limits of th- state's

1/
"

Thi- United Republic of Tanzanias Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan for
Economic and Social Development, 1 July i960 - 30 June 1974, Vol. I,

2/

Republic of Kenya, r-evolopmcnt Plan 1970-1974* p. 133-

3/

Orou-, CO.: Report on Public Administration Mission to Zambia,

"

(l 69-19-5, July 1969), p. 25-

p, ZZk (Government Printer, T>_r-cs-3alaam, I369)-
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general policies, to establish and manage different local services and
works for the welfare of the govcrnorate.

It supervises the Town and

Sural (local government) Councils in the govcrnorate.

Moreover, the

Governorate-Council has been r.ssisgcd by the national government certain
revenue sources,

including a certain fixed percentage of customs duties

and of vehicle licences.-i' Vlith these independent revenue sources, the
governorate and its planning organization are able to co-ordinate the

Town and Rural Council development programmes, prepare programmes for
the governorate, and implement or assist in the implementation of maxiy
of these projects from their own resources.

These examples have been given in some detail, in order to show that
apart from the United Arab Republic, (and possibly Ghana in future), the

provincial organizations for planning have not established themselves in

the English-speaking African countries, as executive bodies with technical
and financial resources to formulate and implement regional/provincial
development plans.

Their role is likely to remain advisory and at best

they could become effective instruments for identifying suitable local
projects as well as guiding the district development committees and the

local government councils in plan formulation and execution.
Another difficulty which the Provincial Committee has in establish

ing itself ii; most of these countries is that, apart from the United Arab
Republic, the largest population of the average country, or state in a

federation, is only about 13 million, and with the large number of govern
ment departments which each strte has, there is limited scope for the

creation of many semi-autonomous and viable provincial units within each
state without creating an atmosphere

of rivalry between the central

departments and the regional development institutions.

For, as has been

pointed out by the United Nations Ieeting of Experts, the fewer the number

of regions/provinces and the larger their size, the greater will be the

1/

United Arab Republics

Digest of the Jaw of the Local Administration

System - Articles 19-33,
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nd .eight of area

:;:_t.

^

co

-ordinators in relation to the central

as *, »* „« o^^^. *»

ful and, especially if the co-ordinators are politically

facilitate resistance to the central government.

,

m

Instead of pr mot n.

rational decentralisation, it may lead the centre to fear to delegate
-uthority. The experts went on to sug3est that nor.ally, therefore

, plan for three or four regions should be avoided. The minimum -uld
delnd on the .1- of the country and its ability to support financially

and staff the offices of these regional co-ordinators.-/ As .entione

earlier, the shorta3e of staff made it difficult for the ^^
vincial Development Committees to operate effectively dur
pirn periodo

On the burning question of finance, the lifted sources of revenue

awil,ble to both the Sovemffient and the established local government
eouncUs in Some countries have led to -rivalry' over the shar.n, of ne

t^diticoal revenues, such as personal tax, betWeen the central and lo*.l
,OTCrnments.

In the -battle-, the stron3er central government has had

^e upper hand, with the result that many of these local author,txcs

are flncially »., In the circumstances, it Would be both pol,t.caHy
,nd f.sclly difficult for a third organization - the Provincial Ad^
istr,t1On and the Provincial Hevelop.ent Committee - to co,e xn between
rnd to be given le3al PoWers to ra.se revenue independently from »

alre-dy 'dry' source, for financing their development programmes.
,,,,„ T,n71nl,

could happen in c few countries li..e T^nzani.,

Ghrna and Zambia,

,

.

nat
where

there ore SOme definite attempts at decentralization for development would
be that the central ,overoment wouM allocate some bloc, sums from ,ts own

development funds to the Provincial Development Committees and tne local

,overnment councils ,n their areas. Part of the funds might be used to
1-ble the provinciallv-based government heads of departments, to execute
expedmously some sectoral projects which are located in the province
or region

a

concerned.

T'no
rPm-inin" prrt of the funds could, as in tne
Ine rem. lnin^ y^.i

case of Zambia, be utilized as a "bottleneck" vote, for "emergency" con
struction or provision of minor but essential projects or services, the
aosence of which could otherwise hold up the indentation of large
national projects.

To sum up, Hherever a Regional/Provincial Development Committee
eixsts as an intermediate organization between the District Development

Committee and the National Pl,nnin3 Organization, its role could include,

(i) Providing or securing the services of experts to assist the
District Development Committees in identifying and evaluating
sound projects for incorporation into the district development
plan.

(ii) Co-ordinating the draft district development programmes,
identifying those which have provincial importance, and
assigning priorities to them within the framework of a

provincial programme;

assigning priority to district pro

jects on an advisory basis, in order to enable the central
government to decide on the scale of priorities for the ouroose

of the allocation of capital tfrants for such projects.

The'

main purpose of the provincial programme or plan would be to
ensure that as far as possible, the central government and

its agencies accord appropriate priorities to the nationrl
projects to be located in the province, on the basis of the
recommendations submitted by the Provincial Development Committee,

(Ul) ''hen ^ Pr°JeCtS in the P-vincial plan have been included
and approved in the national pl?n, the Provincial Committee
should meet regularly to obtain and consider the progress

reports prepared by the provincial heads of government depart
ments, on the implementation of the projects pertaining to

their respective departments.

The Committee should suggest

solutions to any implementation problems both to the clntrrl
and the provincial heads of departments concerned.

It should

also invite their attention to any undue delay in making o.
start or slow ProCress in the execution of other projects.
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(iv)

The Provincial Development Committee should also, on the
recommendation or request of the District Development Com

mittees, take similar action on district projects in which
the central government is involved.

(v)

The Provincial Committee should provide or obtain the services
of technical experts, on request, to assist in the implement
ation of the district projects, particularly those which are

beinr, executed entirely from local resources.

This is part

icularly necessary in order to ensure that the standard of
work or service to be provided is up to nationally acceptable
standards»

In order to obtain mass support for the activities of the Provincial

development Committee, as far as possible its membership should be such
as to inspire reasonable confidence in the people. It would, therefore,
be desirable that the Chairman should be the Regional/Provincial Chief
Executive or Administrative Officer.

The members could include the pro

vincial heads of government departments (particularly those in the deve
lopment departments) and of public enterprises, representatives of the

orivate sector including trade unions, reflecting the economic speciality
of the area, and the chairmen of all local 3overnment councils and of the
District Development Committees in the province.
(b)

District Planning Organization

Ilavin, indicated the possible role which the Provincial Development
Committee could play, wherever it exists, the next subject is to examine
what functions can be undertaken by District and Local Development Com
mittees and Local Government Councils.

As far rs possible it is desir

able to avoid giving any impression of dogmatism in a subject of this
nature by introducing models.

appears to exist.

Here, however, a sense of inevitability

The need for a model has arisen because in the English-

speaking African countries (most of which have no centrally planned
socialist economies), decentralized planning is relatively new and in
many cases non-existent. Hence it seems appropriate to have a model
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around which to weave our thoughts as this might facilitate the identi

fication of the problems and possibilities of decentralized planning in
r typically traditional African society.

The model, hereafter discussed,

recognizes the roles of the traditional leaders and of the new class of

elected local government councillors, as well as those of the central
and local government officials, in stimulating the interest of local
communities in economic and social development, giving them guidance in

planning with their limited resources, for the achievement of this
objective.

There is no intention of putting forward this model as a

sacrosanct institution,.! structure.

It is recognized that conditions

vary from country to country, and even as between states and regions

of the same country.

Each government should then decide how to modify

the organizational framework and administrative procedures in the model
to suit local circumstances-

Along with setting in motion the process of decentralized planning

there is need to strengthen and give local institutions additional re
venue raising authority so that they are able to mobilize adequate local
resources to enable them to meet the growing expenditures on local deve

lopment.

Projects involving the use of local labour an" materials on

a self-help basis could be of special significance in view of shortage

of financial resources,,

For the English-speaking African countries, the

oldest organizations that are capable of fulfilling these conditions are
the local government councils.

The term -capable" has been used because

in recent years, in some African countries like Sierra Leone, Ghana,

;ie^, Swaziland and the Northern, Western and Midwestern States of
xligeria, the central government's tax and revenue allocation policies

h.-ve tended to weaken the financial abilities of their local authorities
to the extent that for some yecrs now most of them have not been able to
undertake, on their own, any lrrge-scale capital projects.

Some of them,

such as the county councils in "Cenyr, have been finding it difficult to
meet their recurrent commitments in education and oth^r services.
It is appreciated thrt in countries like Nigeria, Sierra Leone and

Xenyr., there is more than one-tier local government system and the question
arises as to which of these tiers should provide the besis for district

rnd local development Plrnnin3.

Here it should be mentioned that al

ready the trend is towards the one-tier system in .any countries, e.g.,

The Gambia, Botswana and ^western Wi3eri=. 'toe there is more than
ona-tier there are indications tnat because of the ineffectiveness of
some of the councils, as a result of the sharing of the lifted manpower
and available financial resources amongst the various tiers, the govern

ments are already making arrangements for some reorganisation that will
produce effective units of local administration. During the past two
years, the Ghana Government appointed at least two Commissions of Enquxry

to consider this subject ,»d other allied issues of decentralization and
it is expected that the implementation of some of the recommendations of
these Commissions of Enquiry would soon take place. The Kenya Government
is appointing a Commission of Enquiry to examine the structure of its
loci government system. The Sierra Leone Government has already ap
pointed a high-powered Committee to examine the local government structure

and make recommendations as to the ways and means of ensuring that the
local authorities become more effective units for development. All these

are indications that eventually the trend in many African countries would
be tow-rds the one-tier system.

Havin, regard to the fact that one of the essential factors for
effective decentralization in planning and plan implementation is the
existence of an institution which has the legal authority and ability
to raise funds from the local communities supporting the projects xn
the pirn, the most effective basis for decentralized plennins appears

to be the local government council which is the rating or taxing authority,
where there is more than one-tier local government system. It is for this
reason that the model for district and local planning and implementation,

which is discussed here, is based on the rating authority as the institu
tion to provide the secretariat and to act as the co-ordinating unit for
planning and plan implementation.

!n order that each local government council should be seriously
involved in both the national and local development programmes, there

should be a district Development Committee in each district or in the
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area

of

the District Councll

^

^^

^

ship could be: the fiovern»enfs field Administrative Officer in ch^e
of the ,rea (e.g., District or Divisional Officer) as Chains, the "
Cnairman of the Loci 2overnment Council, , bout three other Councillors

appointed by the Council, a Planning Officer in the Central PWin,

Oration, the Medical Officer, the District Engineer, and the senior

Education Officer in charge of the district. Other heads of govemment
departments in the district may be co-opted as and when the Committee
oon8lders it necessary. The Secretary of the Council should act as
the Secretary to the Distinct Development Committee. About 4 or 5 repre
sentatives of the private sector, including trade union representatives,
saould be members of this Committee and their appoints should be based

on the econOmic and social character of the area.

One or two women

could also be appointed to represent female interests.

The District Development Committee will be responsible for the

following:

(i) It will co-ordinate the development plan projects of the
wards in the district and assign priorities according to
their importance to the district as a whole. !fard projects
which are placed on Lis^J of the district draft plan would

be recommended by the District Committee for capital grants-in-

aid from the Council and for the eventual managen.ent by the
Council. It win then place other ward projects which are con
sidered reasonable, on Usti of the draft plan, on the under
standing that it may provide the ward with technical and advi
sory services only for the construction of the projects.

This

would be on condition that the ward is able to provide funds
and other resources for the capital costs and the maintenance
of the projects for at least five years, without any grant
from the government or the local authority.

In assigning priorities to projects on Lists A and B, serious
consideration will be given to the priority allocated by the
ward to each project.
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(ii)

It will prepare development schemes of district-wide importance,

under say, a 3 to 5-year programme, for implementation by the

council solely from its own resources.

These will be on Lxst

C of the district draft development plan and may include schemes

like health clinics, district and town roads, modern permanent
markets, abattoirs and motor parks.

(iii)

It will also submit proposals for large-scale district projects,
the implementation of which will involve government's financial
and technical assistance to the council. These may include
Sewa»e and drainage schemes, large-scale plantations, and the
tarring of town roads.

These would constitute List D of the

district draft plan-

(iv)

It may likewise prepare project proposals which are of national
or government-wide interest but which the District Committee

wishes the government to include in the national plan for
financing by the national government especially those in the
industrial field, or infrastructural projects, like electricity
and water supply.

These proposals would form List E of the

district draft plan.

The district draft plan should be submitted to the council for

consideration and modification before being forwarded to the Department
of Local Government for consideration.

Where a Provincial Development

Committee exists, the district draft plan will be submitted by the local
government council to the Provincial Development Committee for co-ordmation with the programmes of other District Committees in the province

before bein» forwarded to the Department of Local Government which will,
after consultation with the appropriate central government departments

(which in turn will -rovide technical or financial assistance), approve
sections A, B and C of the plan. These will be returned to the council
which will publish it as part of its development plan. The reason for
this recommendation is to enable the council to appreciate its full
responsibility not only for the implementation of the plan, but also

for the maintenance of the schemes in sections B and C, and possibly of

those xn section A in future.

This aspect of the problem, may be lost

sxght of, if the projects are only included in the national pl?n#

The

proposals in sections D and E of the district draft Plnn will be sent

by the Tc^rfnent of Local Government to the appropriate departments for

lnClUE1°n " thClr "active plan proposes. Copies should be sent to

the department of Economic Planing which »U assist the Departs of

Local Government in pursuing the nlatter with those departments when thei.
development proposals are bein3 considered. The Department of Local
Government will also submit List 3 projects to the appropriate departments
for inclusion of as many of these projects as are considered reasonable,
in the "Conti ngencies Section" of the draft plan for consideration and
approval by the government. This implies sovornment■s possibie financial
and technical support for the indentation of these projects should be
the government's finances permit.

".'hen the projects are finally approved by the government as part of

the national plan, the projects in section D would also be reflected in
each district plan, showing the District Council's approved contribution
to each project. These projects in section D would likewise be separately
reflected in the final version of the national plan under "Provincial/
District Projects". This arranCement would enable the government's com
mitment to the partial financing of these sche.es to be clearly shown in

the plan.

It also facilitates their identification from the government's

own projects for the purpose of periodic reports on plan implementation

both by the District Committee and by the department concerned.

Projects

in section E of the draft district plan, if deluded in the national plan>

would no longer be of financial relevance to the council as they would be
the central government's responsibility. There would, therefore, be no
need to put the. under "Provincial/District Projects" in the national plan.
These projects need not appear on the final version of the district plans
as the council would not be financially involved in their execution.

(°) Village/'.'ard Oevelopment Committees
Tn this nodcl, where the vUla3es are sufficiently large to act rs
plr.rm.in; ur.its, 'i 11 ,-e. Committees could be establxshed, but where they
-re not so lar3e,

^rrd development Committees, consisting each of r 3roup
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of villr..-es, arodesirrble.

As frr rs possible, for the purpose of co

hesion, the villages should br ve some common ties.

The members of the

■<illr~e/->rd Committee should include the elected local government
councillor for the are, ,-ho should be the Chairman of the Comittee.

Other members should include the traditional head(s) of each villr.e

in the ward, the Bo-.ber elected by erch village in the ward, md the
following central government and local Government officers:

the Com

munity development Assistant or Dreiser, the Agricultural Field Over

seer, the Council Ho*d Overseer, the Public Health Inspector, the iurrl
health Centre : edical Assistant, rnd the Council Supervisor of Primary

-chools.

The Community development Assistant or Or^jiizer should act

rs the Secretary of the Committee.

The VillaGe/!ard development Committee should formulate annual or

periodic plans for the development of such services as minor roads,
brides and waterways;

public prrks;

and motor prrks in the ward.

libraries;

play pounds;

markets;

It would plan to provide from its local

resources for an agreed percentage of the cost of such schemes which are

ultimately approved t>y the council within the framework of the district
pirn, looking up to the local government council in the area for the
balance in the form of a grant.

The percentage of grant will be deter

mined from time to time by the department of Local Government on a

nationwide basis takin;, into consideration the creater needs of less
developed re3ions.

If a project in the ward plan is not approved by

the council, the ward will be free to undertake entirely on its own the
construction of the project, provided that it is not inconsistent with
the national development objectives and that the ward is in a position

to maintain it from its own resources for at least, say, 5 years, after

,,hich the ward may apply to the council to take it over.

Projects of

this nature would have to be classified by the Department of Local Govern
ment and should be limited to those the maintenance of which is labourintensive and can be undertaken easily with community efforts, with

minimum financial contribution by the people, e.3., public works, play

-rounds, and local rords. This point is bein^ stressed in order to avoid
the mistakes of the prst whereby a number of projects constructed by locel
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comities could not be taken over by the councils and they had to f.-ll
into di8use with the attendant frustration on the part of the community
concerned„

The "ard Committee will, of course, ,,ith the support of the various
committees in its ere*, undertake the construction of projects supported
by the district development Committee and the council and ensure that
the advxce ?,d assistance of the appropriate professional and technical
staff of government and of the council in the district are obtained for
the construction of these projects. The 'Jard Committee will Plso make
suggestions to the district development Committee on the district projects

which are suituated in the ward and can offer the council such assistance
as facilitating the allocation or acquisition of land for a.y district
or natioml projects allocated in the ward area.

(d) Application of i;odel to Urban Centres
The model described above can also be applied to urban centres. In
that case, the same organization desired for the rural wards can be used
for the wards of an urban local 3Overnment council.

^ ^^ ^^ ^

no traditional leaders, the Urban 7ard Development Committee need not
create offices for such persons only for development purposes. The

entire area of a municipality or to™ should have a District Development

Committee with the same type of membership as the model Pistrict Committee
described above <•

The nature of the functions of the Urten Tfcrd development Committee
and the method of executing its development projects miSht be different

from those of the rural Tferd Committee because of the peculiar character

of the needs of an urban centre.

The Urban Committees might initiate

and implement, partly or wholly, such projects as the construction a*d
maintenance of new roads and public parks, and the extension of water
supply to particular areas of the town. In the urban centres, especially
those which are highly industrialized, because a lar£e number of the adult

male inhabitants are engaged in wage employment or in full-time business
management, the construction and maintenance of ward development projects

might depend to a large extent on their cash contributions rather then on

7

communal Irbour.

For example, in Benin City in Mdwestern Nigeria,

most of the new roads were constructed by the respective ward committees.
In Addis Ababa, the landlords usually construct the roads in their areas

and sometimes contribute thousands of dollars to hire contractors to
provide tarmac surfacing for some of these roads.

4.

Pl^n

Implementation

Having produced an approved development plan, the next stage is

that of implementation

Every year during the plan period, the District

Development Committee should prepare a draft capital budget for the

implementation of the projects in the sections B C and D of the district's
development plan, takin3 into account the council's contribution to

projects in section B and D and its full commitment to projects in

section C.

Account will also be taken of the ability of the council's

recurrent budget for the next year or two to bear the extra burden in

volved in the maintenance of the new projects to be executed in the next
annual capital budget-

In making this

forecast, allowance should be

made for the council having to take over in future the maintenance of
some of the projects in section A of the district plan which are being
executed by the Hard Development Committees entirely on their own.

The draft annual capital budget should be submitted to the Council
early enough for it to be scrutinized at the time the annual recurrent

budget is being considered by the council.

Both budgets should be

presented to the council which will, after the necessary modifications,
submit them to the Department of Local Government for approval.

The

department will, before approving the provisions for the projects in
section D, obtain the confirmation of the Departments of Finance, Eco
nomic Planning and of other departments connected with the projects,

that the government's contributions to the costs of the projects have

been provided for in the government's capital (development) budget for
the year in question.

This is to avoid a situation where the council

embarks on a project and finds that half-way through the year the govern

ment is unable to make its contribution owing to the absence of the
necessary provision in its capital budget.

A P.

Once the council's annual capital budget is approved, the District
Development Committee should from time to time give advice to the council
and the Jard Committees on how to execute the planned projects.

It

should also piece the services of the government's administrative, pro
fessional, and technical staff in the district at the disposal of the
council and the Ward Committees for project execution.

It should further

more submit periodic reports to the Departments of Economic Planning and

Local Government on the progress being made (by the council) in the
implementation of the plan.

In doing this, it should point out, where

necessary, bottlenecks in the implementation process and request such
assistance as would enpble the council to resolve them.
5.

Popularization of Plan

Before the preparation of the national and local development plans,

the Department of Economic Planning, after consultation with the Depart
ment of Local Government, should obtain from the central government

guidelines on the government's objectives and priorities for the next

plan as they relate to district and local projects, and the nature and

levels of capital and recurrent grants for different types of projects,
and what projects should be included in Lists A, B, C and D respectively,

of the model plan described above.

The Department of Economic Planning

would then issue a policy circular on these subjects to the District

Development Committees, and the Provincial Development Committees (if

e-ny), with copies sent to the local government councils, through the
Department of Local Government.

On the basis of the circular each local

government council and the District Development Committee would agree

in principle on the priorities to be given to various projects and the
method of raising funds from local contributions for the construction
and maintenance of projects which would be included in the ward and
district plans-

The council would then, at its general meeting discuss these

subjects fully and mandate its members to publicize the principles in

their respective wards, and as Chairmen of the Ward Development Committees,
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~ive leadership xn preparing the ward plans.

In pirn preparation, eac,

w-rd would decide how much contribution xt can make towards fxnancxng

Drojects in Lxsts A and B (of the model plan).

It xs xmportant thrt

this decision on finance should be properly recorded and the Chaxrman

should ensure that this xs brought to the notice of village assemblxes
and representatives of any major sectxonal 5roups xn the ward, xn order
to obtain their support before the ward Plan xs submxtted to the nistrict
development Committee. This poxnt xs bein, emphasised in order to reduce
the chances of any subsequent opposxtxen by some sections of the co^unity
to the subscriptxon of the necessary funds and labour for project xmplementation.

in the case of, r-^e proposed by a ward for finmcin; local projects,

the local government council once satisfied, through the publicity rnd
discussions mentioned above, that the rate has the Seneral support of the
t-x/rate payers in the ward, should resolve to impose xt as a specxrl
local rate which would be paxd exclusively by the tax/rate payers xn the

particular ward. To distinguish this from any special rates payable by
those in other wards, separate rate recexpts could be provxded for the
collection which should be done simultaneously with that of the ordxnary
council tax or rates.

For ease of administration of local government

tax/rate collection, as far as possible the council should encourage the
establishment of a uniform system of xmposxtxon of ward development rates
and of the levels of such rates.

Whatever revenue is collected as deve

lopment rate from each ward will be credited to a
fund account by the council xn favour of the ward.

specxal development
In the same manner,

when a distrxct draft plan is eventually submitted to the councxl and xt
xs decided to xmpose any speexal development rate, either for the whole

council area or for a particular sectxon of xt, for the financing of
specific projects, the council should send a delegation of some of its

members to tour the dxstrict to inform and discuss with the people the
advantages and finpneial implications of the planned projects and obtaxn
their support for the district programme.

In order to move away from the traditional idea of local self-help
projects financed from ad hoc contributions, towards the principle of
integrated decentralized development planning, it is desirable that the
collection and

disbursement of development funds for district and ward

projects should be centralized in the local government council, which

is the rating authority for the district.

For the collection of any

special development rate on a ward or on a district-wide basis, the
council would impose the rate either on poundage or capitation basis

and in the urban areas, as personal tax or property rate.

This could

be collected along with the annual local government general tax or rates.
The difference would be in what projects each ward decides to give prio
rity according to its approved plan.

This is what gives the programme

its local character.

Furthermore, the Ward Committee would have to issue authorization
to the council's executive staff for the disbursement of the funds placed
to the credit of the ward in aforementioned special development fund, as
and when this becomes necessary. It may do this through a sub-committee
consisting of the chairman, secretary and a traditional leader, or any
other member of the Committee, which would be empowered to issue the
necessary authorization.

Quarterly, or at such other stipulated inter-

vals, the Council Treasurer should send statements of the account of the
special development fund to the ward for scrutiny.

The disbursement of

development funds collected by the council on a district-wide basis would
be in accordance with the normal budgetary and financial regulations of
the council. All that is necessary would be that, as far as possible,

the estimated revenue from this source should not be less than the estim
ated expenditure on the specific or general development projects, in the
council's annual development budget.

Regular statements of accounts of

the development revenues and expenditures should be submitted to the
council and to the District Development Committees, to enable the council

to submit quarterly progress reports on the implementation of the district
plan to the Departments of Local Government and Economic Planning.

"

6.

Co-ordination of Activities

For effective operation of the decentralized system of development

planning and implementation outlined above, co-ordination i. not only
necessary at the district level, but also at the national level,
already mentioned, the government should outline its policy and priori
ties in terms of local development programmes for guidance in the pre

paration of the district and ward plans,

mere is also the need for

uniformity in the format, methods and procedures for the presentation

of these plans sr.d of th, local government council's annual development
and recurrent budgets. There should furthermore be uniformity in the
methods and procedures for the presentation of the periodic pro.ect

implementation reports by the District Committees. These measures would
facilitate co-ordination at the national level, and the training of

government and local government staff involved in decentralized planning

I well as the members of the various District and Ward Development Committees.

To this end also, there should be a District/Provincial Plan

ning Section in the Central Planning Organization which will be charged
with the responsibility of co-ordinating district development plans

in the absence of Provincial Development Committees or Plans, or of
provincial development plans, which have integrated the district plans,
where Provincial Development Committees exist. One or more Planning

Officers from the said section should assist the staff in the Department
of Local Government in provincial/district plan co-ordination and, if

necessary, a Planning Officer should head the planning cell in the
Department of Local Government.

In recognition of the fact that many

field Administrative Officers and local government staff are not trained
in the techniques of planning, professional Planning Officers from the
Central Planning Organization should visit the districts and spend as
much time as possible in advisin3 and assisting District Development Com

mittees and Council staff in the preparation of district plans. For the
M.ger countries, the Provincial Planning Officers who are permanently
posted to the field (as in Ghana), should perform this function.

7-

Training rnd finrnce

In view of the large number of ward committees, it may not be
possible for the Planning Officer to move around to assist them in the
preparation of their plans.

For this purpose the Secretary and Trea

surer of the local government council (the ratin, authority), and the

Chairmrn =nd Secretaries of the 'lard Committees should be -iven inten
sive courses, at the district headquarters, in simple plannine technics

and principles of local development planning, before they be,in to pre
pare their plans.

In addition, the Secretary and the Treasurer of the

council should be able to attend at least one meeting of each Hard Com

mittee during the preparation of the plan, to enable them to give neces
sary advice to the Committee and ensure that there is uniformity in the
presentation of the plan and in the procedure for the preparation, which

should be in accordance with the nationally prescribed standards and
objectives.

The effective administration of the district and ward plans, based
on the above model or on any other organization, would depend to a great
extent on the availability of trained and efficient local government
staff. At present, a large proportion of the executive and technical
staff of the local authorities in many African countries are those who
have, by virtue of seniority and experience, been promoted from the
clerical and artisan cadres of the former Native Authority service. In
a few countries like Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania and Zambia, some attempt
had been mrde to train a number of these :,ey staff in local institutions
and a few of them abroad. Professional training has been mainly confined
to the staff of large urban councils which can afford to pay profession
ally qualified staff. The training of the senior staff of most of the
rural councils has been concentrated on making them efficient in inter
preting local government laws and regulations, in accurately maintaining

the council's financial and other records and on practical training of "

technical staff in routine maintenance of l.-.terite roads and drains as
well as in the enforcement of simple health regulations.
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So fEr, very little has been done to give training in development
administrat1On to loci gove_t staff.

In order to provide .any

loci Eovernment employees with such training, it is desirable that
in addition to the adjioc crash training pro.™-, suggested above,

members of district and Village Development Committees and some local

or

eo,e™ent staff, intensive courses in the administration of plans
should be .ounted in tUe various local 3overnment training

the respective African countries.

These courses could be organs by

a ,roup of selected e—ic and social planning experts and admxnxstrative officers who have had so.e experience in plan administration xn
such develop^ departs as Education, Agriculture

Coerce an

mdustry, and who may be attached to the trainin3 schools on full-tin,e
or part-time bpsis.

' In order that the training would have relevance to the existing

conditions in the country, as far as possible the lecture,s ahould *>
those who have had considerable relevant local experience, although
foreign experts can advise on the teaching .ethods.

For this reason

, reasonable pert of the course should be devoted to field case stud.es
in stilting the interest of the rural population in development pla,nia, and in the for.ulat.on and i^entatxon of , few p,lot
various district representatives of central govern.ent departments who
are involved in development, e.g., Agricultural and Veterinary Officers,
W Develop-nent and Co-operative Assistants, should be made to part

icipate actively in these field studies, in order to give then, and to.
local government staff orientation in the integrated approach to development planning and implementation.

Finally, if local 3overnn,ent councils are to play their proper role
ir decentralized planning and plan indentation, they should have adeqUate financial and organizational capacities to do this. As mentioned
earlier, the financial positions of local authorities in a nu-nber of
African countries (especially the rural councils) have been adversely
affected by the unstable nature of their revenue sources. Apart fron,
the irregular parent by the govern.ent of statutory grants and, some-
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Un.es, lt, inconsistent policies on tax and rate revenue allocation as

between the government and the local authorities, there are such probes

as those of poor revenue collection and budgetary control by the loe-1
authorities themselves. If under the system of decentralized plan admin
istration discussed here, these local authorities are to manage develop»ent funds in addition to their existine revenues, their systems of

financial management would have to be reviewed to ensure better budgetary

control.

Furthermore, if these councils are not to be tempted to use '

development funds irregularly for recurrent expenditures, then the go
vernment should provide them with clearly defined areas of local taxation

«th fairly elastic bases to enable them to meet their increasing com
mitments for the maintenance of existing and future projects. If, end
when this is done, there would be a greater need for streamlining the

machinery for the administration of tax, rates and other looal govern_
ment revenues.

For the foregoing reasons, it is desirable that as a pre-requisite
to the existence of an effective system of decentralized plan administra
tion, each government should consider setting up a national committee

to review and make recommendations on:

(i) duties and responsibilities of local authorities in relation
to their resources and potentials;

(ii) financial relationship between the central government and
local authority, including the authority to raise adequate
taxes and other revenues.

In accordance with government policy in relation to the points

above, it is necessary to establish national guidelines specifying the
sectors where there should be emphasis on decentralized development
according to national objectives.
°-

Rural Development

In a continent where over 30 per cent of the population live in
rural areas and where rural activities constitute the main generators of
national income, any efforts to modernize must include mobilization of
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the resources of the rural communities.

The machinery of decentraliz

ation for enlisting popular support and participation has been dealth

with in the previous sections of this chapter.

This involves consult

ation at the national and local levels and participation of the populace

in planning and plan implementation at the provincial, district and vil
lage levels.

What is proposed in this section is to draw adequate at

tention to the importance of, and the need for integrated approach to,
rural development.

Development of the rural areas is necessary, not only to improve

the living standards of the rural population as it would be inequitable
to provide the benefits of development for urban residents only, but also,
as a major source of income and foreign exchange earnings for economic

transformation, the resources of the rural sector should be fully mobil
ized for balanced development.

The rural sector not only provides the

raw materials for export and for the manufacturing industries, it is

also the main market for distributing the commodities of the industrial
sector.

Furthermore, if the mounting emigration to urban centres is to

be checked or reduced, it is necessary to improve the rural economy so

as to provide employment and promote prosperity for the rural population.

Improvement in social services and in the production of a variety of
cash and food crops should be accompanied by the growth of rural industries.

■ Such rural industries, improved agricultural production and the social
services - health, welfare, education, water and electricity supplies,

better communications, etc. - will enhance rural economic and social
living standards so that the sources of attraction of the urban centres
may be available in the rural areas.

Rural development has been described as "the process by which the

efforts of the people themselves are united with those of governmental
authorities to improve the economic, social, cultural conditions of com
munities, to integrate these communities into the life of the^nation,

and to enable them to contribute fully to national progress".1/

"

It

Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Twenty-fourth

Session, Annexes, Agenda Item 4, Document E/2931, Annex III, para. 1.

should be resized that the efforts of the people themselves to
improve their living standards should be matched by provision by the
central government of technical and other services in such a way as to
encourage initiative and self-help.

A recent seminar also called attention to the urgent need for
accelerated development of rural areas.

-re feel tn£t despite the

service paid to rural development, no concerted effort has yet been

made, in most African countries, to change the socio-economic conditions
in the rural areas. *e recommend that the need to make rural areas the

centre of development should be emphasized^

7iur,l development projects should be designed to stimulate action
to develop rural life and institutions;

e.g., modern methods of agri

culture, rural settlement and land reform measures, rural water supplies,
credit facilities for production, small-scale agro-industries, better
communications, health rnd nutrition services, mobilization of manpower,

development of local skills and handicrafts as a basis for further in

dustrial! zation^ education and training, co-operatives and marketing
systems, which are likely to increase the income and improve the living

standards of the rural population. Rural development, in the light of"
the foregoing, is then "the product of a series of quantitative and
qualitative changes occurinc £mong a given rural population, the conver
ging effects of which indicate in time a rise in the standard of living

and favourable changes in the way of life of the people" .-2/

In the

final analysis, it is the people of a country for whom development is
planned and implemented.

For these people to attain better livina

standards through increased agricultural production, education and health
services and other agro-industrial opportunities, the main strategy of

rural development is to involve the people in defining their needs, to

1/ UNECA Seminar on Administrative Framework for Development, Addis
Ababa, (7-I0 December 1970):

Report ofj

(f.71-201) Annex III, po 34.

2/ TO :CA Conference on Integrated Approach to Rural Development, Lioshi,
Trnzc-mr (13-24 October 1^63), (1-70-524), Draft P.5.
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provide them with necessary technical and material help so that,
throuA their our, initiative, efforts and enterpreneurship, they are

able to change their living conditions and fulfil their needs.
In many African countries, rural development projects have been

carried out on sectoral basis.

The emphasis was on a particular

sector or objective without due consideration of the inter-relationship

of that sector with other sectors of the economy in the community.

The

new approach now i» towards intention of rural development efforts

with the national plan. In order, therefore, to harness rural develop
ment to national development, co-ordination should be encoura3ed and
emphasized.

Programmes involving agricultural extension, demonstration

farms, etc. should be co-ordinated with those in education, healtn and
social services, mrrketin= and co-operatives, etc.

This integrated approach should aim at the mobilization of hun.cn

and material resources in the rural areas.

It should involve a combin-

?tion of many factorss

(i)

active participation of the people involved:

this leads to

encouraging positive attitude towards development;

(ii)

human resources development;

the manpower resources and

needs are ascertained for promotion of vocational training
and productive rural development;

(iii)

economic characteristics,

this involves analysis of various

physical and economic factors relevant to rural development
in

(iv)

the

area;

institutional organization which provides the framework to
support and sustain overall development?

(v)

adequate administrative machinery set up by the central
government for co-ordinating the work of communities in con
formity with general national objectives.

"A common aspect of strategies for rural development is the re
cognition of the necessity for self-help and maximum self-reliance nn

the part of the people.

Capital is short, but land and labour are

relatively abundant so that everyone can work towards increased pro

duction.

The principle of co-operation or communal effort, charact

eristic of African enterprise, can be encouraged, utilized to its

maximum potential, and integrated with the national plan"M Co-ordin
ation and^integration of rural development programmes with the national
programmes may thus be fostered in various ways:

(i)

integration should commence with the preparation of the
programmes ,r.i should be carried through to completion,

with modifications which may prove to be necessary in the
course of implementation;

(ii)

co-ordination should involve all government and local
government departments or agencies so that the inter-relation

ship between the various projects is realized and understood?

(iii)

in the training of personnel for rural development, an in
tegrated approach should be adopted so that the attitude
of co-operation and appreciation permeates through all the
officials concerned;

(iv)

through education and other means of mass media, the field
workers and the general public should be taught to appreciate
the benefits accruing from co-ordinated efforts at rural
development o

-.ECA Conference on Integrated Approach to Hural Development

_-;.-_

cit,

p,

0!>
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CHAPTER III

ORGAUIZATIOM AND hAHAGHSHJT FOR NATIONAL DEV

Introduction

The I'inth Session of the Economic Commission for Africa held in

February 1969, taking into account the report and recommendations of
the Second Conference on Urgent Administrative Problems of African ,o-

vernments, held in Addis Ababa in Movember 196J, adopted Resolution

i,o. 202(K), requesting the Executive Secretary, among other thin3s to

organize a meeting of African Heads of nr-n^on and t/anagement Units,

(under-scoring supplied) and of their experts in this field, to enable
them to exchange experience. The organization and management units
mentioned are what heretofore have been called Organization and Hethods
(0 & I-) Units.

The First Conference on Urgent Administrative Problems of African

governments, held in Addis Ababa in 1362 recommended that African Govern

ments should each create an Organization and Methods Office, composed of
specialists in matters of administration, directly subordinate to the

highest government levels, for the purpose of reforming and continually
improvin, the structures and standard procedures throughout the State
Administration, and whose competence extends to the highest level pro
blems of administrative organization and not merely to the practical
methods of technical organization in government departments.- Without
ch.ngin, the name of the unit, the Conference, however, expanded its

scope. ^Traditionally, 0 & I, had been concerned with improvement of
office layout, elimination and re-design of forms, introduction of office
equipment, review and improvement of clerical and other routine procedu
res and the like. Methods and procedures, the "U" of 0 & Li, were its
mrin preoccupation and as far as organization is concerned, at most it

pp,

10-11

only covered office organization.

The Second Conference on the same

subject came up with a consensus that the term -organization and
methods" was no longer suitable for the work required and the term

"organization and management", retaining the abbreviation 0 & M, should

be used instead.

It also stated that "its terms of reference should

cover the entire field of the structure, organization and management

of government bodies and public agencies on the basis of the framework,
objectives and missions laid down by the competent political and admin
istrative authorities:

organization of management systems;

methods

and procedures; or^nizr.tion of work" M The Meeting of Experts on the
United Nations Programme in Public /dministration in January 1967 noted
that "an important objective of every country is to create a central
roV.inistrr.tive planning or improvement staff, closely related to the

development planning office, which can assist in designing better organization, management, -nd otner procedures. Thus 3 and , work needs to

be elevrted in scoPe -nC importmce"^ (under-scon^, supplied).
The "uestion rary then be rskedj
iT-r.nrgemenf"

":s organisation not ^ part of

;f SOj ^iy the term "organization rnd mrnrgement" and not

just "manr. -ernenf uith the unit to perform the function called "mrnagement service^

This mry porhrps be explained by the expedience of re-

trining the "0" rnd continuing the use of the abbreviation:

"0 -Z i.",

considering resistrnce to chmge rs well r.s emphasizing "organization"

which hrs been neglected by tradition.-1 organization and methods work,
aowever, until r more appropriate terminology is found, it seems suffi

cient to crll the unit:

", rnrgement Service" and its functions^

'mr-

npgement service work" or "rdministrative reform/improvement work".

1/

Uir.CA Second Conference on Urgent Administrrtive Problems of

African Governments,
196.

2/

1 t
t j-\
j-\ >21,
>21

p
po

5

iecommendations, Addis Ababe, 14-27 November

.\eport of i eeting of Experts, E/4296, CT/TAO/l/3, UW/HY, 1967? p. 12,
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rn this context, management service work consists of the study ,-nd

imorovement of all the functions^ of administration or mane3ement which
,re:

decision-making, staffing staff development, planning, organizing,

directing, controlling, motivating, communicating, and evaluating Every
-ctivity, the division of work and delegation of authority, every method
of doing work, every technique or practice of getting things done to
achieve objectives, is within the scope of management service work.
Specifically, management service work includes the review and im
provement, on a continuing basis, of the machinery of government

(under a National Administration Improvement Programme or a Programme of
Planned Administration Review), the internal .^anization of departments,
agencies and their subdivisions; methods and procedures of work; offxoe
machines and aids; administrative framework for national planning and
plan implementation;

managerial activities;

ization and management of government business.

in sum, the whole organ

The ultimate objective

is to ensure that the whole government administrative machinery and its
operations may always be adjusted, adapted, and geared to meet the
challenge of new tasks and problems, that it continually improves its
capabilities, or is otherwise suitable and adequate to contribute ef
fectively to the successful achievement of socio-economic growth and
overall nation-building.

Public administration^ is the organization of government business
for achieving government objectives. The said Leeting of Experts in 1967
noted that public administration had been described as an "impact area"

1/
~

Gulick L. crlled these POSDCORB, i.e., planning, organizing, staffing,
directinp,

Gullck L

co-ordinating, reporting and budgeting.

and Urwick L. ,

Papers on the Science of Administration

Institute of Public Administration, New York, p. lj.

2/
"

The aforesaid Iveetins of Experts defined "public administration" as
"the totality of the administrative processes of government, and, m
fact, it covers areas not sometimes associated with the expression

■general administration', such as judicial ■V.mnistration and may
extend to the administrative services of the legislative branch ,
Report of Meeting of Experts, op. cit., p. 3.
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Development Decade and, in reaffirming

the importance of public administration, the Meeting concluded tjt
xt should be accorded even greater emphasis in the Second Development

Decade»—

2>

^^^^^gSdenc^^Administrative and Socio-^^,, P1...,n..
There xs now widespread realization, if not universal acceptance

of the need for administrative capability for planning and plan imple
mentation for national development and overall nation-building. There
also appears to be a growing recognition of the inter-dependence of
socio-economic planning and administrative planning.

The best designed

Plan, coupled with the availability of capital, supplies, and other

resources, but without the necessary administrative capability to carry
it out, is only as £ood as the paper on wh * h * ■*- ■

there is an evident lack or inadequate appreciation^ If"tnTesse^Jl^'

elements in the achievement of the desired administrative capability
there must co-exist: (a) qualified, trained, competent and dedicated
staff; and (b) sound organization, procedures, and management practices,

.s ^ " h?S been M-idi/r ln thlS c°™exion that administrative capability
scarce resource, particularly in those countries which became inde

pendent during the last two or throe c'ecades.

They had to develop

their own administrative system while tryinj to increase administrative

cr Polities required for socio-economic development but the tempo of
ccan.;e and burgeoning problems constantly ran ahead of administrative

capabilities.

The statement sometimes heard that 'the development plars

«ere good but the implementation was poor' is misleading

iO pl-n is

3ood unless it is both implementable and includes f plan for implement
ation. Provision for the requisite administrative capability is one
o. the key elements in any plan for implementation. "Jnder the circum1/

Report of Heeting of Experts, op. cit., p,

^ Programmes in Public Administration in the

cede, -raft for comments only, by PAV-TSA/'j"/;
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stances, it seems that the problem is to devise feasible strategy for
correcting the deficiency ,nd to rvoid tailoring development targets

to existing inadecuate administrative capability.-'

Meed, when

development planning is decided upon, among the first considerations

should be whether the administrative structure and the available pool
of trained .diinistrators are sufficient to undertake, with my hope
of success, the realistic preparation end implementation of any develop
ment plans.

Yet, ,,hen planning machinery is established, consideration

is always given,

techniques;

to pl.nnin, techniques, less often to implementation

and to the provision of data on which planr.in,; can be based,

less often still to providing an Ministration adec^te to development
needs.-7

The rbility of oovernmental bodies or organizations to define

problems, determine policies and programmes of development, assi3n prio

rities nnong competing demands, allocate resources including capital,
skilled manpower and foreign exchange, use science and technolo3y and
mobilize talent for development, ,nd carry out programmes of action,

constitute a decisive factor in the outcome of national efforts for
development-—

It may likewise be noted that "there was a time when proposals
for new development projects - particularly large programmes for re

source development, new crops, new industries and improved education and
health services - were considered only in terms of economic and technical
feasibility.

1/
0/

After many unfortunate failures, administrative feasibility

Proposed Objectives and Programmes in Public Administration in the
Second Development Decade, Draft for comments only, by tA,./~WUiI/
£IJ. Cite, P= 32°

Pr-ser, T.f,, Planning the Administration for development, Sudrn
Journal of Public Administrrtion ?nd development,
1965,

3/

P.

<ol. ^> ^n.

32.

Appraising Administrative Capability for Development:
st/tao/I'/46.

UN:
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has come to be recognized - by the Tforld Bank and others - as an important

consideration also".-/ As a matter of fact, heretofore, "economic and
social planners have often assumed that plans are self-executing

Ad

ministration is viewed as a detail... There has been little reliction
that knowledge and skill in development administration are primary in

gredients in nation-building.^

Indeed> development .„ a complex rf

mutually related economic and social improvements^, it has many facets
and requires the total mobilization of all human energies and other re
sources of the country for its successful accomplishment.

Plans are not

enough. Experience has shown that "development plans invariably requirethe re-organization of existing structures and procedures, the creation

of new agencies and enterprises, the re-arrangement of jurisdiction, the
re-allocation of functions, transfer of personnel or increases in salaries

for some categories-', amOnS many adjustments,required if development will

take place. Administration must be viewed "as more than an abstract term
denoting merely a means of implementing development programmes in the socalled economic and social sectors, e.g., agriculture, industry, education,
health and so on. It might, m fact, be possible to treat administration
as a sector, susceptible of programmed development in its own right, a

field with its own identity.

This approach may benefit developing countries,

inasmuch as it could enable them to plan administrative improvement and

1/ Appraising Administrative Capability for Development, op. cit. p 2

t/,U

\rSferS wJOta A- Kin3» Jr-Hopkins
EoonomiDevelopment Projects
Press, 1967), which

and their Appraisal (Baltimore, John

in
Lati^A
t BMk'S eXPeriences in «-rty cases in countries
in Latin America, Asia and Africa"... Closely related to the question

besHuitTto13
^ out
n^T
°f the the
S°rtproject
°f -S--tional
struct^
best suited to carry
and operate
successfully.
This

3/ Appraising Administrative Capability for Development, op. cit., p. 5.
4/ Clerk N.T., Tradition and the Administration of Development,
"

i::z% , z
:he ,s'xth
^^
IPA, Hrh'■
Achimota,
Ghana, ™*^™™
5-13 November ^
1367
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reform in consonpnce with the requirement of their economic development
programmes!

and would eliminate wastages associated with administrative
. „ 1/

improvement not based on relevant criteria

.-

The conclusion is inescapable, that socio-economic planning man

power planning, and administrative planning are inter-dependenttegral parts of national development;

in

administrative policies, measures,

and processes to carry out programmes and projects envisaged in the plan,
should be essential parts of the planning documents.

Organizational

responsibilities, administrative arrangements, operating procedures, and
resources utilization should be defined for each sector.

This applies

to such functions as agriculture, education, and public works?
government functions;

to urban and rural developmentj

to local

and to the sum-

total of policy and administrative actions necessary to promote enter-

preneurship in the private sector.

To ignore this inter-dependence and

attach sreater importance to one or more of the parts or of the factors

that typify the development process and neglect or de-emphasize one of
them, will result not only in poor planning but more so in unnecessary
and wasteful dissipation of energy and resources.

Since national development inevitably requires many new organizations

to undertake new and difficult tasks, and healthy growth also involves
re-organization or adaptation of existing organizations, administrative

planning needs to take a look at the existing set-up and this brings us

to some sort of self-analysis - "know thyself" as Gocrates (and repeated
by Plato) would put it.

3.

Heed for Administrative ilefgrm

The public administration to which the label "trrditionrl" is r.t-

t.ched hrs been evolved for rat intainin.3 lrw rnd oKer( collects,.; taxes,
1/

Appraising Administrative Capability for Development, op. citv pp. 7-

"/

"An effective approach to increasing overall administrative capability
is to link the effort to increase it with development planning..",
from Administrative Aspects of Development Planning and Plan Imple

mentation, Proposed Objectives and Programmes in Public Administra
tion

0O-

op0

cit,,

p.

32,
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building roads, operatinj primary schools rnd other minim-1 strte
functions. It was oriented towards stpbility, and its institutional
forms, personnel, and other practices were frequently tied to system
mainter.rr.oe and control.

In some African countries, lines of authority

and responsibility were not clearly defined, and this is compounded by
p concentration of activity in the rational capitals with prr.ctica.lly

nothing elsewhere in the country.

3rders, rules and regulations were

developed centrally and applied .miversally, often with little regard
to local conditions, aspirations, customs rnd traditions.

The attitude

of the administration to trade, industry, agriculture, and development

of natuml resources was "laissez-faire". Hence it has been said that
development was unplanned; exploitation of natural resources was under
taken piecemeal or under pressure from private companies and individuals;
technical development was at most sporadic; and efforts were concentra
ted on making maximum profit in the short-run, without planning for

effective long-term use of resources. The structure and content of train
ing was geared to the preservation of the status quo. Patronage or fa
vouritism flourished, so did responsiveness to improper forms of influence.

Rigid rules and procedures displaced initiative and flexibility; not many
dared to do anything if it was not spelled out in black and white. Head
quarters offices did not clearly define responsibilities of subordinate

units or delegate adequate authority to field offices. Hence, even minor
matters were forwarded to headquarters for needless review or decision,
resulting in delay and inefficiency.

After independence, many African countries were faced with two major

administrative problems, namely the Africanization and expansion of public
sector activities.

In trying to resolve these problems, however, the

main preoccupation of administrative training was to qualify officials

for higher responsibilities and to replace expatriate civil servants;

it

was for the maintenance of existing services rather than for improvement

of performance or efficiency.
cedures

The government administrative machinery, pro

practices, and regulations - Government Orders and Financial

Instructions - designed for the colonial era, were incongrously adapted
to post-independence requirements. "There is still excessive reliance
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on 'precedent' in place of judgement in managerial decisions, especially
in personnel matters, and the remittance of managerial decisions which
do not fall squarely within the regulations or precedent or are in any
way outside the usual routine, as far up the hierarchical ladder as
possible"M

In fine, traditional public administration, designed as

it was, more for the management of day-to-day business, did not provide
the oroanization, procedures, personnel, and practices required for
national development or to effectively contribute to the translation

into reality of national aspirations:

better standards of living, free

dom from want, ignorance, and disease among many others.

At this juncture, it seems relevant to mention that "a careful study
of the twenty-four recommendations of the aforesaid Second Conference

and the reports of its four 'forking Groups reveals that whatever might
have been the progress in the field of public administration in Africa

durin* the past decade, a lot still remains to *e done".- The admin
istrative structure in a number of African countries is not fully developed
and geared to the needs of modern or modernizing society.

Furthermore, some major challenges of public administration in Africa

in the 1970s (i.e., during the Second Development Decade) identified and
considered as urgent as Africanization and expansion of public services

immediately after independence and have arisen because of them, seem to
aptly reflect the state of public administration in Africa.

These

challenges are the need to improve administrate systems and standards
both in the civil service and in perastatal bodies, the problems asso

ciate- with carrying these improvements through, as well as the need for
extensive and intensive research in the field of public administration.

1/

Anderson, D.A., Reorganization of the Public Service in Ghana, Back-

■>/
"

Adedeii Adeteyo, United Haticms Programmes in Public Administration
in the 197O's with special Reference to Africa, Public Administration

-

ground P^er No. 3, Report of the Sixth Inter-African Public Administration Seminar, Ghana, November 1967-

Newsletter No. 33, July 1970, pp. 12-13-

The capacity of the African ,overnments to

ri^ ^ rapid ^^

txon and deveiopment of their econo-ies will to a large extent depend

on the success with which these problems are solved.

In recent decades, there h,s been the e»er3ence of what raay be

ca.led the "welfare state" where the people demand from their government
-re and complex products ,nd services.

This has been coupled with

commitment to accelerated socio-econ^ic 3rowth which entails systematic
P annm, and plan indentation.

Ue.ce, the role of .overrent has

changed considerably fro, the maintenance of the status c;uo to that of

prime .over or cat.-lystic a3ent for national develop.ent, initiating

plans and determining.. thec nrture
--* r-+<> -- .
ncture ^d r.te of change.

Everywhere,

government budgets have ,een t,:tin, up ,n ever-increasin, share of the
n,t1Onal product,

,

^e portion of tfae ^^^ ^^^ &re ^^

by national and local authorities, including public enterprises.
-nts are thus a force of corner.-ble lmportance in production, not
only in terms of the productive capabilities in the public sector, but
-iso ln their impact through re^l.tory and other activities on national

consu.pt.on and on production in tne private sector.

This new role

chan£es the parameters gainst which to measure and improve its ad,inistratxve capability, ,s the public sector becomes increasingly lar~e

'"d """^^ "s performance influences the welfare of everybod^ in

the society.

rven

in those ^

sector is limited, ,overnment policies greatly influence the production

of goods and services in the private sector.^

It can perhaps be reiterated that it is important for developing
countries to pay sPeclal attention to the orientation and or,ani,ation

of thezr public administration at all levels for both the effective formulatxon and irnplementaUon of development plans. That should facilitate
their efforts at n.-Uonal development or enable them to take advantage

of the unprecedented opportunities offered by scientific and technological
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process;

to remedy the persistence of undue privileges, extremes of

wealth and social injustices;

to sustain an average annual growth rate

of the gross product at no less than 6 per cent;

to have an annual

rate of population increase no greater than 2.5 per cent;
significantly unemployment and underemployment;

degree of income security;

to achieve a greater

to expand and improve facilities for educa

tion, health, nutrition, housing and social welfare;
environment,

to reduce

to foster the well-being of children;

to safeguard
and to ensure the

full participation of the youth and the integration of women in the
development

1/

process.—

Most developing countries need to c?rry out overal administrative

reforms in order to orient their public administration system to the
requirements of development.

There is also constant need for admini

strative improvement and innovation in the various government depart
ments, ministries and parastatal bodies to adapt administration to
changing circumstances, to apply new management techniques, and other
wise to rationalize the administration.

Administrative improvement

should be planned concommitantly with planning for economic and social
development;

and the Utter should reflect sound appraisal of

admini

strative capability and the provision of measures and resources necessary

to increase it to the level needed for the successful implementation of
development plans and programmes.-

The organisation structures, personnel systems, procedures and
practices of public adminsitration must be geared to the new requirements
of production of goods and services and also of facilitating their pro

duction by others.

They should >e developed to make full use of the op

portunities for development and also to deal with the consequences of

development.

In the agricultural sector for instance, there must be

administrative capabilities at key points in the growing, harvesting

1/" iV?.ft Proposed Objectives and Programmes in Public Administration .in
the Second development decade, op. cit., pp. 5-~*
2/

^r?ft Proposed Jbjectives and Programmes in .Public Administration,

op. citoj p- l3»

.

x
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storing and marketing of various crops.

This would include the capabil

ity of various central government agencies to promote the capacities of

other organizations - private, public or co-operative - engaged directly
in the process.

The establishment and strengthening of institutions and agencies
for the improvement of public administration at all levels is one of

the basic requirements for increasing administrative capability for

development.

Among the institutions and agencies of which administrative

improvement should be accelerated are those responsible for different

development functions, development projects, and inter-sectoral programmes
affecting progress in agriculture, industry, housing, transportation,
labour, education, health, and other fields of development. Measures
to increase administrative capability in particular fields should be
consistent with government-wide programmes for administrative reform/

improvement and ideally should be an integral part of such programmes.
The objective in each field should be to achieve an effective system
of governmental organization and management, realistic plans for in
creasing administrative capability commensurate with development goals,

and educational and training programmes to develop management skills
among professional and technical personnel who are expected to discharge
administrative responsibilities.-'

Research rnd technical co-operation projects in the lj60's indicate

the central institutions needed for government-wide administrative im
provement, including the design of individual agencies to perform prrt-

iculrr functions.

These include agencies and institutions for (a) admin

istrative/reform improvement5

(b) personnel administration;

ation, training and research in public administration;
administration;

(e) supply administration;

(c) educ

(d) financial

(f) data processing and

(g) supervision of public enterprises and co-ordination of regulatory

1/ nraft _ Proposed^jectives and Programmes in Public Administration,
GD-

C1 t. .

nn.

9^ -0~?

s
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agencies. Agencies for the improvement of regional (sub-national) and
local administration are also needed in most countries (e.g., department
or units for the provision of personnel services, training, loans advi-

sory and other services to regional and local authorities).
As important as these regional and local agencies are in planning

and plan implementation, the following section,-' however, deals with

the machinery for administrative reform/improvement. It should be kept
in mind that administrative reform/improvement should not be confined
to organ!.atxonal changes alone.

Administrative methods and practices

on which the execution of programmes depends must also often be modified
or changed. The traditional approach of focussing attention on the task
and performance of a single organizational unit, such as an enterprise

or department, is not adequate for development needs.

Reforms through a

comprehensive approach to major problems and the partial approach to
specific improvements and innovation have an important role to play;

comprehensive reform may, however, provide the common framework within
which piecemeal improvements can be effected ank possible inconsistencies
or contradictions of partial approaches can be avoided.

4.

Machinery for Organization and Administrative Improvement
The machinery which many countries have evolved for administrative

improvement has been called an Organization and Methods Office (Division
or Unit).

From the middle 1950's, however, the United Kingdom, Canada,

Australia, Philippines, India and lately Tanzania, have begun using the
name "Management Service" for this organization which provides admini

strative maintenance in much the same way that a garage performs motor
vehicle maintenance.

Essentially, a Management Service exists to study and make recom

mendations for changes for the better, or to search for better ways of
doing work, so that an organization (e.g. government administrative

1/
-

Adapted from "Organization and Methods-Selected Training Materials",
Public Administration Section/ECA, 1970 (Draft! Part I).
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machinery, agency, enterprise, or their sub-divisions) can do .,„

1S17S ^ £ m°re Simpl6' °^lY and effective manner, with less
effort and at less cost, and yet produce more and better quality pro
ducts and services. It is in aid of the Chief Executive (Head of Co

ve™, be he the President or Prime Kinister) and to the whole mana-

ClTn
Tof "vernraent> Kinister> General i—
K.
a" °ther ""P^"") *» enable them to carry out more ef

fectively their responsibility for seeing to it or ensuring that, at
all txmes the whole adrainistrative machinery is well organic and
efficiently managed or is otherwise adjusted, adapted, and suitable for

accomplishing national objectives.

Administrative improvement work, performed by fenagement Service

x- an active concern for the future, not a passive contentment with

the past.

It is a consulting or advisory, service which makes studies,

Proves advice, on a confidential basis and usually on revest of the

-nagement tea, located at various levels of the hierarchy, whether in
3overnment or private enterprise or under a pro2ramme of planned admini-

strative review. The mana3eraent tea, fluently lacks the time and ap

probate s.Uls to «*. analyses and to desi3n necessary adrainistrative
lmProve,nents.

On the other hand, Ean^ernent Service has specially

trained staff to make studies and design necessary improvements of or,n.

xzatxon structures, work procedures, ,nd manageraent practices which Je
essential to effective or sound raanagement (sound manaSement is simply

the

b

t

and

most

economicai

use

Qf

resQurces

_

^

^

methods and machines - to achieve pre-determined objectives). They have
the Ume, experience and expertise as well as independence and objecti-

vity? and an overall viewpoint.

Management Servxce will not investiSate anomalies or administrative

;;tMS

^ " bl

5

^t- »T- of doing things

less effort and at less cost. It wxll not divulge information on
stud.es made or matters advised on outside the client organisation. It
will demonstrate, persuade, and convince management of the soundness and
practicability of its proposals, and assist in their implementation,
sells ideas as a salesman would sell his goods but will not direct
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nor order any change, authority for which remains with the management

team.

Though it might aim at the ideal under the circumstances, it will

be satisfied with a little improvement at a time.

It is not a "one-shot-

in-the-arm" remedy but will keep on pushing for further improvements;

be of real and lasting value, it must be a continuing activity.

to

"The

doctor is not only called where there is an illness - though that remains

an important part of his job - but he must also conduct regular or periodic
examinations in order to detect and prevent incipient ills".
Management Service makes studies and provides advice on organization

and management of government business.
as

the

This may involve assignments such

following:

(i)

Review of the machinery of government (under National Admin
istrative Improvement Programme or a Programme of Planned

Administrative Review) - the distribution and grouping of
major functions necessary to achieve objectives, to depart
ments and agencies.

(ii)

Review of a particular department, office or branch, etc.,
with complete examination of purpose, organization, proce

dures, and management practices,

A large review may be

divided into sub-assignments or phased,

(iii)

Examination of particular activities or processes to solve
a special problem or difficulty.

(iv)

Planning of an entirely new organization, activity or proce
dure.

(v)
(vi)

Short-term "immediate need" advice on particular problems,
General advisory services on organization and management, etc.

Within the context of the terms of reference or study objectives,

Management Service collects the facts;
these facts;

reviews, analyzes and evaluates

develops solutions or workable proposals for improvement;

clears or sells such proposals (making a report as necessary) to those
in a position to accept and order

what should be done;

assists in
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carrying out accepted recommendations;

follows up implementation,

evaluates results, and recommends further improvements. . In.the process,
it will continually seek the participation and invol^ment of as many
staff of the organization under study as is appropriate and possible.
And it keeps on promoting and fostering the application of sound manage
ment in the conduct of public business, taking into account that generally

there is a resistance to change, a normal human reaction which takes time
to overcome, and growth is such a slow and long drawn-out process.

Considering that it would be involved in an appraisal and improve
ment of the machinery of government and in a planned administrative re
view, Management Service should be located somewhere closest to the

centre, the efficacious influence of which is indispensable to -the full
acceptance and rational use of its services.

The First and Second Con

ferences on Urgent Administrative Problems of African Governments must
have realized this need when they recommended that it should be directly

subordinate to the highest government levels.^ The long experience of

many countries which h?ve used and applied this tool provides ample

proof that setting it up at the highest level, e.g., in the Office of

the President or Prime Minister, makes it more acceptable and likely to

be effective and successful.

To complement this location, the Head of

Management Service should have a rank and status at least immediately

next to that of a Permanent Secretary or its equivalent, to enable him
to get a better hearing and to help him win the respect and confidence
of, and thus influence, officials having the power to decide and order
implementation of accepted recommendations.

Related to this location of the Service is the question of decentra

lization of the management service function.

It seems desirable that

African and other developing countries should establish a Central Service

1/ The participants of the 0 & M Course for Francophone and Anglophone
countries, held in Ghana in June 1967, also recommended that a Mana
gement Service should be located at as high a level as possible in
the structure of the public service, "Organizations and Methods -

Selected Training Materials", op. cit., (Draft:

Part I).

in the first place and let it prove its true worth and usefulness.

When

the management service function is widely or fully accepted within the
public service, and an adequate number of trained management service

staff is available, Management Service may consider out-posting or "outstationing" some of its staff to departments and agencies but maintaining
control over them.

Alternatively, or by evolution, decentralized mana

gement service units may be established under the technical co-ordinat.on
of the Central Service, providing standards and guidelines therefor.

A Management Service may initially consist of one or two management
service analysts or officers and then the question of its subdivision
and specialization scarcely arises.

As it grows, however, subdivision

becomes an issue and the question is often raised as to whether it
should be subdivided to cater for particular activities (e.g., organiz
ation analysis and planning, machine utilization, stores or supply, re
gistry and archives).

Different situations will call for different

treatment but a medium-sized Management Service should normally be com

posed of generalist units, although this should not preclude development
of specialists within the units.

are undertaken regularly,

Where planned administrative reviews

there may *e need to have one or more planned

review units which should ordinarily concentrate on this work without
specializing in particular activities.

A form of organization favoured by some large Management Service is

to have a number of generalist units which deal with the bulk of the
assignments, with some full-time specialists in such fields as organiza
tion analysis and planning, accounting systems, office machines, auto
mation, stores or supply, office layout, registry and archives, etc.

The specialists should, however, be prepared to assist the generalist
units or advise them in their specialized fields and otherwise particip
ate in their assignments as necessary.

It must be remembered in this

connexion that management service staff must have adequate training and
experience, the appropriate attitude and full appreciation of their place
as such in the scheme of things, otherwise, they would bring discredit
to the management service function, cause more harm instead of bringing
about desirable benefits, and become a costly liability.
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A Management Service should prepare an annual or semi-annual work
programme, considering its insights in the areas where improvements are

desired for^e whole of the administrative machinery and its sub-divi
sions.

It should establish rules and procedures for compliance with

requests for its services within prescribed policies and priorities it

has developed.

Through programmes of liaison with departments and

agencies, it should promote requests for its services.

It should like- -

wise periodically evaluate and improve its programmes and services.

The

service should also have a continuing programme of training and develop

ment of its staff which should include observation and training in foreign
countries with long experience in the use and application of organization
and management, not simply organization and methods.

Considering that generally those departments and agencies which need

the most help will be the la8t to or will not, request for its services,
a Management Service may consider mounting a government-wide administra

tive reform/improvement programme which should include a planned admini
strative review.

The term "planned administrative review" applies to a

planned and scheduled study, appraisal, and improvement of the organiz
ation, procedures and management practices of ministries and agencies,
so that each one of them may be so appraised periodically, say, every
three to five years if possible.

To avoid any adverse reflection on

any department or agency, such as engendering the impression and feeling

that the first departments and agencies appraised under the programme are
inefficient or otherwise in greater need of assistance, the review sche
dule should be arrived at after a raffle is conducted.

This means that

those drawing numbers 1, 2, 3 and so forth will be so placed in the sche

dule and appraised in that order.

When all the departments end agencies

have been covered, the first round will have been completed, and the
second and succeeding rounds would follow the same order of review as
in the first round.

Administrative research should form part of the programmes of a

Management Service.

This should involve preliminary research in areas

with government-wide application but without precluding research on
specific or specialized aspects of organization and management.

The
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results of such research should be published and widely disseminated,

both in the public and private sectors, application or application should
be vigorously promoted and fosteredsearch and development of:

There should be continuing re

management planning and control techniques;

, patterns of organization structure, delegation of authority., accountabil
ity, staffing, performance; .cost analyses and units of work measurement;
work processes and reporting systems;

management techniques and practices;
materials;

guides and standards.

space and material utilization;

management training schemes and

Research oriented to problems and

action can provide more rational and reliable bases for policy decisions
and for administrative improvement.

Such research can also lead to

identification of innovative methods especially suited to circumstances

that will likewise help meet the changing requirements generated by

science, technology and other major current forces within the national
setting.

Specially important and urgent matters for research at this stage
of development of public administration in African concern:

(i)

Administrative arrangements for co-ordination of decisionmpking by central agencies concerned with functions such as
planning, budgeting, pricing, monetary affairs, foreign ex
change,

(ii)

labour and wage policies.

Administrative arrangements for planning and making full use
of international and technical co-operation programmes as
part of the national planning process.

(iii)

Administrative arrangements for follow-up end implementation
of agreements as well as recommendations and decisions taken
at international conferences, meetings, seminars, and courses
where the government had been represented.

Where a Public Enterprise Management Service is established as pro

posed in Chapter VII,the Management Service should endeavour to establish
foiw.l and informal close collaboration and co-operation with it so that
the two will not work at cross-purposes.

Wherever possible, however,
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there should be only one Central Management Service for the whole govern
ment which should enable better utilization of scarce talents and ex

perience, savings in overhead expenditures, and a streamlined and better
co-ordinated administrative reform/improvement programme.

5As has been indicated earlier, notwithstanding recognition of the

increasing challenge and need for administrative capability commensurate
with the Magnitude and variety of tasks involved in national development,
many African countries have not yet been able to give adequate and ap
propriate attention to the improvement of their administrative machinery

and its operations nor to the development of administrative strategies
as part of, and required by, development planning.

The notion seems to

persist, that investment in administration and administrative improvement

is intrinsically unproductive and wasteful. Preoccupation in localization
and training has relegated administrative improvement to low priority
attention.

Notwithstanding the establishment of various training institutions
and the conduct of training programmes, education and training are still
on outmoded procedures and management concepts and practices.

In fact,

it seems that Tanzania is one of the few African countries that has a '
creditable manpower plan (perhaps Nigeria and the United Arab Republic

also) with which p. development-oriented education and training effort
is geared.

Under the circumstances, one possible remedy that may perhaps be

seriously considered is the development and establishment of a standard

strategy and/or guidelines in organization and management for Africa;
individual countries should have their own harmonized or otherwise kept
within its framework.

The standard strategy and/or guidelines may per

haps cover and include the following:

(i) The establishment of an administrative reform/improvement
programme in each government with the Economic Commission for

Africa, providing technical co-ordination and assistance, for

the purpose of continually improving organization, procedures,
and management practices.
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(ii)

The creation for each national programme, a departmental
administrative Reform/improvement Committee to oversee the
programme, and to ensure that action on recommended impro

vements and implementation of those accepted would be as
prompt as possible.

(iii)

The establishment in each government of a Central Management
Service to provide the technical services required by the
said national programme.

(iv)

The revitalization in each government, of its personnel
administration, including especially the up-dating of its

position classification, salary scales and conditions of
service, to gear them to national development and overall
nati on-building.

(v)

The conducting in each government of a manpower survey and
the establishment of a manpower plan and programme.

(vi)

The improvement in each government, of the organization and
procedures of its planning activity, so that, among other
things, the inter-dependence of socio-economic planning,

manpower planning and administrative planning is taken full
advantage of.

(vii)

The improvement in each government, of the administration of
its public enterprises and other parastatal organizations

which should also perform an active role in national planning
?nd plan implementation.

(viii)

The improvement in each country of the administration of local
government so that, among other things, "grass-root" partici

pation in national planning and plan implementation may be
achieved.

(ix)

The strengthening and/or consolidation in each government of
its existing training institutions, as well as ensuring that
the education and training programmes are geared to the man

power plan or otherwise oriented to the requirements of
national development,

etc.
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(x)

The establishment in each government, of a system for plan
ning and making rational use of technical co-operation pro
grammes, as well as for follow-up and implementation of agree

ments and recommendations of international conferences,
meetings, seminars, etc., in which it was represented.

(xi)

The improvement in each government, of the organization and
procedures for its supply and transport systems, as well as

of the administration of its property, particularly govern
ment buildings,

6'

etc.

Conditions for the Success of Administrative Reform/improvement^
Administrative reform/improvement must be a part of the overall

policies of the government.

It must be carefully planned, taking into

account the necessary investment and all the resources and facilities it

should have in order to achieve its objectives, including the organiza
tion and its location, authority and responsibility, the rules and pro
cedures to carry it out.

It should, moreover, be a continuing activity

if lasting benefits are to be derived from it.

Requiring special mention is the need for having people with ex
perience and training in management service work.

They should have an

open mind for new ideas and an infectious enthusiasm for simplifying and
improving wrys of doing things.

They should have a passion for anonymity

and possessed of the highest integrity and an rttitude of humility based
on a proper appreciation of their role as advisers, technicians,

and

service men, ?nd of the place of Management Service in the scheme of

things.

The desired qualities in en 0 & tf practitioner hr.s been expressed

thus:

"He should h?ve tact, sound judgement, patience, abundant common
sense, a sense of humour, and most of all,

1/

he must be persistent

Adr.pted from Selection ?.nd Development of 0 & li Stcff;

"Organization

?.nd Methods - Selected Training r^.terials", Op. cit. (Draft: Part I).
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rnd hrve curiosity rnd enthusirsm, otherwise he will not last
the dry1.-

Tf he would be a good salesman, of ideas especially, he should have fac
ility in presenting a case orally and in writing, and constantly keep
in mind that his judgement can be no better than his information.

There is no doubt that encouragement and positive support of the
management team and understanding and co-operation of all public servants

are basic to the success of the programme.
varied forms.
(i)

This can take several and

Top support can be as follows:

Creation of a departmental Committee referred to in a pre

ceding paragraph for each national administrative/improvement
programmeo

(ii)

A positive showing by the Head of Government, or the Board of
Directors in the case of an agency or enterprise, that he or
the Borrd expects reports of action on recommended improve

ments, i.e., delay of decision, say three months of their

submission, and undue delay in the implementation of accepted
recommendations.

Furthermore, he or the Board promptly -akes

decision and takes necessary action on such reports or other
wise makes known his serious desire for continuing improve
ments or changes for the better to achieve the desired admin
istrative capability.

(iii)

The Management Service, established to provide technical ser
vices required by the national programme for administrative

reform/improvement, should be located at the highest level

possible and its head given sufficient high status and rank,
both as indicated previously.

1/

Adapted from "Selection end evelopment of 0 & 1 Etrff; Or-anizrtion
rnd ,.ethads - Celecte:! Trrinin- i rterirls, op. cit*
^rrfts ^-rt .)
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(iv) The Management Service should be actively involved in the
decision-making process, in its field of competence, along

the same principle as the participation of the Departments
of Finance, Economic or Development Planning, and Establish
ment is required.

This can take the following forms:

(a) Commenting on bills or proposed legislation or, reviewing
and making recommendations on budget proposals, which
seek to:

create organizations or new organizational

components;

to make changes which would affect the or

ganization, functions, and staff complement of existing
departments and agencies.

(b) Conducting periodic "staff inspection" or reviewing the
staff complement of departments and agencies and making
recommendations on desirable staff complement as well
as on staff ceilings for the whole public service every
budget or fiscal year.

(c)

Undertaking or commenting on "feasibility studies" or
requisitions of office equipment, including automatic

and electronic data processing machines, to ensure
professional assessment before decision is made and

action taken on the same by departments/agencies.

Overall development requires not only the initial consent of the
government but also continuing and purposeful attention at the highest

political level. Indeed, a high standard of leadership, sustained and
continuing attention, and sizeable commitment in terms of men, money,
materials, and machines - in fact all the human energies and other re
sources of the country - are required.

The Head of Government, Ministers,

and Heads of agencies should take an enlightened interest and ^ive vigo
rous support for the effort.

In addition, the senior staff of the

career service should stimulate the formulation and implementation of

improvement measures and train their sub-ordinates in the value and
proper use of new or modern procedures, techniques, and practices.

Hence,

leadership is equally demanded of the political leaders and the chief
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officials of the career service.

The will to accomplish objectives

should nevertheless be encouraged amon3 officials at all levels if
national development would be realized.

It is furthermore essential that the management team should be
more receptive to new ideas and take every opportunity to create a

climate for chan3e for the better, not just for its own sake.

The

Management Service should be aware of the existence of vested interests
against reform/improvement and should endeavour to overcome them.

Since the attitude and behaviour of the top man permeate and in

fluences the whole organization, enlightened and forward-looktn3 leader
ship by the Head of Government in the encouragement and support for
the administrative reform/improvement policy, plan and programme, as

well as for the employment of the existing and potential expertise of
the Management Service, can be the golden key to the desired changes
for the better and to the successful attainment of the very elusive

administrative capability required for national development and overall
nati on-buiIding•

CHAPTER IV

ADLCIIJISTIUTIOII AMD NATIONAL DEVELOPHEHT

1°

Introduction

Economic and social development in any organized society requires
c rational and sustained organization of human effort in exploring and

exploiting, with the aid of science and technology, the resources of
nature.

It is, therefore, rightly concluded thrt "the building of

modern nations depends upon the development of people and the organiz

ation of human activity" JJIn the developing countries, the hu-e re
servoir of human resources is inactive to a great extent.

The active

part of the population, and especially people in public administration,

should do their best to develop the natural talents of their people so
that they can acquire knowledge and skill rnd understand the advantages
of life free from want and fear.

Thus, people should be enabled to

strive for the improvement of the social situation by better education
and achieving a higher standard of living through economic growth.

In

the developing countries, public administration will have to play an
important role in this process:

economic growth and social improvements

can only be achieved by planning and organizing humrn energy and guiding

it towards the generally recognized goals of the nation.

Public admin

istration in these countries, therefore, must not only comprise the tra

ditional ability of maintaining law and order but also the displaying

of initiative and of high organizational and entrepreneurial capabilities
as well as the possession of a high standard of human and moral quality
by civil servants.

This type of civil servant, acting as an agent of development,
should understand that he is acting on behalf of his nation and for the

1/

Harbison F. and Kyers C.AO:

Education, Manpower and Economic

Growth; Strategies of Human Resources Development, New York,
1964, (Foreword).
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improvement of the social conditions of his people.

He must be aware

of the fact that the process of development also depends on his efforts

and capabilities, whatever his functions may be.

Only by his personal

integrity as well as by his professional skills will he be able to

motivate and mobilize men and women in a sustained effort to rationally
pirn and utilize natural resources and to ensure the participation of
the people in building their nation.

Personnel development and overall improvement of personnel admin

istration are thus clearly indicated.

Essential to these are sound man

power planning, personnel recruitment and selection, conditions of ser
vice, discipline, personnel development and utilization policy, and
staff training for development administration, amongst others2,

Manpower Planning

Whatever manpower planning scheme a country develops will depend
upon its manpower policy.

This policy will, to some extent, be deter

mined by the state of the economy and the projected rate of expansion.

Whether the country is socialist-oriented or capitalist-oriented (to
take the two extremes) its policy on localization will also be an im
portant determinant of the manpower policy it adopts.

Having decided on the rate of expansion, the country may then have
to assess the manpower it will need to cope with that rate of expansion.

This normally calls for a manpower survey which indicates the number of
jobs and levels of skills as well as number of persons needed for each
particular type of job.

The determination of this estimate of manpower

requirements of the economy is very important as it gives a guide to
governments' investment in educational and training institutions and

programmes.

In other words, after ascertaining the manpower needs of

th/economy, the government concerned should decide on how to supply
these needs,

fost African countries are now committed to localization,

which means the attainment of self-sufficiency at all skill levels in

the economy.

This, of course, implies the gearing, particularly, of

educational programmes to the needs of the economy.

The educational

institutions inherited by most African countries from the colonial
powers were meant to produce persons who would be useful for white-

collar jobs.

It may, therefore, be necessary to re-orient the edu

cational institutions from the primary school through the university to
providing the personnel needed by the country.

This would help in

solving the growing problem in a number of African countries of the
unemployment of the educated - in some cases, of the well educated.
Other strategies may be adopted in addition to re-orienting the

educational system. One such strategy may be influencing youn/men and
women to go into particular fields of training irrespective of their
personal interests but bearing in mind only the needs of the country.

Another method may be the operation of the scholarship scheme of the
country concerned.

For instance, if the particular country were to

decide to offer one hundred scholarships for university education in
a Particular year, it could decide, depending upon its manpower needs,

to allocate specified percentages of these scholarships to certain

fields of training.

It may, ho-rever, not be enough to state, for in

stance, that twenty per cent of the scholarships is to be given to

persons intending to study engineering.

It may be necessary to specify

the particular branches of engineering, otherwise, the country may end
up with having engineers of one type.

At present, in a number of African

countries, while there are some mechanical, civil and electrical enCineers,
it may be difficult to find even a single mining engineer.

Yet another way may be to use salary incentives, i.e., paying

higher salaries for certain scarce skills even though the length of train
ing may be the same as for other skills. For instance, even though it
normally takes three years to graduate as an engineer the government
could pay the engineering graduate one-and-a-half times the salary it
would pay to say a graduate in political science who also takes three
years to graduate.

For example, in many States in Nigeria, science

^rc.durt- teachers receive a special allowance (varying from 10 per cent
_

;:■-■

-^\:A of the basic salary) for actual science teaching in
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Even though the government may be fully committed to localization,

f it wants any socio-economic development in this meantime, it normally
as to accept overseas recruitment as a stop-gap measure not only to
nsure that its development plans are carried out, "but also to ensure that

;he local people who are trained to take over these joos can acquire the
ecessary experience for standing on their own feet.

Appropriate organ-

zation to be responsible for manpower policy, planning and training,

hould be established, preferably within the Ministry of Economic Develop-

ent, with the implementing units in other ministries and agencies.

Such

n organization should also establish necessary procedures and standards.
Personnel Recruitment and Selection

A major objective in personnel ?dministration is to motivate the

taff or the workforce to rchieve optimum production effort.

This object-

ve can be promoted by determining, in the first place, the precise jobs
o be done and the skills and experience required for doing them which
hould be embodied in a precise job description, as well as by knowing

he quantity ?nd qurlity of workforce required;

and in the second plrce,

y programming the recruitment or supply of the right type of staff to
e available for work at the right time and pl?ce.

All these activities

onstitute manpower supply programming, that is, organizing the supply
nd deployment of trained manpower in a manner that secures the right
?n for the job to be performed at the desired time, and which ensures
rximum efficiency in resource use and production effort.

I.^npower requirements, brsed on r comprehensive knowledge of work

o be done or services to be rendered, must first be identified, evaluated,

uantified and programmed before recruitment rction can be effected.

The

uestion may be rsked as to whether the agency responsible for centralzed recruitment should undertake the assessment of staff needs or whether
he agency responsible for utilizing manpower should identify its needs
nd proceed with its own recruitment.

In e smell organization both

unctions are squrrely the responsibilities of manrgement or the pro-

prietor.

In the public service or a very Irrge public enterprise,

specialization mry be rn advance rs is the crse when the Public

Service Commission or Bureau of Personnel centrally assumes the respon
sibility for staff recruitment and trainin .

In this crse, various

departments of government are required to identify their functions ?nd the
staff rnd skill components required, while a different orgrn such as the

Establishment Office or the r.rnpo.er directorate may evaluate their asses
sed personnel requirements, determine needs ,-nd allocate personnel on the

basis of resource .-vcilrbility.

-hr.tever the procedure adopted, it is

scurrely the primary responsibility of the chief executive or head of E

department or service to determine the scope of the services he renders
or plans, p.nd the trained mrnpower required by qurntity, quality, skill
r.nd time for the implementrtion of the assigned duties.

In programming s?.y, r department's personnel requirements, the
responsible officer for .ssessin, mrnpower needs md programming recruit
ment action, will consider not just the existing vacancies to be filled

-nd new posts to be mrnned, but rlso the redeployment rnd efficient utilisrtion of existing strff and the training of p.rticulrr individurls in
order to cope with work to be done.

The overall concern is to build up

rdministrative capability for efficient operation.

Priority will normali

se 2iven to meeting the requirements in critical areas of the department's
operations end services,

/. recruitment rction pro^rpimne, which takes

recount of financial resource possibilities, should be scheduled closely

to r pro2r.?nime of mrnpower requirements and to a schedule of operations to
be executed over r

-iven period.

Achieving r balrnce between staff requirements ?nd staff rvrilrbilit/
over ? point of time is not enough for efficient operation

:t is the

oarlity of personnel thrt is most important in eny rdministrrtion promoting
pl^nnin,; ?nd mrna2m£ development pro^nrames rnd projects.

In the drys

-.;hen rdministr?tion in Africr wrs mainly for the maintenance of law rnr!
order, r person with the minimum educational re uireme,:ts --nd " metropolitrn attitude for crrryiuj on the torch of civili-rtioi. to under
privileged peoples wrs sufficiently qurlificd for my adininiat^" tiv^ job,

in fact, for any job excepting those requiring some technical preparation.
Today the situation has fundamentally changed;

attitudes are different;

the orientation of administrative efforts is more toward promoting economic

and social development

For this new orientation, the person for ;the job

must not only be sound in his professional training and possesses the
developmental attitude, but must also have training and some experience
in the |poncepts and practices of the process of economic growth.

Consequently, the scope and detailed operations involved in a post

for which tetaff is being recruited must be known in precise terms.

A

realistic job description is required for every post for which r recruit

is sought.

This should state in detail what the job entails in terms of

operational duties, the academic and previous or related job experiences

for efficient operation in post, the personal or human qualities required
and the level of remuneration for the incumbent.

It should also include

p note indicting to the staff the objectives of the organization and how
their contribution would help in the achievement of these objectives.

(This should likewise be done in schemes of service where they exist).
Where the type of skill required is scarce, the job description for

securing recruitment should give full information on fringe benefits and
conditions of

service.

An agency for promoting economic and social development needs to pay

particular attention to its recruitment and selection procedures.
itself understand the services it is assigned to render.

It must

For instance,

the officer filling a post meant for motivating others to improve their
performance capability must be one who has a clear idea why he needs to
motivate others or be one who is adequately prepared to approach people
for their co-operation, cultivate the right attitude and make those he is

motivating feel that he is a helper and not a master.

A Personnel Re

cruitment Officer who over-emphasizes these fine humrn qualities in cand

idates for a job might find himself without the personnel he wants.
perfect candidates may never turn up.

The

It may then be necessary to recruit

trainable candidates who have the near-best scores and develop their cap
abilities and required attitudes while on the job.
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The rigidity of civil service recruitment and selection procedures
should be so modified as to make them more flexible to attract appropriate
candidates th*t could be kept in the service (e.g., they could make room

for lateral entry, with provisions for adequate safeguards ?2ainst their
circumvention). Governments may also wish to seriously consider the
desirability of establishing a ration;! merit system that tekes into
account the realities of the African situation;

if one already exists,

it should be strengthened accordin-slv

The Public Service Commissions would do well to adopt modern tech
niques for recruitment and selection. This will imply that the adverti
sements for appointments have clear, precise and concise job descriptions,

and that applicants who are short-listed go through a number of tests
designed to objectively assess their aptitude, intelligence, health,
character, their ability to work with others, etc.

References and other

checks may have to be taken ap before the interview so that the inter

viewer may have at his disposal all the necessary background information
he needs. The officer with whom the candidate will work, if appointed,
should have an important say in his selection. In addition to the present
practice of interviewing candidates on an individual basis, the Public

Service Commissions may adopt what has been called "the 3roup oral" tech
nique of interview which in fact enables the interviewers to find out how
each candidate behaves in a group and the impact he makes on the group.
While most African public services are increasingly committed to

development administration, they have hardly begun re-assessing their
manpower resources to identify the missing elements in skills and attitudes,

r.nd the absence of certain professional staff in key departments that are
established to promote economic development.

For instance, planning, in

dustry and natural resources departments may between them lack personnel,

let alone Africans, with training in such critical fields as mineral pro
specting ?nd essaying, project evaluation, production and process engineer

ing, standards engineering, etc.

Even in the less technical fields, how

many of the senior administrative officers whose decisions are really
crucial in the work of their departments hrve themselves undergone any
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sustained training courses in development administration ?

While the

lack of specialized skills may be mrde good by programmed recruitment,
the lrcfc of adecurte preparation and orientation in serving administrators
c?n be corrected by training courses and seminars.
4,

Conditions of Service

Good conditions of service are relative in terms of what operates

between public and private sectors, between one industry and another or

between one country and another.

The essence of good conditions of

service is to make it worthwhile for a job-seeker not only to seek em
ployment in the or3anization offering the conditions, but also, and more

importantly, to encourage workers to be devoted, give of their best in
terms of qurntitative and qualitative performance, develop a cereer at
tachment ?nd be motivated to become closely associated with the basic

objectives of the organization which is increased productivity or better
service to clients.

Hence, any organization, public or private, that

can pay rdequate attention to the interest and welfare of its staff can

minimize its personnel problems.

Its more experienced employees develop

a devoted attachment to the programmes and staff, enabling it to retain
the desired experience, skills and know-how.

It earns a good reputation

both among its clients and employees and becomes an attraction to jobseekers.

Furthermore, it is not likely to suffer much wastage resulting

from excessive staff turnover.

The main elements of conditions of service may be classified as

tangible and intangible.
(i)

(ii)

Among its tangible aspects are the following:

adequate pry;

fringe benefits (e.g., paid leave and vacations;
medical and accident insurance;
employees and their children;

medical care;

education assistance for
allowances for dependents;

subsidized canteen facilities, housing, rent allowances, and
recreational facilities, etc.);
(iii)
(iv)

provident funds and pension benefits;
incentive awards;

etc.

On the other hand, the intangible aspects include :
(i)
security of tenure^

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

equal pay for equal work;

opportunities for further training and development;

opportunities for the assumption of higher responsibilities and
further advancement;

(v)
(vi)
(vii)

opportunities of well planned promotion;
good prospects of fair and human treatment;
prompt and fair redress of grievances, etc.

A word may be said about adequate pay, position classification and
.alary scales. What is adequate pay in one country may not be so in another

country but it may perhaps suffice to say that it is a "fair pay for a

faxr day-s work". Position classification with corresponding salary scale,
has been found to be a tried and tested tool to reach at least an equitable
approximation of the pay that is adequate for any glven Job.

Some countries

have used it for salary standardization and found it very useful in reducing,

if not eliminating, inequities of pay, long temporary details and transfers
to offices which can pay more for almost the same work, as well as in motiva
ting staff to give of their best. In that connexion, it seems appropriate
to suggest a scientific classification of jobs and determination of the cor
responding pay, based on the philosophy of 'equal pay for equal work' and

on the job content (including qualifications for doing it as well as its
relationships with other jobs), taking into account prices in the labour
market, and living conditions and their cost, among many others, as essential
elements of conditions of service that are likely to meet adequately the
requirements of national development.

Conditions of service are not just welfare. An organization, for
instance, may deliberately promote a welfare programme for its staff; this
may make its employees feel pleased.

Similar services, however, can

be had elsewhere or hired at a price one can afford.

What is more

important are the tangible and intangible factors that make employees
feel they are making definite and purposeful contributions. Unless
there is purposeful effort, a frustrated employee will withdraw

his

service and hire it out to someone else who appreciates his efforts.

Contributions must lead to quantitative or qualitative results.
developmental terms, there must be growth and change.

In

It is the totality

of these factors, environmental, employer-employee relationship, career
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and promotion prospects, after-retirement care when the physical capability
of an employee weakens, cash rewards, indirect or fringe benefits, com

munication linking objectives to efforts, as well as other elements, that
create the conditions enabling employees to make their maximum and purpose
ful contributions to the cause of their employers.
5.

Discipline

All African countries have rules and regulrtions or codes setting
out the procedures to be adopted in cases of misconduct by civil servants.

It does seem, however, that these regulations more or less guarantee the
security of civil servants against loss of job.

The regulations also

tend to delay the taking of disciplinary action against a civil servant

who misconducts himself with the result thrt punishment is imposed months
after the offence hrd been committed.

This, in some cases, makes it

difficult for civil servants to associate the punishment with the offence.
The impact of the penalty and its corrective effect are lost.

In some

countries, disciplinary authority is centralized in a Public Service Com
mission or an inter-ministerial disciplinary body.

This, of course, has

the effect of weakening the authority of the head of department over sub
ordinate officers, even though it ensures fair and impartial adjudication
of disciplinary

cases.

To ensure discipline and efficiency in a developmental age,

it may

be necessary to decentralize disciplinary authority to heads of departments.
This will hcve the advantage of ensuring quick disposal of disciplinary

cases es well as ensuring that the head of department could be held fully
accountable for what happens in his department.

It has one bi^ disadvant

age, however, and tlirt is, that there can be the danger of victimization
and unfair treatment.

This can, nevertheless, be countered by having the

Public Service Commission or another body to be an appellate body to whom
aggrieved civil servants can always appeal.
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5"

Personnel Development and Utilization Policy
The constant improvement of the efficiency of a staff member is as

much the responsibility of the employee himself as it is of his employer.

Improved efficiency resulting in higher productivity is of mutual advantage
to both employer and employee.

Consequently, every staff member requires

a clearly defined pro-ramme allowing for performance improvement through
formal job-related training and an opportunity to acquire experience in
dealing with responsibility.

This requires the establishment of ?. staff

development programme, for the various grades of personnel in the organ
ization, which must be made known to all.

It involves recognizing the job

aptitudes and professional competence of staff members and giving them
opportunity to develop their potentials.
must not rest on information papers;

Staff development programmes

rather they must be seen to be

active and their operations must be sanctioned by clearly laid down po

licies, well established procedures and necessary financial provision.
This also implies the publication of schemes of service outlining career
prospects and the means or procedures to attain them.

For any staff development policy and programme to be effective and
acceptable it must not only have the backing, but also the participation

of the staff side, staff association or labour union, in its formulation
and evolution.

The personnel officer/manager should not only make the

various types of training and the schemes known generally, but should
also be in touch with individual staff members in order to know about
them and their careers.

It is only in this way that mutual confidence

can be secured for any programme based on the policy.

that creates and develops capability.

It is responsibility

An effective recruitment of trained

and competent staff should be matched by effective placement in order
to ensure that such e staff member will perform at his optimum best.

It

is, therefore, necessary that recruitment and placement be related to

fields where efficiency can be maximized, granting that the right organizationrl environment exists.

Job pi?cement should aim at posting staff

members where they have professional competence and interest so that they
can develop self-motivation to do well.

Any placement that encourages

wttmmmmmmmmmm
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under-employment, a feeling of not being given the opportunity to demon
strate cappbility or not being used for worthwhile activities, breeds
professional frustration which adversely affects productivity and defeats
the very purpose of recruiting and employing the staff member concerned.

It must be remembered, however, that while consultation should take place
when postings are being made, where the interest of the individual con

flicts with those of the state, the interests of the state should prevail;
under-employment clearly points to bad organization,

lack of delegation

and poor distribution of work so that where placement leads to under
employment and professional frustrption,

management may h?ve done some

thing wrong with it whilst placement policy may still be valid.
Adequate material and supporting staff promote effectiveness in staff
performance.

This is particularly important in the development of high-

level and middle-level cadres.

Because senior staff are obliged to pay

attention to routine duties since they lack adequate supporting staff,
they are thereby deprived of the opportunity to devote the whole of their
time to duties of higher responsibility and,

consequently,

to develop capability for such high-level tasks.

the opportunity

Similarly,

because sub-

professional supporting staff are too few and are not given jobs demanding
a higher sense of responsibility,
to the fullest„
problem-

they do not develop their capabilities

In both instances lack of delegation appears to be the

Overworking staff members may in fact adversely affect their

efficiency in r way,

although the challenge of their heavy work schedules

may create in them an unusual

mental exhaustion,

capability for hard work.

Physical

and

frequent sick leave or in the case of operatives,

fre

quent accidents and machine breakdowns resulting from overwork and over

lording of staff, may -dversely affect productivity,

both qualitatively and

qurntitatively-

In evolving a staff development and utilization policy,
fore,

it is,

there

necessary to consider not only the effectiveness of the machinery

for staff recruitment,

the wrge policy of the establishment,

on promotion rnd career prospects,

the policy

the programmes for staff professional
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sibility and productivity,

the relation of remuneration to respon

but also the manner of developing capability

through judicious use of staff professional skills and job aptitudes.
How is personnel development to be achieved ?

have already been elaborated upon above.

The guiding principles

The principal ways of promoting

staff development can now be summarized hereunder:

(i)

Develop a programme for the induction or initial preparation
of new staff members.

This is meant to orient them to their

tasks and responsibilities in relation to the overall programme
of their department,

establishment or firm.

Explain duties

to be performed and the objectives to be achieved as well as

entitlement to rights in order to avoid disputes.

Explain

also what there is by way of staff development policy and
programme,

providing information papers therefor.

This

should enable a new staff member to feel himself a welcome
member of a family and a member of a team with a given task
to perform.

(ii)

Develop individual staff programme of training and advance
ment,

preferably maintaining a record of progress and stages

of advancement.

Every staff member should be made aware of,

and encouraged to follow,

a programme of advancement in his

career and professional preparation.

Depending on the nature of the organization,

such staff improvement

programmes may include:

(a)

professional training through further advanced studies and
participation in training courses and seminars,
related to jobs,

(b)

in fields

etc.;

participation in teamwork such as field surveys and investiga
tions which provide opportunities to learn from more experienced
team leaders;

(c)

attachment of staff to understudy visiting short—term experts
and

consultants;

(d)

step by step programmed instruction enabling staff members to
mrster intricate operations or the process of decision-making;

(e)

direct on-thc-job training and work supervision under experien
ced

(f)

senior officials;

postin- to different jobs, both within and outside the headqurrters, to acquire experience.

This may be a vertical

movement to posts of higher responsibility or job rotation

(horizont-1 movement) to work schedules in the same unit and
which gives staff members of fairly the same level the oppor
tunity to learn inter-relrted duties and operations;

(g)

(iii)

participation in departments meetings and lectures, etc.;

Delegrtc responsibilities and provide for accountability and
control.

The tasks delegated must be precise and include

guidelines or standards in performing them, to allow for a
more objective evaluation of performance.
an opportunity to teach,

(iv)

correct,

This should provide

and encourage.

Promote effective communication between the staff and manage

ment.

E?sy access to superiors insures against the accomul-

ation of doubts, mistrust, ill-feeling and of mistakes.

Every member in the rank and file should be kept adequately
informed of objectives, policies rnd pirn action, especially
the extent that these may effect his future and his work.
It is not the official queries,

or the reservations in con

fidential reports, that earn staff loyalty, mrke them work
hard, be punctual, do full-time or a fair day's work, be

conscientious, etc.

It is the extent that every staff member

appreciates the objectives and purposes of the services rendered? the self-conviction that these are purposeful and that
his or her contribution plays a useful role, as well as the
extent that each staff member is motivated to higher pro
ductivity.
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(v)

Foster in the staff an 'esprit de corps', a spirit of together
ness and dedication to duty, by devising means or schemes that

will enable informal groupings or organizations of the staff to
play a useful role and yet attuned to the achievement of the
objectives and purposes of the organization (e.g., incentive
schemes, maintenance of performance charts, etc.).

(vi)

Show sufficient interest in the personal welfare of every
staff member.

Encourage and recognize progress;

advice is sought, give freely and frankly.

whenever

To expect staff

members to play their part with utmost efficiency, management
on its part should provide an efficient personnel service;

it

should be humane and not a stickler for rules and procedures
which are not the end but the means to get the most out of
them.

This is especially true in the handling of staff

affairs such as allowances, entitlements, and personal matters
requiring clearance like arrangements for study leave, loans,
etc0

A staff member soliciting assistance, who cannot be ac-

comodated, should still be made to feel or understand that
management had the human touch in the handling of his affairs

and that its decision is fair and must be the right one,
without any bias.

Finally, personnel development policy should ensure that there
exists an effective system for evaluating individual staff performance.

It should be rational in the sense that it is based on acceptable cri
teria related to results and the degree of responsibility.

The quality

and quantity of production (as far as measurable), the amount of initia

tive used, the ability to get along with people, character and integrity,
the degree of responsibility in a post, and most important, the overall
rating for demonstrated and potential ability to assume higher respon

sibility, should be worked out into a rational system of performance
rating and for determining staff promotion and reward.

In the latter

case, performance should be the m?in factor to consider and seniority

should only be taken into account where the performance ratings of com-

- " "■
peting candidates are equal.

.*

The traditional emphasis on seniority

which tends to be overplayed in many a public service does not serve the
best interests of national development.

Years of experience in a grade

and seniority based on date of entry to the service are no guarantee of
efficient performance in the grade to which promotion is proposed.

No

staff development policy and programme should be regarded as perfect
over time.

There is always room for improvement and re-orientation in

relation to new tasks and changed circumstances and technology.
sequently,

Con

it is necessary that there should exist a machinery for the

periodic review of staff development policy and programmes.

It is

equally necessary that staff and management co-operate in operating
such a machinery.

7,

Staff Training for Development Administration

In this section,

some consideration is given to the need to specially

prepare the staff, old and new, in the techniques and practices of develop
ment administration.

Since administration in the public service these

days is inseparable from the administration of action related to develop
ment planning, pirn implementation and follow-up, and the management and
evaluation of projects,
takings,

whether welfare services or commercial under

it stands to reason that the staff concerned with these functions

be prepared or re-prepared for their tasks.

This is to enable them to

understand the objectives and purposes of action better so that they may
perform

their

tasks with utmost

efficiency.

Development administration is not only the interpretation and appli

cation of rules and procedures;
human endeavours.

it is the organization and motivation of

Some knowledge of how the processes have been developed

in various socio-economic milieus,

some training on how they can be del

iberately fostered and directed to the attainment of specific objectives

in the future, will go a long way in assisting staff acting as agents for
the promotion a^id management of national development to operate more

effectively, more purposefully,
pense of fewer mistakes.

and to achieve better results at the ex

They should themselves be fully convinced of,
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-nd dedicated to, the nrtionrl jorls .-nd the strr te-y for ?ttrinin? them.
This is their primrry source of self-confidence to opcr~tc effectively
rnd to build self-confidence in turn in the other people who should be
-ctively involved.
istrrtivc duties?

It is not just performing development-linked rdminit is trkinj r.ction -nd encourr^in_ others to tr_.ke

rction required to brin ; rbout structurrl chc.njjo rnd ^rovrth in tli^
economya

Professionrl rnd technicrl strff - engineers, rrcnitects, doctors,
nurses, tcrchers,

r :<riculturistss

in development rdministrrtion.

etc,

- ?.ll h~ve r shrrc or role to plry

It is usu-lly their trs_: rt the oper-tionrl

level to co-orc'inrte, co-opcrrte, rnd/or mrUc the finr 1 implementation
rnrlysis rnd mid-strc-m .adjustments-

They h-vc the direct contrct with

the people to be motivated or to perform the trshs necessary to -chiovc
objectives.

Their undcrstrndin^ of the development process rnd of people

is crucirl to the successful implement-tion of projects -r.d the overall

pirn.

They should understand how their work fits into the overrll object

ives of the or^-ni^-tion rnd the import-nce of co-opcrr.tion,

the frontline
poverty,

They,

^-s

r-tt-.ck force in the brttlc r^.inst irporriLCO, dieerso, rnd

should be devclopment-mii~deds

just rs rll civil servants should

be gorl-minded, rnd their strr.tegy rs dry rud r.ctiva rs

;unpo.;dera

The conclusion is thus inescrpable th-t rll stc ff r ctin- in ,-iiy
crpecity rs r.^ents of ch-n^c me development,

ceiving development -orls, trkin
si^nin.-j policies rnd strrtodies,

in -ny of the atr;;es of con

stock of resources rnd potentirls, deformul-tin- plmss

r.llocrtinj resources,

redeploying men, establishing n.d rc-shr.pinj institutional -nd or jrniz-

rtionrl rrrrnvements for pirn implementation, executin^ the pl-n, mm.-^inj
projects, cvrlurtin- performrnce rnd motivrtiii- people to prrticiprte in

the nrtionrl development efforts, require spccirl prepr.rr.tioii, orici-.tr.tion -nd trr.inin^ in development ^amiiiistrr.tion.

A strff trrinin- pro^r.?mmc in devolopmcjit r.dn,inistr.-tion t-Lces it
for ^r-nted thrt the potentirl trrinces h: ve each ,-lrerdy -c^uired r, b.-sic
disciplines be it politic-1 economy, engineering, sciences, educrtion,

ctc=
l

:hrtevcr the brsic trr.ininj, further trrinin^ in development rdmin-

m MHin—iM iw Mil aw nmnii inia
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istrr.tion choulo lord to an rpprcci-tian of the concepts rnd purposes of
development.

~t is the rpprecirtion of the concepts of socio-economic

development, of the process md str-te^y of brirr-in? rbout development
by deliberate rction,

thrt cnrbles the ^dministrrtor chr.r-ed with prom

oting rnd mrn-^in,-; development rction to suitably -dipt his working

rxt.d c-p"bility to the purposes of his tr.sl;-

tools

This will help him to evolve

the ri^ht concepts rnd procedures for rdminiGtrativo rction in the frrmcworlt of nrtionr.l development rnd to conceive the development implications

of r.uministrrtive rction or omission rs well rs to mr.ko rporoprirte - djustraents.

In formul-tii-j r pro^rrmme for speci'l prepcrrtion in development
-dministr-tion,

studies,

trr.ininv sUoul^

ke m.-dc through group discussions,

syndicates, role-plryii.;;,

ri-?s, etc=» -nd less of lectures.

simulrtion, project visits, visur.l
?or course pro'/^mmes, tho following

subjects which could be given in v-.rious combinctions,
(r)

cr.se

"re su^;jesteds

rcolo^y of development
- concept of
-

ch-n^e md "-cod

strrte^,ies for

for change;

inducin3 ch'n^c;

- dcvelopir.ent policy and

objectives",

- project identificrtions

preprr-tion,

'nd

impLement-tion;

- sociology of development;
- politics

(b)

of developmento

Tools of i/.-nr,;3ment
- principles rnd problems of or^.-uiiziiv;?
ordin' tii;.^,

me!

- coiiimurxicrtion

delcjjr tin;j,

co-

controllin ■/:

techniruc-s

-rid prrcticesj

- Icrdership role in techi:.i * :ios of motivr.tiov, ■

- modem mr.ur. xmerit tcciii'iic;ues

ve,.,o,

- utorac tion, etc«.) 5
- development finance rnd bu-:1'^etii:,;;;
-

statistics,.

net^oru -nr.iysis>

?T',T,
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Providing incentives, for Scientists and Technologists
Advances in science and technology and their application to nrtional

development emphasizes the need for scientists, engineers and other tech
nical personnel in government service.

In many cases, the civil service

rules and regulations, developed in the colonial days mainly by rnd for
the administrative class, ?re now most inadequate to meet the needs of

development planning.

The inflexible application of such policies tends

to inhibit hi^h quality performrnce, besides constraining the governments
of the developing countries from attracting and retaining such personnel.
It hrs, therefore, become necessary for these governments to adrpt the
civil service system to meet requirements for recruiting and retaining
competent professional staff.

The crux of the matter, however, is how

to devise r suitable civil service system for scientists, engineers, and
other specialized technical staff.

It mry be mentioned that developed countries have made extensive
revision of basic policies and methods in order to provide incentives for
scientists and technologists in the civil service.

Developing countries

should examine, in the light of the experience of the developed ones, the
need for changes in their personnel policies so as to ensure the adequacy
of incentives for recruiting and retaining high qurlity scientists and
technicians.

The need for incentives arises from the fact that the

nrtional demand for scientists rnd technologists far exceeds the national

supply, not to mention competition from the private sector which usually
offers higher pay and sometimes, better fringe benefits.

Furthermore, besides the question of supply and demand rnd competition
with other employers mentioned above, problems of accelerated social and
economic development involve the application of science and technology,

the hrmessing of modern scientific methods and techniques to national
transformation.

The conditions of service prevalent in most developing

countries were formulated before the present scientific rnd technological

revolution when science was regarded merely as e handmaid of public ad
ministration.

The position is now quite different and public rdministra-

.tion has in general become the midwife to science and technology.

It is,
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however, known that inefficiency on the part of a midwife could hrve
tragic consequences for the mother and the new baby.

The major sectors

of the national economy require the concentration of scientific and
technological knowledge for development.

Some of these sectors ares

(i) rgriculture, where scientific research and application would
enhance the productivity, diversification, storage, etc., of
cash and staple food crops;

(ii) health, where modern rdvances in preventive and curative

medicine are necessary for the general well-being of the
people?

(iii) industry ?nd engineering, where new and better techniques,
methods and machines are required;

(iv) education, where the foundation is laid for further advance
ment in science,

etc.

Realizing the major contribution which scientists make in meaningful
development efforts in such related fields, it is necessary for every
African government to re-orient its policies r-nd programmes for the max

imum use of its professional personnel.

Hitherto, in many countries,

scientists and technologists hardly ever functioned in the highest advi
sory committees of governments.

They thus had no adequate opportunity

of ensuring the best application of scientific and technical knowledge in
major areas of national development.

Economists, planners and administra

tors regarded nation?1 planning as their special preserve.
ception must be discarded.

This old con

In the formulation of development programmes,

engineers, doctors, scientists, etc., from both inside end outside the
government, should serve on the highest committees.

Technical advice,

pirns for research and the application of research to development should
assist the government in deciding priorities and in determining targets.

By prrticipating in the highest level committees of government, profes

sional and technical personnel identify themselves with the national plan.
Because they contributed to the identification and forecasting of pro

grammes, they would be expected to readily respond to challenges in the
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^.v-.i.cor..cnt of rCriculturc, improvements in health rnd educrtxon services,
.-s well rs other problem involving science, engineering -n^ technology.

The point thrt is beinj emphrsized here is thr.t scientists -nd technolo

gists should be involved directly -t rll levels, not only with the imple
mentation of development pirns, but, cnirlly imPortrnt, with the fornmlrtion of such pirns.

The following .-re recommended r.s rrecs of incentives in the conditions
of employment of scientists, engineers rnd other spccirlized drsscs:^

(i)

The pr.y established for specialized posts should ..encrrlly be
comp-rr.ble to the pry in the ir^ustrir.l r.nd privr to sector

rnd should rlso be rt parity witii the Pry of other clrsscs

with similar job content rnd ecVjc-tionrl rnd trrinirC reruirerccnts within the civil service,

\±±)

iobility brsed on c^rlificrtions for filling Positions in the
whole government service should be rssurcd through its promo
tion policiesB

~evolo^i:ij countries which still mr.iiitr.in r

monopoly of rll top posts for r. elite r.drainistrrtivc clr.ss
should ler.m from the rdv'.nced countries where such posts rre
opc;: tj -11

-ur.lificd cmdicVtcs;

not only hrve scientists

-n; engineers the opPortur.ity of bein^ promoted pcrnrncnt secretrries, they rlso serve ; t the highest level of government,

such r.s Adviser to the ^rime ; ir-ister.

This ensures proper

^Tjrreness 01 the scientific viewpoint on the p-_rt of the herd
of government.

(iii)

Promotion expectations should oe b-sed upon rcuicvcmcnt, rnd
r.ot strictly lirked to seniority,

.Tpecirl recognition should

be ~iv^i: to outstrndin,; achievements.

1/

" r/iprovii-l3 Incentives for Scientists, en-ir.eers rnd otner profession- '

personnel, etc.": ^ublic / dmiiUctr'tion Newsletter i:o. ll" of 1?7.
Pp. 10-11 -,/drpted)o
' ''
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(iv)

Opportunities should be mrde available for improving professionrl knowledge *nd skills, through in-service training
fellowship

(v)

programmes, courses of instruction, seminars, etc.

L.'anagement training should be avrilablc at intermediate and
senior levels so ?s to prepare the scientists, etc., to

shoulder major administrative responsibilities.

Similarly,

administrators should hrve trainin3 in the problems t-nd
methods of work of the scientific and technical cadre.

Success

in such training programmes would lead to increased managerial
and administrative capability for development.

(vi)

The formulrtion of personnel policies for the professional
groups should always be done with the advice and support of
such groups.

This is the prrctice in many developed countries.

For example, Jr.prn found from experience that the inclusion
of a scientist in the Personnel Bureau led to profound im
provement of policies affecting the professional groups in
the

government.
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CHAPTER v

HArj OIIIZATIOi-I OF TIL" PLAN !*ITH THE AIII1UAL
introduction

/lthouah all the developing countries in /frier, hrve by now embrrked
on the task of planned economic development in order to accelreate tiieir
-routli process, they are still considerably handicapped by the inadequacy

of their budgetary and fiscal systems to respond to the 3rowinS needs of
their development plrnnin^

There is still a shortfall in the implement

ation of the plans in most of the African countries prrtly because ade
quate mrchinery and procedures have not been established for harmonizing

the plan with the budget.

These governments have embarked on raising the

level of Per capitr incomes rt r frst growing rate, providing rnd maintain
ing a hich level of employment, and ensuring balanced development of re
sources rnd distribution of income.

To be able to effectively relieve

these objectives, it is necessary to re-orientate the government fiscrl
and budgetary systems so that they ca.: respond adequately to the -rowing
needs of development planning

There should be a growinv realization of the importrnce of the

budget rs a tool of development planning rnd management control in a
siturtion of rapidly expending public sector activities.

The budget should

be the medium through which the public sector's annual plan rllocations
are implemented.

7t should play the role of an overall regulator of the

various determinants of economic -routh like rate of growth of national

income, srvin^s, investment .-nd consumption.

It should clearly demarcate

areas and ma-nitudes of public and privrte outlay, and direct the bud;,et-

rry policies and techniques for the attainment of set joals and priorities.
In a plrnned economy, the annual budgets hrvc necessarily to be dram up

in terms of annurl development programmes which would reflect the yearly
breakdown of the medium-term pin, as translated into rnnurl plans.

The

allocation of total public sector expenditure between consumption and in
vestment rnd their distribution to different sectors of the economy rs well

as the firi.--.ncin.; r.rranjements envisaged are exceedin3ly important matters
i^r proper pi-r. implementation.
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The experience of development institutions of developing countries

hrs rmply shown thrt the subject of budget-pirn harmonizrtion is quite
complex and difficult than might appe.r at first sight.

It concerns

the working relationship between two of the most important government

deprrtments in any developing country,
nnd of Economic Plrnning.

nrmely, the Departments of Finance

Both departments must recognize that each is

involved in ^ specirl way with inter-sectoral responsibilities which run

across the whole of the national economy.

For instance, whilst the

department of Agriculture is mrinly concerned with what goes on in the

agricultural sector, the Deprrtment of Finance is concerned with mobil
izing financial resources for rll the sectors of the economy and then re
deploying them in various wrys with a view to realizing the pirn object
ives rnd targets.

The Central Planning Organization is similrrly concern

ed particulrrly with determining priorities and suggesting the best use
of financial resources in order to fully utilize the real and scarce na

tion* 1 resources.

Thus, both the department of Finance rnd the Depart

ment of Economic Planning have inter-sectoral responsibilities which re

quire to be hcrmonized in order to achieve successful plan implementation.
The Deprrtment of Fiance should also ensure that the administrative and

budgetary mechrnisms by which it operates are adapted to suit the needs
of national planning..

The harmonization of plan and budget is, therefore, a subject of

vital importance to which urgent attention should be paid.

There is al

ready a -rowing realization of its importance in developing African

countries.

It is not then necessary to be-labour the point further that

planning and budgeting should be harmonized but it would be worthwhile
to examine the main elements of the two systems and the mrchinery that
should, be established to co-ordinate and bring them closer together.
2.

Plrnning and Budgeting

(r)

Planning
The main elements of a plrrming system ares

(i)

Setting up socio-economic goals in tLe light of political
objectives^
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(ii)

developing macro policies, programmesand projects for
moving towards the goals within a specified period of
time j

(iii)

Designing policies for mobilizing resources (e.g., man
power, taxes, borrowing - domestic and foreign) required
for the programmes and projects;

(iv)

providing information about the progress mrde and the
obstacles encountered in the execution of the preceding
and current programmes and projects?

(v)

Providing a mechanism for adapting policies designed to
overcome obstacles and, if necessary, to modify the
current plan;

(vi)

Providing adequate administrative capability for plan
implementation;

(vii)

Preparing for a subsequent plan.

The task of promoting economic and social development is essentially

? long-term process and would entail structural changes of a rapid and farreaching character.

To ensure an orderly development process, it is ne

cessary to establish priorities to choose rationally between realistic

alternative policies and to pursue these consistently and in a co-ordin
ated manner so as to attain the short and long-term objectives.

In the

final form the plan becomes a body of economic and social policies ex
pressed in quantified targets and defined tasks.

It is important to re

cognize that planning means more than preparing a plan- it should be under

stood as a system of decision-making.

Government decisions have always

been involved with factors which are outside government control, such as
foreign markets, foreign capital, response of people to government measures,
weather, etc.

Therefore, planning is a decision-making process under con

ditions of uncertainty which requires a mechanism for adapting the plan
to unexpected developments.
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There is a mutual dependence among the essential elements of planning.

Setting of goals and targets, formulation of programmes and projects, choi
ce of policy instruments which will ensure that the functional units within
the economy (including the private sector) conform to the economic behav.our

postulated by the national objectives, and designing policies for mobilxzing the resources appear as a logical sequence, but it is also necessary to
appraise first what resources and administrative capability could be mobil
ized before formulating the programmes and projects which are dependent on

the availability of these resources.

The scarcity of resources and ad

ministrative capability requires priority decisions - arranging programmes

and projects so that the best use is made of the resources that can be
mobilized.

(b)

Budgeting

A government budget is both an annual plan of action and an

instrument of programming development plan activities.

To a considerable

extent, therefore, the problem of implementing public sector programmes

is one of co-ordinating them with the budget and providing effective ad
ministration for project execution.

While planning, as a formalized sy

stem for the guidance of government policy, has a history of only a few
decades, formalized budgets have a history as old as democratic govern

ment.

Looking briefly at the evolution of budgeting we find that for

about a century before the First World War, the discussion of the budget
focussed on its use as an instrument of political control of government

activities.

Parliaments all over the world felt frustrated in dealing

with the growing power of bureaucracies.

The legislative "Power of the

Purse" appeared to be the obvious means for exercising control over the
executive.

With the 1930's and the depression, a new aspect of the

budget developed by its use as a compensatory device in combating in
flation or depression.

The use of the budget as a tool for executive

management, including anti-inflationary and anti-recession budget policies,

required a completely different approach to the budget problem than looking
at it merely from the aspect of effective parliamentary control.

-
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A budget ideal for meeting development requirements would be quite

different from a budget nerely regarded as an instrument of political
control.

Capital budgeting and authorization of the executive to vary

the pace of actual expenditures within longer term appropriations reduces
legislative control but permits compensatory expenditure. Moreover,■
in fields in which the government engages in quasi-commercial operations,
it is in the interest oft effective management to budget in terms of net

loss or surplus rather than to budget for gross expenditures and regard
all receipts as part of general government revenue. Principles of
efficient budget management may thus have to be reconciled with principles

of parliamentary budget control.

W

Gap between Planning and Budgeting

Divergence between the plan and the budget is likely to arise

in many ways.

In the first place, the process of planning and budgeting

are undertaken by separate units and consequently by different .roups of
persons with different background, experience and skill.

There are even

differences in the language of the respective operations.

Besides this,

there are also differences in the degree of authority. If the Planning
Organization is merely an advisory body, its capacity to translate its
work into action would be dependent largely on such strength as it may
derive from political support.

Secondly, the link between the annual budget and the plan may prove

to be weakened where the plan does not make sufficiently articulate the
specific role to be played by government in the overall investment pro
gramme.

If the plan falls short of a specific mapping out of the several

tasks that need to be performed by government or if the plan does not ful

ly elaborate the public sector programme and the manner of its presentation
and implementation, easy translation of the programme in terms of the
annual budget becomes difficult.

There may be cases where actual cost may

be found to be greater than the original plan estimates. In such , situa
tion, even where there is the will to implement the plan, the annual bud
get can only seek approximations of the plpns postulated;

in practice,

the possibilities of a divergence between the two might be great.
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Another important factor that may be responsible for divergence

between the plan and the budget may be the non-fulfilment of plan object

ives on the side of financial policy and resource mobilization. It is not
merely through providing for the execution of public sector programme that
the budget implements the plan. Also involved are a series of policy
measures on the financial side which affect the realization of the private

sector programme, the harnessing of savings for the financing of develop
ment, and the maintenance of policy objectives in respect of prices and
external payments.

The attainment of significant development targets

often involves concerted efforts in the field of resource mobilization

and although planners rre apt to assume that these efforts would be made,
there may be political and other difficulties in the way of actual at
tempts to do so.

The ultimate effect of these problems may be either

thPt the plan itself is sealed down, partly implemented, or as is general
ly the case that attempts are made to carry through the plan with re

course to inflationary methods of financing which might well disrupt the
basic foundation of the plan itself.

Another element which may cause divergence between the budget and

the plan is the inability of the planners and budget-makers to adjust the
plan to events or developments which might- alter the basic assumptions

on which plans were formulated.

Unexpected developments of one kind or

another often negate even carefully worked out financial and related
aspects of the pirn. Crop failures, political disruptions, natural
calamities and other events can undermine the basic foundation on which
the plan has been built.

There may also be cases where the techniques of budget execution

may constitute sources of delays and difficulties in plan implementation

and its evaluation.

The conventional system of budgeting is characteri

zed by certain weaknesses which make it almost an anti-thesis of planning.

The most significant drawbacks of a conventional budgetary system are the
absence of any distinctive criteria for the selection and phasing of
projects, its lack of comprehensiveness, the formulation of the account
ability criteria largely in terms of the financial aspects of expenditure

-
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and almost exclusive use of object classification of budget management
and accounting. The unity and comprehensiveness of the government bud
get may be lost, if it does not include the activities of the autonomous
institutions or public or quasi-public enterprises. The emphasis on
accountability considerations may otherwise be well placed, but its deter
mination is narrowly conceived if it is in terms of merely financial outlays

to the neglect of considerations of physical or real accomplishments.

The

use of object classification for budgeting- and accounting highlights merely
the means of doing things and not what is sought to be done and what is
actually done. It tends to obscure the identity of the programmes and
renders it difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain results derived from
expenditures. At the technical and procedural levels, these deficiencies in the
conventional systems of budgeting could cause a wide ,ap between the plan and
the budget.

(d) grld«ip« the °ap = Pro^mme or Performance Budgeting

The need of taking measures to bridge the gap between planning

and budgeting is quite clear.

Firstly, certain weaknesses in the planning

procedures have to be remedied.

Secondly, it would be necessary to take

a series of measures to modernize the budgetary system so as to make it

an effective instrument of plan implementation.

Finally, it would also

be necessary to ensure close and direct co-ordination between planning
and budgetary activities through institutional arrangements and organisational
measures.

On the planning side two major prerequisites to which attention
should particularly be paid are = (i) Internal consistency of the plan and

(11) Continuity in planning.

Internal consistency may be ensured by test

ing its several balances such as savings and investment, external balance,
manpower balance, and sectoral demand and supply balances. If consistency
is not ensured in the planning process, bottlenecks and dislocations

might arise

during

plan implementation.

Continuity in planning
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would enable adjustment of plan programs and objectives and of their
implementation suitable to changing economic and social conditions.

The budget of a developing country has to satisfy a Multiplicity
of requirements. It not only serves programme appraisal, formulation
and execution, but also legal, political and managerial control

uncions.

The latter are its historical functions and these go to explain the fact
that the accounting system which is one of the main basis for al

govern

ment operations is poorly designed to serve planning purposes. The badly
needed improvements in government accounting system must ensure that it
serves the legal, political and managerial purposes.

This would mean a

classification system based on the organizational units «* «"™-*
rather than on programmes.

Programmes cross organizational lines, 3

dictional lines and in many cases cross the public-private sector boundary
when contributions are made by private organizations and institutions as

well as by government. Once a good accounting system is in operation,
it is possible to reclassify the same to serve the purpose of programme

appraisal and execution; that is, it can serve as an essential elemen
for the pl,nning process. However, it should not be taken to mean that
settin3 , proper pattern for programme planning has to wait until all
desirable improvements in government accounting have been made. The
adoption of programme budgeting and performance evaluation for all largescale development projects under execution in African countries is a re

form which is overdue.

Under this system, expenditure would be grouped

by programmes or projects which can be related to national (or regional)
,o?ls, and permit, as far as possible, an evaluation of benefits and
costs.

It would also permit a comparison of the costs of alternative

programmes or projects which could serve the same objective, thereby
providing information of use in the process of budget formulation. Pro-

gramme budgeting with its emphasis on end results (like number of hospital
beds, or miles of roads to be constructed, etc.) actually is a link be ween

budgeting and planning because pro3rammes are the means by which the plannin. objectives are being pursued.

A budget devised on management con

siderations highlights the physical and economic aspects alon3 with

"*"—*

!

-Tirmr
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financial costs.

Thus it sives rerl moaning to the whole budgetary pro

cess and facilitates legislative review and appropriation in order to

realize national goals rnd objectives with due considerations of regulrrity rnd efficiency =,

The main features of programme rnd pcrformrnce budgeting

(i) Distribution of budgetary allocations under meaningful
functions, programmes, sub-programmes, activities and tasks
to be performed. This requires the introduction of clrssification on these lines.

(ii) Establishment of a system of accounting and financial
manaeemcnt in line with this distribution.

(iii) Establishment under different programmes and their sub
divisions standards, ratios or units of work measurements
~nd performance evaluation.

(iv)

Emphasis on end-results.

Thus under a system of programme and performance budgeting the Government
objectives are first formulated at the function.-! level and then broken
down for operational purposes into terms of specific programmes, projects
or activities with their costs properly worked out on the basis of work

load and unit cost data.

The physical rnd fxnancial data obtained from

budget execution on these lines also serve as p feedback for further
budget formulation.

The two main stages in the introduction of management considerations
in government budgetary operations may be classified into (i) Programming

and

(ii) Performance stages. At the programming stage, the emphasis is"

on the evolution of a budgetary classification, in which functions, pro
grammes and their sub-divisions are established for each agency and

these are relrted to realistic financial allocations and expected endresults.

The performrnce budgeting stage involves the development of more

refined management tools, such as unit costs, work measurement and per

formance standards.

Both tnese stages depend for their success on the

establishment of a clearly defined pattern of organizational responsibi-
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lities

the adoption of an recounting system in line with the ne,

budgetary classification ™d the introduction of a system of measuring

physical progress and performance. In view of the difficulties in
establishing all the features of a proper system of performance budgets

briefly mentioned above all at once, there is need for each government to
spell out properly all the stages involved in the establishment of this
system and the implementation of each stage should be preceded by proper
studies r.nd research.
(e)

Co-ordination

Since the time horizons of the plan and the budget are different,
r complete merger of both is neither feasible, nor perhaps, necessary.

Plannin- requires a long-range perspective while budgets are conventionally
for the ensuing year as may be required for operational purposes. On the
side of planning the exercise for formulation of annual development pro

gramme and its reflection in the budgets for implementation should be pre

ceded by the formulation of a comprehensive annual pirn within the context
a*d meaning of a medium-term plan. The annual plan would not only be a
powerful and useful instrument of policy but would also facilitate a better
understanding and appraisal of plan programmes and their acceptance for
inclusion in the budget.

On the budgets side, it is likewise necessary thrt a one-veer bud
get should be supplemented by longer-term budget projections which are

b-sed on a forecast of economic trends.

A Ion-term budget projection

would forecast the likely yield of taxes and other sources of revenue,

possibly under alternative assumptions - (i) under existinS tax systems
,nd (ii) under changes in tax rates and tax administration which are con

sidered as desirable reforms.

Taxation should be seen not merely as a

me-ns of furnishing revenue to governments but more importantly rs an

instrument for regulating demand and price levels.

It should be viewed

as a means of directing resources into areas of development and also as
a means of a fair distribution of the burden of finrncing the public
sector.

On the expenditure side, there is the obvious need for pre-
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paring long-term projections of government adminsitration and other non-

development liabilities so that the balance of resources likely to be
available for development could be assessed realistically and policy mea
sures taken to mobilize additional resources required.

The problem of different attitudes of planners and budget-makers is
also of crucial importance. Though planning ,nd budgeting imply different

klnds of responsibilities, they require different ways of handling figures
and there is an emphasis on a different time span between the two, yet
this does not suggest that the people who do the planning and the people
who do the budgeting should always have different views and ways of looking

at problems.

Leaving aside the day dreamers and armchair planners or pen-"

ny pincher budGet-makers, we can have a broad agreement between the two.

A constructive imaginative approach is required of both planners and
budget-makers.

Both functions are necessary.

:fe need the people who

are more aggressive in pushing development plans to the very limit of

available resources, and we need people who watch that aspirations stay
within the limits of resources in order to prevent inflation which may

result in an eventual set-back.

Reconciliation and co-ordination of the

two functions require a blend of imagination and dynamism, on the one
hand, and of realism and caution, on the other.

Perhaps, it would be necessary to evolve a new pattern of organiz
ation and relationship between planners and budget-makers.

There is

need for establishing proper working arrangements which would ensure

close working relationship between planners and budget-makers.

Recon

ciliation of differences in viewpoints which cannot be resolved in com
mittee meetings could be taken care of at higher levels.

3ut the essence

of the matter is that once agreed conclusions are reached all the energies

of government should be consciously directed towards their implementation.
The establishment of proper procedures for the co-ordination of the plan
and the budget would go a long way in reducing obstacles to plan implementation«

3.

Formulation of the tag,,M Plan and it. ^flection in the Budget
The medium-term plans formulated by the developing countries for

implementation aim ,t covering the economy as a whole, although the
BlB emphasis in most cases is on the programmes to be implemented in the
public sector.

For successful implementation, the medium-term pirns

rely heavily on projections and assumptions regarding the future course

of events,

'.'here developments from year to year are in line with the

plan projections and assumptions, the implementation of the plan can pro

ceed smoothly; but when many vital assumptions cease to be valid, there
is need for continuous review of developments from year to year in order
to shift the emphasis between various elements of plan implementation in

response to changing situation. It is with a view to meeting such ,
siturtion that it is necessary to precede the preparation of the annual
budget with an exercise for the preparation of an annual plan within the
framework of the medium-term plan.

The annual plan should cover the policy instruments for regulrting

both the public and private sectors, thus providing a much-needed mechan
ism for .- systematic review of the economic situation which is a pre

requisite for devising sound fiscal and monetary policies to be reflected
in the budget.

In this manner it would constitute the most significant

single instrument of action for the implementation of the development

plPn.

It is, however, appreciated that private sector projects could not

ordinarily be reflected in the annual plan. To serve its purpose the
annual pirn should not only coincide with, but should form an integrrl
pert of, the budget.

(i)

This would call for:

the closest co-operation between the Planning Organization
rnd the Teprrtment of Fin.'nee or the Budget Office;

(ii)

the integration of the budgetary schedule with that for the
preparation of the annual plan;

(iii)

and

the active participation in the annual planning process of
the administrative agencies which are responsible for the
implementation of the policies and projects included in the
?nnu?l plan-
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The extent to which the development pirn gets reflected in the

budSet would indicate the decree of earnestness of the government con
cerned to carry out the pirn.

The plan documents of some Africrn

countries do contain ,» indication of the likely annual phasing of ex

penditures over the plan period.

But a. this parsing is based m,inly on

resource projections m,de or adopted by the Plrnnin. Orgrnization for the

period of the pirn, the actual resource rvailrbility is likely to fluct
uate from year to year.

It is, therefore, necessary to carry out appro-

prirte modifications through the instrument of the annual plan.

A reali

stic appraisal of economic trends should precede the finalization of the
annurl plan. This should be based on a close analysis of economic and
statistical data. Arrangements for the flow of statistical drta and its
appraisal should be streamlined in order to furnish a sound brsis for
preparation of the annual plan.

After the procedures for the preparation

of the annual plan have been more firmly established, the exercise for
analyzing the economic situation would be continuous end complete, so

that it would be possible to locate Saps in performance with sufficient
precision, and base the forecasts for the succeeding year on a realistic
re-assessment of the potentialities and needs rather than on guesswork or

merely on the basis of estimates and targets embodied originally in the
plan. In this context, it would also be essential to closely integrate
the programme for production, exports, and imports, and to prepare sys
tematic annual balances and forecasts for key materials.

The annual pla*

should relate proposed expenditures to physical targets in order to se
cure improved implementation of pirns in physical terms.

The description of the main objectives and targets of the pirn should
be supplemented by a presentation of means of implementation, i.e., the
requirements of fiscal policy, monetary and credit policy, export end

import policies, investment, manpower, employment and administrative mana
gement and price policies, etc.

This presentation should throw light as

to how these instruments of policy could be used to solve the problems
and achieve the annual plan objectives and targets.

It need h- rdly be

mentioned that appropriate economic and other policies have a key role

to play in the total development planning process and its implementation
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through the budgetrry mechanism.

The foreign exchange requirements of

the development targets for the yerr, for public and privrte sectors,
should be set forth in the rnnur.l pirn with as much detail and precision

as possible-

This should be mrtched with the receipts from the country's

own ermines and externrl sources which rre likely to be rvrilrble*

If

the preparation of the foreign exchange budget is undertaken separately
from thct of the regulrr -nnurl budget,
chronise

the

it would be necessary to syn

two0

The projected increr.se in export earning to meet the plen targets

should be brsed on r rcrlistic rssessment of prst performrnce, especially
the trend in recent years rnd the projected changes in import level.
The exercise for determining import requirements should particularly
examine the criticrl shortrges or surpluses th--t would call for r re-

exrminrtion of sector-wise (commodity-wise) import r.llocrtions.

It

would be desirable if rn attempt is m-de to give r breakdown of import
requirements for development and non-development expenditures in the

public rnd privrte sectors.

Brond allocations mry first be made between

developmental rnd non-development'1 imports.

The non-development imports

mry be sub-divided into three categories, viz., (i) essentirl,
desirrble rnd (iii) luxury.

(n)

:":aw mrterirl imports may be sub-divided bet

ween consumer-goods industries rnd investment-goods industries-

A pro

cedure should nlso be evolved in each country for determining in a real
istic manner the requirements of industrial raw mrtcrials commodity-wise

in relation to plan trrgets and their distribution to the (i) consumer
industries, (ii) development industries,
(iv) industries with export potential.

(iii) export industries rnd
In establishing import substitu

tion industries, erch country will necessarily have to weigh up both the
short-term rnd long-term objectives including side-benefits.

in rddi-

tions a purposeful foreign exchange budgeting should be developed in
the light of r compendium of import requirements so as to ensure prudent
rllocation of foreign exchange resources and mrximum contribution of the

industrirl sector to Iross Domestic Product.

Export industries should

be accorded preferential trcrtment rnd a list of such industries kept
under constrnt

review.

-
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however,

that in spite of these efforts a complete

identification between the annual plan ?nd the foreign exchange budget
may not alws/ys be possible for the following reasons;

(i)

The projects included in an annual plan sometimes under
go modifications and changes due to substantial revision
of the projects during the course of execution*

(ii;

It m?y not always be possible to classify foreign exchange
allocations for different projects from (a) domestic or

(b) external resources,,

The division between the two may

then be somewhrt notional.

In the eerly stage,

be possibleo

therefore,

However,

accuracy beyond a certain point may not

the procedures for giving information on the

foreign exchange component can be gradually improved.
TJith the expansion of the activities of the public sector in most

of the African countries,

the formulation on the budgets of the central

governments and of their federated or local units has assumed great
importance.

The very requirements of planning for economic development

both for the public and private sectors continue to exert ever-increasing
pressures on the formulation of budgetary proposals and policies.

Not

only has there been set in motion a process of ever-expanding public
sector in African countries but in view of the need for closely inte
grating the budget with the plan,
c

the budget is increasingly becoming

more complex document rather than being merely a statement of

ment receipts and expenditures.

govern

Although the role of the public sector

in different countries in the Continent varies,

ap<rt from e

few socia

list-oriented economies like those of the United Arab Republic and Tan
zania,

it would be l?rgely true to call the economies of most English-

speaking African countries "mixed economies"o

In such economies the

public sector is expected not only to provide basic economic and social
infrastructure but also to initiate policies and instruments for mobil

ization of savings in the public and private sectors and to channel
these into productive investments.

In these circumstances,

the

govern-
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Lient budget, as the forecast of public sector income and expenditure
for the ensuing fiscal year, should represent, in financial terms, a
comprehensive plan of government fiscal, economic and social policies
and fctivitieso

In the preparation of the budget a wide ranr?e of policy and admin

istrative issues are involved, reruirin5 close attention before reaching
any decision.

The decision to place an item in the budget is tantamount

to fixinj government policy with reference to all possible implications
involved therein.

At the same time it is hrrd to thin:; of any govern

ment decision which has no budgetary implication.

In view of scarce

resources, the budgetary process involves the examination of alternatives

in order to reach deliberate and explicit choices.

As such, the budge

tary policies should be directed to ensure an equitable and rational
allocation of resources amon;; competing demands-

The budgetary decisions

should be principally designed to serve the positive function of promot
ing desirable expenditures related to the effective implementation of
approved programmes.

Viewed in this perspective,

the budget constitutes

one element of the a53regate financial plan which is z statement of the
sources and uses of funds of the consolidated public sector during e
specified plan periods

/..

Schedule for Budget Preparation

In view of the need to dovetail the preparation of the bucket with
the preparation of the annual plan and to secure the maximum possible
co-ordinction and harmonization between the two, it is necessary to

synchronize the procedures and time-tables for their formulation and
approval.

Such synchronization would ensure that these two important

activities are not dealt with on a routine basis so that the annual
plan rr.d the rnnupl budget (which would before bein^ launched, include

the annual plan) are formulated in ? realistic manner and become blue
prints for action based on clearly established priorities oriented

towards the realization of economic and social objectives of the plan-
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The function of the budget in this context would be not merely to facil
itate management accounting and auditing, but also to serve as a tool

for economic and fiscal policy and the rationalization and programming
of government activities,.-'

A synchronization of the annual budget with the annual plan should

be worked out within the framework of existing procedures for the prep
aration and finalisation of the budget in different countries.

As it

is, there are three different fiscal years followed by the African
countries.

In some the fiscal year corresponds to the calendar year,

i.e., starting on 1 January end ending on Jl December.

In some other

countries, it begins on 1 July and goes through to 30 June.

There are

still others in which the fiscal period begins on 1 April and enc's on

31 i arch.-

This divergence in fiscal years, especially of the countries

in the same Region, would present some practical and procedural difficul
ties in the matter of their proposed economic integration.

Uniformity

of the fiscal year facilitates international comparison of budgetary

and trsde statistics and co-ordination of the statistical data of the
public sector with foreign trade information, monetary statistics,
production data,

etc

however, till such time as uniform fiscal years are adopted, the

time-table for the preparation of the annual plan/development programme,

should be co-ordinated with the time-table for the formulation £nd appro
val of the budget within the existing framework.

Since provision for

development expenditure has rationally to be included in the budget on

the brsis of the annual development plan/programme prepared by the Plan
ning Organization, this exercise should be started early in the process

of budget formulrtion.

1/

It should start at Jer.st 6-7 months ahead of

"or a detailed discussion of the role of the public sector in dif
ferent African countries and the structure of their budgets see

ECA

ocument VCK'.U/3in/4, the Budgetary system and procedures of

African countries, and ECAFE Document T./tt: .ll/BT.J 4/L-5, Budgeting
and Economic Planning in "eveloping Countries,

2/

.^or r. detailed list of African countries following the three dif
ferent fiscal years;

Tee ECA Tocumei.t 2/CIM,::/r,;n/45 para. 156-173-
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the date of presentation of the budget with the preparation of a preli
minary estimate of resources likely to be available in the ensuing year*

Whether the Department of finance or the Planning Organization or both
of them,

in mutual consultation with each other,

should initiate this

exercise is a matter of internal arrangements for each government=.

This prelimincry estimate would help in determining the tentative size

of the development programme together with its regional, local and
sectoral allocations that could be provided in the budget.

T-fithin these

tentative allocations the sponsoring departments/agencies could be asked
to work out their detailed proposals.

Of course, the resources likely

to be available should be kept under constant and close scrutiny and
any necessary modification incorporated in the programme.

The process

of the formulation of the annual pian/development programme would gen
erally not be a smooth one and would involve controversies about the
total size of the programme and its regionsl and sectoral allocations.

The resolution of these controversies and differences through mutual
consultations and discussions is inherent in the planning and program

ming processes*

It is quite likely that the Planning Organization, in

its anxiety to accelerate the pace of development, may conceivably take
a more optimistic view of the resources that could be mobilized then the
Department of Finence*

Any differences should be resolved before an

agreed development programme is submitted to the Cabinet or National
Economic Council or other competent authority for approval*.
In view of the involvement of various departments and agencies in

the preparation of the development programme and its reflection in the
budget it would be helpful for each government to formulate time sched
ules for the early completion of the various exercises involved in this

process.

In fact, most of the governments in their budget call circulars

or other letters calling for information in respect of the budget or the
development programme9

specify the dates by which such information is

to be supplied and finalized.

It would, however,

be helpful to identify

the main stages of this time schedule and get these established by govern
ment directives to be followed by all departments and agencies-

The
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finalist ion of these schedules should be done by each government in
rccordai.ce with its oim specific conditions,
working

nevertheless,

set-up and pattern of

for ease of references

suggested in Appendix Co

a model schedule is

The stages Eiid names of agencies mentioned

therein give only a broad indication,

snd as plready mentioned,

firm time-table would have to be developed by each country.

the

The fact

to be stressed here is ths-t the adoption and firm establishment of such
a schedule would help the prompt finalization of the development pro
gramme and its reflection
in achieving

in the budget and would thus be of great help

3udget-Ple,n Harmonization„

It may be mentioned in passing that from the start of the process
of budget formuletion up to the time of its presentation to the legis
lative body,

the budget involves a most laborious rnd. intricate work.

The budget schedule indicated here does not reflect all the processes
that have to be gone into in any government before

the department re

sponsible for the finelization of the budget is able to produce the
budget documents in print for presentation,

The successful implement

ation of the schedule would no doubt require the co-oper?tive effort of
all

concerned whether in the Pl'r_nir±g Organization or the " epartment of

Fir.mce and its ancillary offices?

subject-matter agencies,

departments.

schedule finally rdopted should be

The adherence to the

especially stressed in the budget call

and

sponsoring

circuitr and any serious diver

gence from the same promptly brought to the notice of the authorities con
cerned et

the highest

Under the

implementation,

levels

stress of planning for economic development md its proper

budgeting should no lon-er be treated as a seasonal act

ivity but should become a
agencies.

continuous process in all

the departmentsand

in the case of a development budget particularly,

inary steps of

formulation of projects^

competent authorities

should be

the development progremme^

the prelim

their processing and approval

completed before

incorporating them in

It would be helpful if the estimrtes of

i:on-development expenditures ere prepared

in tuo p£rts as follows:

by
_„
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- Part

7

relating to

from year to year,
control of

the

standing charges>

which

are nevertheless not dependent upon the

sponsoring depcrtment„

Examples of

chrrges m?y be permanent establishment,
fixed allowances,

though may vary

and

ordinary

travelling?

contingent

- Part 1Z relating to fresh charges.

such
other

expenditure-

These would include new

objects of expenditure such as temporary additions to

establishment or services,

existing

facilities and organizations which

?re continued from year to year on temporary basis,

or which

r.re newly authorized and were not provided for in tlie budget
of the current yearported by
by

These estim£tes would no doubt be sup

self-contained memoranda which

supporting details to facilitate their

should be accompanied
scrutiny and exam

ination-

In view of the urgent need to mobilise the m: ximura amount of re
sources

for meeting development expenditures,

it

is necessary that es

a irictter of government policy the non-developmer/c expenditures are
contained within reasonable

necessarily-

limits and are not allowed to increase un

"Jhile scrutinizing the development programme,

be ensured that there is no overlapping (i) among the

it should

ature and scope

of the schemes/projects included in the development programme and ^i±)
between items proposed for the development budget and those provided
for in the r.on-development budget-

This would be greatly facilitated

if an agreed concept of development expenditure is evolved and followed

by each government*
uniformity,

This would result in the much needed discipline,

clarity and precision in

formulating expenditure proposals

in the development plan/programme and would consequently eliminete
confusion previrling in some of the countries in the matter of what is
precisely to be included in the plan°

1 oreover,

the easy translation of the

terms of

classification*

concept

in

it would facilitate
budgetary arid accounting
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It

is not necessary that

the development and non-development ex

penditures are segregated in every country in accordance with a uniform
concept»

Each country has to evolve a workable definition of develop

ment expenditures in accordance with its own requirements and to

its own conditions,

suit

philosophy and objectives of plenning and budgetary

structure and classification-

Since the objectives and priorities laid

down in the different plan periods are likely to undergo changes which
may require more emphasis on

past,

certain sectors or

sub—sectors than

in

the

the adoption of a rigid concept of development expenditures to be

followed indefinitely would not be desirable*.

Hence,

this should be re

viewed at least after two to three plan periods to make suitable modif
ications o

In order to relate the concept to national

accounts,

the

development expenditures should be divided between the investment and
non-investment components distinctly in the budget.

Primarily,

the rationale behind the distinction between develop

ment and non-development expenditures would be to give priority to
those expenditures which may be

economic and social progress.

considered particularly important to

The introduction of the concept of develop

ment expenditures may clso reflect the view

that not only investment

expenditures are important to growth but also recurring costs in

sectors -

some

Come of the examples of recurring costs which may be included

in the plan are expenditures on agricultural

cultural research and experimentation,
research and geological

survey,

agri

expenditures on technological

malaria eradication,

improvement and on family planning;
schemes in social

extension workers,

administrative

recurring expenditures of new

service sectors and areas of activity which are normally

termed as investment

in human resources,

e = g°,

education,

health

and

manpower trainingD
!rhile applying the concept of development expenditures

in determin

ing the development programme or scrutinizing the non-development ex
penditures,

it may be borne

in mind that many of the non-development

expenditures may be

just as crucial to development as most of the develo-

ment

This would be

expenditures^

especislly true of the recurring

liab-
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ilities of completed development schemes - especially those of the

social sectors which have to be normally provided in the non-develop
ment budget as recurrent

expenditures.

In

should be allowed to be made in the normal

ments concerned,

such cases,

proper provision

expenditures of the depart

irrespective of their exclusion from the concept of

development expenditures*

To meet this end,

suitable working arrange

ment should be devised by the Pl^nnin^ Organization in consultation
with the department

of Finance *
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APPFJJDIZ C

Tentative Stages

for

the Preparation of the

Budget and

the Annual development Programme

Issue of 3udget-Ca.ll circular by the Budget department to ell con
cerned,

spelling out

the

time-schedule for various stages and giving

broad instructions for the preparation of the budget estimates and
their

scrutiny by controlling agencies.

Economic review showing trends in the
the foreseeable

future

economy and prospects in

should be undertr,ken»

Coliction and analysis of data by revenue

collecting authorities

or accounts offices on trends of collection under principal

revenue

heads and submission to Department of Finance and/or Planning
Organization together with their preliminary projections for next
year »

Preliminary estimates on forecasts of external assistance likely
to be available to be prepared by the department responsible*
Preparation of first estimates of resources likely to be available
both internally and externally to be prepared by the Department of

Finance,

in collaboration with Planning Organizations and other

agencies-

detailed estimates of non-development expenditure to be submitted
by estimating authorities to controlling agencies„

Scrutiny of non-development expenditure estimates to be completed
by appropriate departments and submission of estimates by them to
department of Finance=

Filial scrutiny by department of Finance of non-developmental
budget

estimates..

Determination of the tentative size of the Annual development Pro

gramme along with its regional/local/sectoral distribution and
their intimation to the agencies concerned for preparing project-
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wise tentative development pi-o^rar.irne.

The czll letter for Develop

ment Pro^rrmme to be issued by the Plennin^ Or'janiration should
contain instructions for the preparation of the pro^rpmine-, particu

larly laying emphasis on the broad order of priorities to be fol

lowed by the sponsoring departments/agencies in formulating pro
grammes under different sectors,.

10.

Submission of proposals in respect of on-~oin^ as well as approved
new schemes in the Annual development Programme by various subject

matter agencies to their appropriate departments or State govern
ments.

11o

Transmission of the tentative development Programme by appropriate
departments or state 3over:.merits to the Central Plsnninv Or^rnizatioii,

12-

Furnishing of latest estimates of collections under principal
heads of revenues and other receipt heads and foreign aid bv the
a^e-cies concerned to department of Pincnce and/or Centrrl Plan
ning Organizationo

13

^eteriiiinrtion of the final estimates of resources and their al
location by cjency charged with responsibility,

H.

Completion of discussions between the agency in 13 ^.bove and the
various departments end bodies,

to fii-ur.li-ie the sectoral pro

gramme and to match it uith finel resource allocations,

IZ>

Finalization of the budget and "evelopreent ^ro^remme by the
Central Planning Or^anizetion m.-; its submission to the Cabinet,
or other competent final authority alonj TJith policy reconiiiendations for '.leciGior.So

16,

Presentation of the Eudget to the Legislature, etc,
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CHAPTER
PROJECT APPRAISAL

1.

the

sanctioning machinery

functions

to

development

policy,

perform.

programme

IMPLEMENTATION

of

the

First
fits

government has

and foremost,

into,

and programmes are

It must also ensure

these

sist merely of

a number

must

set out

list

that
general

in the medium

Financial and

programme must be carefully examined to

ideas and targets but
A

the

of impor

that the development projects

follow established standards.

thought out projects.

ensure

forward,

economically and technically sound.

administrative aspects of the
that

it

and carries

objectives and pattern of development

or long-term plan.

see

AND

Introduction

The
tant

VI

The

plan should not

also programmes

con

based on carefully

of such projects under different

sectors,

which have been duly scrutinized and approved by competent authorities,
should

form

The
due

and

of

the

plan.

sectoral allocations

regard

targets

part

to

plan priorities

in the plan should be worked out with
and should ensure

and their consistency.

i.abrasectoraj

It

is

the balancing of various

also necessary that inter-sectoral

adjustments - which become necessary during the

course of execution of the plan on account of such factors as modifica

tions in the original cost of projects,
or the

the abandoning of some projects

inclusion in the plan of altogether new projects - are carried

out under a rationalized system of allocations and priorities.

Before

the finalization of the budget each year the sanctioning machinery must
integrate various development schemes for incorporation in the budgets of
the central and state or provincial governments.

In this exercise,

the

system of priorities, which reflects the agreed policy established in
the

long-term plan,

achieve ^ --"i^'.i

must also be

applied so

certainty and expedition.

that

the

plan objectives are
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Formulation of projects for the purpose of this study may be

described as the "compilation of data which will enable an appraisal
to be made of the economic advantages and disadvantages attendant upon

the allocation of a country's resources to the production of specific

goods and services'^ A carefully formulated project should reflect
a rational basis for reaching decisions to set up an enterprise or to

provide a facility in the public sector.

A well documented project

would arouse the interest of decision-makers in its execution and
would also attract foreign capital more easily.

The formulation of

individual projects should not be regarded as isolated economic acti
vities but they should be considered within the context of the entire
economic system of which they form a part.

A well-formulated project,

therefore, would require the combined efforts, on the basis of mutual
understanding,
cial,

of a team of engineers, economists,

accountants, finan

management and other specialists whose work must be complementary.

To make this team work effective, it is necessary that there should
be one main sponsor, a project leader who should be well-versed in
the financial, administrative, professional and technical details of

the project to be able to explain any points of doubt or discrepancies.
A well

conceived and well

formulated project

should

present

compa

rison with other related project studies in order to facilitate the
task of decision-making and assigning priorities in the allocation of
resources.

l/

For it must be understood that the relative advantages or

For detailed discussion see Part I - Substance of a Project in
United Nations - Manual on Economic Development Projecrs 1.1958
Sales No.

58

11

£ 5.
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disadvantages of any project can only be judged on the basis of its
relationship to the remainder of the economy.

Moreover, the

adminis.

trative and organizational aspects should be carefully considered as
they have vital bearing on the successful implementation of the pro

ject.

It is important to keep in mind that the individual project

is not conceived in a vacuum but rather in an "atmosphere in which

it e«r- thrive and to which it must contribute"^

It has, however,

been noticed that in many developing countries and particularly in

Africa the projects are included in the plan and also in the budget
without proper studies and evaluation.

This may be passed over in

the early stages of planning for economic development when the econo

mic and social structure is not very complicated and proper data and
techniques for planning are not fully developed.

Nevertheless, as

development proceeds, the investment alternatives must be analysed
thoroughly and their relationships established with the rest of the
economy so that the risk of failure or incurring the unnecessary

social costs involved in badly evaluated projects is reduced to the
minimum.

2.

Programmes

and Projects

The exercise for preparing a programme for a specified period

aims at a wide perspective of the "economic develooment of the country
so as to establish co-ordinated production taryets compatible with

the stability of the system.

This perspective provides a point of

reference for the inclusion of individual projects in the programme
under different sectors.

Future developments are projected in the

For detailed discussion see Part I - Substance of a Project
in Jnited Nations - Manual on Economic Development Projects

(1958) - Sales No. 58 11 3 5.
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programme

The

on the

problem of

adequate

evaluation of past

performance

trends.

internal consistency of the programme should be

attention

in order

to ensure

its

proper

accordance with plan objectives and priorities.
ments envisaged,

for example,

of anticipated savings
in different sectors

other

and existing

should be made

in order to avoid any waste-

change component of investments,
be clearly identified as

implementation in

The volume of invest

must bear a relationship

and of foreign capital.
coherent

The

given

The

to

the volume

production targets

and compatible with each

availability of foreign ex

being of crucial significance,

should

to what requirements would be met from the

country's own earnings or from inflow of external assistance.

The

real problem in programming is to achieve balance and compatibility
between

the

different economic variables

like

investment and savings,

balance of payments,

sumption,

waste

The

etc.,

without

exercise

for

the

of

production and income,
public

and private

con

resources.

formulation of a coherent and balanced

programme must also pay proper r. !*terrbio:\ to

the organizational aspects

of plan implementation both in respect of necessary financial and
other policies

and operations

programming technique

approximations
This

outline

to carry out

or schedule of project execution.

relies heavily on a

The

"process of successive

in order to produce the first outline of the programme".

is

subjected to a process

adjustments

and experiences.

The

on

the

basis

of continual
of the

revision in order-

latest

individual projects serve as

information data
a vital

link in

the programming technique through the method of working on successive
approximations referred

to

tools

revision of

in the

continuous

gramme establishes
of projects,

the

the

above.

These,
the

therefore,

programme.

serve
While

as
the

important
pro

overall criteria and outlook for the selection

detailed study of projects furnishes

definite

infor-

-
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mation needed to confirm or modify the initial hypothesis and to
establish suitable objectives more firmly.

The programme should also clearly distinguish between the

projects in the public and private sectors.

In so far as specific

projects to be included in the public sector programme are concerned
specific allocation of resources has to be made for them in the
annual budget.

In so far as investment in the private sector is

concerned this should be backed up with practical economic policies

and fiscal incentives in order to encourage investment consistent with
plan objectives.

The availability of a sufficiently large portfolio

of projects duly approved would be of great advantage in the formula

tion of an investment or development programme to be reflected in the
budget.

It is important, however,

of projects.

to avoid excessive fragmentation

Small but related schemes should be combined into single

projects to facilitate processing and analysis.
of proper procedures for the formulation,

The establishment

scrutiny and approval of

development schemes is of great importance in this context.
therefore,

It is,

to this aspect of the matter that we now turn our atten

tion.

(a)

Preparation of Projects
To ensure that projects are prepared properly in the first

instance and in accordance with the requisite economic, financial
and technical standards,

Organization

the officials of the Central Planning

should be closely associated with Finance and other

subject-matter departments and agencies in this process.

In the case

of projects sponsored and to be executed entirely in the provincial
and local spheres, similar consultations should also take place between
the central and provincial agencies involved.

In the case of large
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projects the advice of experts should be obtained to the extent fea

sible and desirable.

Where indigenous talent is not adequate this

fact should be recognized and the advice of foreign experts should
be obtained for the formulation of projects.

Wherever practicable,

advice of consultant firms should be sought rather than that of
individual

technicians.

The state/provincial and central departments/agencies, parti
cularly those sponsoring large development programmes,

should esta

blish suitably staffed Planning Units to ensure adequate attention

being given to the formulation and designing of projects/development
schemes.

The formulation of development projects should be a conti

nuous process,

and should not be left over to be undertaken only when

required for preparation of the budget.

It would be very helpful to

render the projects in suitable standardized proformas which may be
devised by each country to suit its own requirements.

If one stan

dardized comprehensive proforma for the projects in different sec

tors is not considered desirable, special proformas to suit the condi
tions and requirements of each sector may be devised.

The type of

information to be rendered in project proformas is given in the model
Proforma for development projects attached as Appendix D.

This pro

forma is illustrative rather than exhaustive and may be suitably
modified to suit

(b)

different conditions.

Model Proforma for Development Projects

The proposed model proforma for development projects is
in six

parts,
Part

viz
I

:
- Project

digest

Part II - Description,
Part

purpose and benefits of project

III- Estimated cost of project

-

Part

TV

-
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Financing of Droject

Part V

- Manpower, materials and other requirements of projects

Part

- Proposed schedule

The

VI

of work

information to be incorporated in each part may be modified

to suit the requirements of different sectors.

It would also be

desirable to circulate brief instructions for the filling in of the
proforma for the guidance of the suonsoring departments/agencies
more

or less

on

the

lines

given

below.

it may be mentioned that the model proforma proposed here

is not

designed to limit in any way the scope fcr presentation of projects.
The order and form of presentation of the project
upon the

personal preferences

the project,

of the

depend largely

project maker,

the nature

of

or on the established conventions or standards in any

particular country.

However,

since the decision-makers are not

always in a position to appreciate all the technical details

given

in projects, although they Possess sound critical judgement and have
expert advice available

rize

in the various fields,

it

is well to summa

the project so as to simplify the formation of an overall

opinion on them.
proforma fcr the

This

is the main purpose of suggesting a model

presentation of the

projects there will be a host
will have in any case

to be

projects.

In the

presented in annexes to the

its general appreciation.

contain the essence
salient aims,

explain

location,

of the project to

If properly filled in,

investment,

it would

financing sources,

social evalua

etc.

description and statement

its

proforma.

of the project giving information about its

tion and profitability,
The

of big

of technical and other details which

The model proforma attempts to present the gist
enable

case

relation to the

of

purpose

of

the

project

plan and to other projects;

should

an indication
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of the physical targets to be achieved should be given.

Among the

possible benefits of a project on which information may be provided
are

the

(i)

following:

If the project is to provide a product or service which is
to be sold,

then the expected quantity,

price and value of

sales as well as the expected revenue over the life of the
assets

(ii)

should be

indicated.

Most projects will provide tangible economic benefits such
as increase in agricultural yields from an improvement in
irrigation facilities,

a rise in output by bringing new

land under cultivation,

the more efficient use of transport,

providing more adequate storage or the improvement in indus

trial productivity from the establishment of common facili
ties centres and industrial estates.

Such economic benefits

should be explained specifically and stated in quantitative

terms, if possible;
will

(iii)

the bare statement that such benefits

accrue would not

be very useful.

The output of a project can either contribute to increasing
exports or substituting imports.

foreign exchange,

If it

is expected to earn

the specific experts involved should be

identified and export prospects analysed.

If it is expected

to save foreign exchange by replacing imports, then it should
be indicated what particular imports are to be replaced and
whether the price

of the domestic goods will be higher than

the landed cost of imports.

If it is possible to estimate

the value of the additional export earnings or import savings
to be realized from the project,
net

the figures should be given

of the foreign exchange cost of production.
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(iv)

If formal or on-the-job training is to be provided, an
indication

should be

learnt

the

and

likely to

(v)

be

(vi)

present

of

of

skills

additional

to be
staff

if jobs

are

unemployed

or

to be

given to

people who are

under-employed.

The geograDhical location of the project is especially
important
backward

(vii)

if

it will

areas

of

contribute

the

to

the

development

of

country.

Other possible benefits which should be mentioned are the
promotion of
tions

for

be

avoided.

to

be

or

Estimates

carried

out,

department

statements

made

groups,

should

arising

be
be

based

a

be

as much as

thorough

study

condi

in

the

possible
of

the

prices.

accountable

required to

from changes

living

on up-to-date

strictly

should

of

etc.

over-estimation must

should

herein and

revisions

income

should represent

and

sponsoring

research and improvement

low

Under-estimation

for

justify

nature

and

The

the

in

work

accuracy

detail

scope

of

sub

of

project.
It

cost
be

number

kind

The employment-creating effect of a project is important

at

the

aporoximate

the

absorbed.

particularly

sequent

given of

may be

quite

made

difficult

accurately.

Certain

whether materials

locally,

centage

found

or whether

of

the

Goods which

treated as
component

are

the

total

partly

imports

regardless

of

information

assumptions

component

may,

are

to

be

imported

is

to

be

estimated

and partly

purpose

on foreign

therefore,

an item of work based

imported

for the

give

and equipment

import

cost

to

on

produced

of estimating the

of whether they are

actually

to

oast

have
or

to

procured

as

a

per

experience.

locally

foreign
be

exchange

should be

exchange

imported

or
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not - the reason for this suggestion being that each new project
creates an additional demand for such goods which must be met from
imports as far as the economy as a whole is concerned until the coun
try becomes self-sufficient in their production.

The assumptions under

lying the estimates of the foreign exchange component should also be

kept in mind when indicating the likely sources of supply of materials
and equipment

in

item 27

of

the

model

proforma.

If the items listed under 15 in the model proforma are included
in the estimated cost of the project then the following information
should

be

(i)

supplied:

List
of

(ii)

of individual
total cost

overhead items

attributed to

included,

or percentage

overhead.

Area and cost per acre of land in case of irrigation pro
jects and cost of resettlement of displaced oersons
by

(iii)

if borne

government.

Whether cost of construction, machinery and equipment is
the

total purchase price,

the depreciated value,

the

rental

cost from a machinery pool,

or is

included as part

cost

to

constructed by a contrac

of

buildings

and works

be

of the

tor.

(iv)

(v)

Amount

of duties,

and subsidy,

if any.

Explanation of price data if included in the prices of
materials

(vi)

taxes,

and equipment,

Whether cost o£ transport to site is included in delivered
prices

of materials and equipment,

if estimated separately,

is covered by transport equipment included in the cost of
the

(vii)

project.

Quantities and unit costs of different items of work.
this

information

is not available,

explain how cost

of

If

or

-
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buildings and works was estimated.

(viii) Type of contract with consultants and/or contractors
(fixed fee, cost plus or other), arrangements for es
calation or cost adjustments,

and approximate

amount

(ix) Cost of stocks of materials, fuel and spare parts
required to begin

operation.

The list of manpower requirements should give specific occu
pation titles rather than general groupings,
persons requiring special training,
they are required.

and the

particularly for
date

or period when

It should also be indicated whether the person

is already employed by the sponsoring department or contractor,
whether he

is

to be

recruited especially for the

project;

or

employees

to be included in the permanent establishment pay scales should
be

indicated.

Against item 25
regarding

the

requirements:
for

employees,

ting

steps

to

like the
the

specialists

The

preparation

annual

of

the

purchase

should

of

preparation

shortage

or

the

of manpower

extension

is

given

the

site,

project

significance

of

The

requisite

details of the most
surveys

procurement

provision of

and

according

in matching

availability of

including

of land,

use

government.

of great

resources.

cf

of exis

increased salaries and allow

a schedule of work of the

project with

be

the

scholarships for overseas traning,

specific action by

or acquisition

-quirmerit ,

of new

or provisions for

financial and physical
of work

remove

given

provision of necessary living accommodation

phasing envisaged

execution

items

taken to

establishment

ances which require

the

be

training facilities,

foreign

to

of the proforma information should be

important

investigations,

of materials

and

access

and

roads

-

accommodation,

excavations,

and installation

construction of various

of equipment.

the year when each

The
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A date

buildings and works,

or mark should be

item of work is expected to be

placed under

completed.

successful execution of a particular project may be

linked

with or dependent on other projects regarding which full information
should be given against item 30,

for example,

the colonization of new

areas where new irrigation facilities may be extended by the completion
of new irrigation projects.
3.

Review and Approval of Projects'
In order

projects,

to ensure

it would be

speedy

necessary

review and clearance

to

streamline

machinery.

In certain countries where

by

Central

the

strengthen
other

Planning

Organization

the Organization and bring

agencies.

In

this

other countries,

the

of

administrative

function is being performed
it

may be

it closer
however,

in

the

be

as

composition of

the

Project

Review

necessary

to

its working with
establishment

Project Review Committee may be found to be helpful
The

development

of a

in this direction.

Committee

could generally

follows:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Representative of Central Planning Organization
Representative of the

Department of Finance

Representative of the sponsoring agency, viz., provincial/
state/local government or central department or agency as
the

(iv)

case

may

be.

Representative of the central/federal administrative depart

ment concerned where the sponsoring agency is the provincial/
local

(v)

government.

Representative of the central department concerned with nego
tiating external

aid

-

(vi)
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-

Representative of the government corporation (for
instance, in the fields of industrial, water and power
and road transport development) whose schemes are under
consideration,

(vii)

Any other agency/department or corporation which though
not the direct sponsor,
of

the

is affected by the implementation

project.

Where Project Review Committees are established at local/state/central
government

levels,

monetary limits should be fixed up to which each

would be competent to consider and clear the projects.

In case of

projects involving heavy expenditure and negotiation of foreign credits
and loans, the central Project Review Committee should have the com
petence to recommend the projects for approval to the

Cabinet.

The basic principle of review of projects, both at the central

and provincial/local government levels, should be that projects are
examined jointly and simultaneously rather than in succession.

Copies

of the projects, as they are formulated, should be circulated by the

sponsoring department/agency to all the agencies/departments represented
on the Committee.

The

Central Planning Organization

should

generally be made responsible for co-ordinating the work of the Project

Review Committee.

The head of this Planning Organization, his deputy

or other senior officer nominated by him,

the meetings of the Committee.

should ordinarily preside over

The representation of other government

departments and agencies on this Committee should also be at a fairly
high level so that the Committee could take decision on the various
aspects of the projects presented to it.

The schedule for the meetings

of the Committee should be circulated by the Planning Organization at
convenient intervals and the meetings should be held fairly regularly

in order to ensure speedy consideration and clearance of projects.

-
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Before including a project on the schedule for a meeting,
Planning Organization should ensure

pared correctly,
proforma has

that the project has been pre

been furnished and that
maps

and plans

all

a comprehensive enquiry from the

respect to deficiencies

relevant

are made

Central Planning Organization

and matters

should,

data or

Planning Organization

at

perform the

functions:

following

the

such as

when necessary,

sponsoring department or

in the proforma,

involving further

papers

available.
make

agency with

points requiring elucidation,

information.

Each of the Project Review Committees,

(i)

Central

that all the information required in the project

project reports,
The

the

different

organized by the

levels,

Central

should generally

Review all development projects submitted to it (within
the financial limit of its competence) and (after neces
sary scrutiny)
authority,

(ii)

Ensure
and

(iii)

As

Finance
regard

other

e.g.,

the

Cabinet,

National Planning

the

etc.

necessary economic financial and technical

scrutiny has

been

Ensure that,

as far as possible,

carried

projects

submitted

that

the

projects

time

schedule.

soon as

Board,

that the project has been prepared on sound lines

that

the

Central

to
are

it

out.

is

the examination of the

conducted simultaneously and

disposed of

in accordance with

Planning Organization,

the

the

Department of

and sponsoring agencies have formulated their views with
to

a project,

they should circulate

agencies concerned so

Committee meeting
jects.

recommend them for approval by the competent

It

is

are

useful

important

that

that

the

discussions

and enable
the

their comments

at

of

the

the Project Review

speedy clearance

Department

to

Finance

of

the

pro

should have
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adequate time, after circulation of the documents,
views.

to formulate its

Every effort should be made to clear a project at one meeting.

Where this is not possible, the project should be considered at suc
cessive meetings of the Committee.

After the receipt of the project

by the agencies concerned, they should communicate about clarifications
considered necessary by them on different aspects of the project with
the Central Planning Organization which should in turn make a com
prehensive enquiry from the sponsoring agencies.

Generally,7-10 days

would be sufficient for the agencies for such clarifications.

In so

far as the detailed examination of the projects by the agencies involved

and circulation of comments thereon are concerned, a time limit in this
respect should be fixed by the Central Planning Organization in rela

tion to the different projects depending on their nature and impor
tance.

When undue delay in examination occurs on the part of any

department or agency,

the Committee should submit the project to

the approving authority,

viz.,

the Cabinet,

indicating the position for its decision.

the National Board, etc.,

In case of pending projects,

the Central Planning Organization should also submit periodically
to the National Planning Board or the

Cabinet a list of all pending

projects indicating their status and reasons for delay in their
clearance.

Normally the whole process of submission of projects to the Pro

ject Review Committee and their review and approval should be completed
within 3-4 months.

In the case of emergency projects,

it should be

provided that this proeess is to be carried out much more quickly.

After the project has been approved,
"bo no further reference

to

the

there

Department

should
of

normally

Finance

except in cases where there may be a contract for the

services

- 145 of a consultant

or the

employment of a foreign

list of approved projects

technician.

The

should be circulated periodically to

departments/agencies by the Central Planning Organization.
already stressed earlier,
be

sectoral allocations

fully backed up by approved projects

and schemes

and lump

projects are
to

the

increase

sum allocations

revised project

change

authority.

project

than

5

criterion for the

Review

in design or

by the

other competent

the

Committee.

revised proformas

projects
in the
the

per

of the

to

of

for

lack of

the

develomment

circumstances,

the

due
the

Board or

original cost
limit may be

A list

or

agency

of

the

fixed as

should be

in

the

given.

personnel

of

In

these

the

depend on

therefore,

included

in

the

plan,

approved projects

final

for the

sponsoring agencies

of Planning Units

projects

of all

and circulated along with

detailed

projects would

the

of all

sum allocations

discussed above

is essential,

the establishment

lump

should be

procedures

It

time.

In case

Organization.

priority.

the

approval

for such variations

compiled sector-wise

in

for

in

or any such

reasons

trained personnel

ties

their

National Planning

sponsoring department

their approval

of

In case

Central Planning Organization should keep a roster

proper explanations

review

ideas

of projects.

plan should be

success

Cabinet,

cent

approved from time

of

plan should

submission of revised project to the Project

The

plan document.

stage

to

other

Any variation

required to explain fully the

The

provided for.

As

should again require review by the Project Review

Committee and approval

by more

the

and no half-baked

substantially revised subsequent
in costs,

in

all

that

analysis,

the

availability of

the

Central

progress

Planning

towards

and providing training facili

units

is

the

formulation and

the

and

and

accelerate as

a matter

of
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Project

'D1

Serial No.

Sector and

sub-sector

(To be filled by the Cen
tral Planning Organization)

MODEL PRO FORMA
Part

I

- Project

1.

Name

2.

Is project

of

If it
be

3.

4.

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Digest

Project:

in the Plan?

is not

Tf so,

wha* allocation is provided?

included in the Plan,

included and how it

is

explain why it should now

to be fitted into Plan allocation?

Administrative authorities and delineation of responsibilities:

(a)

Sponsoring authority

(b)

Central/provincial/local

(c)

Department/Agency

Location of project (attach map, where necessary) together with
its

5.

FOR

justification:

Cost

of project:

Already incurred
Total

to

be

incurred

Total

cost

Foreign exchange

component

6.

Annual recurring expenditure after completion:

7.

Proposed dates

8.

Agencies other than sponsoring department involved in the

of commencement

and completion

of project:

project:

(a)
-,b)

General or special consultants:
Construction agencies, whether local or foreign,
basis

or

otherwise:

on turnkey

-

9.

10.

11.

147 -

(c)

Agency for operation and/or maintenance:

List

of

preparatory surveys,

feasibility reports

reports

(indicate whether attached):

List

of

surveys

date

of

their

Name

and

this

Form:

and

reports under preparation

designation

of officer

responsible

officer

for

expected

of

designation

sponsoring

II - Description,

purpose

and benefits

If this

form is

worlc on

the

project

in

in original

project

and reasons

of original

designs

or excessive

tions made
III -

for a revised project,
financial

responsibilities

for

Estimated

avoiding
Cost

of

such

of Project
describe

and physical

for

them.

progress

terms,

In case of

of

changes

faults

variations which could have

should be

lapses

fixed and recommenda

in future:

Project

13.

Give

14.

Give breakdown of costs by major

date when cost estimates were made:

items

according to the way

they have actually been estimated (attach detailed abstract
of costs if available) :
Item

Total cost

of

autho

rity

been avoided,

Part

the

preparation

and

or

Date

12.

and

completion:

Signature

Part

and project

Foreign exchange component

-

15.

148 -

Indicate whether the following items are included in cost
estimates, and if so, explain the basis of estimation:

16.

(a)

Overhead costs of the sponsoring department

(b)

Acquisition of land

(c)

Construction machinery and equipment

(d)

Import duties, sales and excise taxes or other taxes

(.e)

Transportation of materials and equipment to site

(f)

Buildings and works

(g)

Consultant 's and contractor ps charges

(h)

Interest charges

;i)

Working capital in case of commercial or industrial projects

Estimate annual recurring cost after completion of Project:

Jtem

Part

17.

Total

Foreign exchange component

IV - Financing of Pro.iect

Estimate annual phasing of expenditure:
Already spent

1st

2nd

3rd

(specify years)
4th

5th

After

Total

5th year
Total

Foreign
exchange
component

If the plan period covers more or less than five years the
yearly columns of phasing of expenditures should be amended accordingly

18.

Indicate sources and amount of internal financing of both deve
lopment and recurring expenditure on the project and dates on
which these should be available:

(a)

From government resources (indicate central/provincial and

local):
, i;

investment
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(ii)

loan

(iii) grant

19.

(b)

From sponsoring department 's own or corporation 's resources

(c)

From non-government borrowing

(d)

From private investment

Indicate

sources

on which

these

20.

State

21.

The

views,

and

should be

if any,

possible ways

from

the

sale

amount

of

beneficiaries,

of

on

of external

made

of foreign exchange

recovering

increased

the

assets,
land

and

dates

available:

sources

capital

financing

cost

from

taxes

of

the

project

betterment

or water

financing:

levies

rates

are
on

or user

charges:

Is

it

and
22.

so,

the

Give

annual

form of

in

a

recover

recurring
sales,

summarized

financing,

of

credits:

Manpower,

Total

to

cost

of

project

from

beneficiaries,

how?

of

Partly -

24.

if

Estimate
in

23.

proposed

income

income

rentals,
table

the

from operation

fees

sources

and expenditure

Materials^and other

manpower -

Total

or

number of

of

project

interest:
and uses

budget

and

Requirements

of funds,

sources

amortization

of

Project

full-time employees

(attach list of manpower requirements by occupations):
Managerial.

and

Professional

Technical Personnel
Local

Foreign

(a)

For execution

(b)

For operation/maintenance

Workers

Others

Total

-

25.

150 -

List expected shortages of manpower by occupation and indicate
steps which should be taken to ensure availability of requisite
manpower:

26.

Public utilities: indicate access roads, railways sidings, power,
water and other utilities

27.

required for project:

Materials and equipment:

Item

Unit

Quantity

Likely Sources of
Supply

(a) for execution

(b) For operation/maintenance (annual requirement)

-
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C1VPTE7C VII

PUBLIC EUT^Pnir^C Ali" NATIONAL ^VELO

L

Introductior--

There does not appear to be any agreement among experts as to the
precise definition of "public enterprise".

Some have defined it as an

economic project in which the government has financial interest,

spective of the amount of such interest.

irre

\rhat is important is the in

vestment of public funds in en undertaking.

This concept is in line

with the views expressed at a recent all-Africa Seminar on public enter
prises, where "it was agreed that public utilities should be regarded
as a category of public enterpriseSo

T'lhat is important is not the ex

tent of the participation of the public sector in these enterprises in

the past or at present, but thet their nature, especially with regard
to the ssle of the units of the services provided,
services as telephone,

certainly me lies such

electricity and to some extent water,

the category of 'enterprises'

..."-'

fall under

Others argue that the over-riding-

purpose for establishing public enterprises by e government is for that
government to be able to use such enterprises as instruments for promot

ing economic development and other nations 1 objectives.-

Therefore,

enterprises which are, and can be, directly controlled by b
or its agencies should be regarded as public enterprises.

government
Sy this

definition, enterprises in which the government has a minority share
holding are excluded from this category.

Consequently, public enter

prises may be classified into threes

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Public Utilities?
Public Enterprises under Complete Government Control;
Public Enterprises with 1. ajor Government Participation-—

1/

UHEC^

2/

UiinCA Seminar on Administrative Framework for development (Addis
Ababa, 7-17 December 1970). EGA ^ocument (I-.71-201), p. 19-

"

Report of the Seminar on the

(ole of Public Enterprises in

Planning and Plan Implementation - leuritius, 16-26 September 19
(E/CN.1/7463), p* 4*

-
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It is in recognition of the diverse mature of public enterprises that

their role in plenning and pirn implementation deserves serious attention
by the various governmentso

in recent years,

governments, especially those in the developing

countries, hrve embarked on the establishment of public enterprises for

a number of reasons,

Some of these are the need to diversify their

economy in order to improve the standard of living of the people;

the

need to preserve foreign exchange earnings by the production of importsubstituting products, having regard to the deteriorating terms of trade
against primary products;

the need for technological training of local

manpower and less dependence on expatriates;

the need for infrastruct-

ural services for expansion of administrative, commercial and industrial
activities;

the need for large-scale industrial projects to provide

employment for the growing numbers of urban dwellers especially school

leavers?

the need for a large industrial and commercial wage-earning

population to create effective demand for the products of the agricult
ural sector which would encourage a reasonable proportion of the rural
population to remain on the land instead of drifting to the towns in
search of better wage employment.

Public enterprises could offer a

leadership role in the establishment of industries which are not very
attractive to private investors, and they could participate in the

vast fields of industrial opportunities in developing countries.

Public

leadership in industrialization helps to reduce wasteful duplication of
projects by competing private investors.

Jt also helps to co-ordinate

the production programmes of projects which are inter-dependent in terms
of supply of raw materials and diposzl of finished goods.-'
!?here some of these needs exist, the government may decide to em

bark on the establishment of public enterprises.
arise,

Another reason may

when private initiative is lacking in s certain sector of the

economy which is considered essential for a country's development, either

1/

Jj~C/ Report of the Seminar on the T^ole of Public Enterprises in

?]-■■■■--—-:: ™d Plan lYiplementrtion - i-puritius, lS-2.6 September 1059,

:/<:

:.'A'63)t P. 5.

-
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because engaging in it is unprofitable in the short run or will never
be profitable,
portunities.

or because the information is lacking on investment op
On the other hand,

if the government is involved in an

economic activity that requires s large degree of autonomy and freedom

from cumbersome bureaucratic interference,

the activity can be detached

from normal government machinery to ensure smoother operation;

or if

in certain sectors of the economy (e.g., services) the general interest
of the public is seen to outweigh private interests which ere almost
solely concerned with making profit.

Again,

if the private sector con

sists mainly of foreign investors they might not be allowed to engage

in strategic economic activities in which case the government may decide
to establish public enterprises to cater for these strategic economic

activities.

/fhen local capital and expertise have been acquired, nation

al private enterprise may be encouraged to engage in these activities.2.

The Role of Public Enterprises in Planning and Plan Implementation
This section examines some of the institutional and administrative

arrangements which enable public enterprises to plsy an effective role
in national plenning and plan implementation„

The extent of the appli

cation of some of the proposals to any African country would depend on
the size,

the social structure,

ment and institutions.

and the political pattern of its govern

It would also depend on the role which existing

administrative arid financial organizations,

institutions,

are already playing in the industrialization of the country,

For the purpose of this discussion,
classified into three categories:

various public enterprises may be
public utility enterprises;

cultural and industrial public enterprises,
ment participation;
ment of

like banking and mortgage

agri

with total or major govern

and enterprise under the

complete control and manage

the State.

l/

IVS-CA Report of the Seminar on the 1 "anageiaent of Public Enterprises,

~

Bizerte, Tunisia), 9-20 December 1363,

(K6j-o!\), p. A.

-

(?)

Public Utilities
A key question

of

cuthority which

prises
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in

in respect of public

the government

the planning process,

the role of "master"

allows

i.e.,

or "partner"

in

utilities

whether the

made by the

the planning process-

if any.

therefore,

in reaching

only an

in

In

the plan

location or expansion of such
public enterprises
been

contribution made

corpor

such decisions..

instrument

enter

Very often decisions had

government with very little

ation's management
was,

influence

such

government assumes

public utility projects as electricity or telephones,
little

the measure

the management of

ning policies governing the establishment?

have had very

is

by the

The public corporation

the plan implementation process-

'Jhere some form of consultation existed,

this was usually as a result

of the public corporation trying to get the government involved in such
matters as government guarantee for a loan for a big projectare known

cases where

the public corporation's management

an undertakingalready approved

therefore,

by

government

considered

to be uneconomic*

It?

requested the government to underwrite any losses which in

the opinion of

the management were likely to accrue,

decided to take the risks,

e-g.,

where a

40 subscribers

in preference

in advance,

and use

town with only

to another town with 1,000

"Jhere situations of this nature arise,
is to have

a,nd the government

government decided that an

automatic telephone exchange should be installed in a

is needed

There

feasibility

studies

subscribers-

it would appear that

carried out by

them as a basis for advising the

rious alternatives to the government's proposal-

the

what

corporation

government

on va

This arrangement would

place at the disposal of the government a list of alternatives and enable
the corporation to have development-oriented plans.

In this way,

the

government and the corporation mutually share responsibility in planning

those projects which the lrtter has to construct and maintain?

it also

enables the government to determine viable projects which could be
financed from the corporation's own resources without any assistance

from the government„

Alternatively,

the government would be in a

better

position to shop sucn viable projects for capital funds fron external
sources,

er.,

~rorld 3rnk,.
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less vifble but ere none-the-less economic (after feasibility studies
have been carried out by the corporation), government, in consultation
with the corporation, could decide as to who should bear the responsib
ility for funding the construction depending on the resources available.
This would be determined by priorities established by the two parties.

On the other hand, as a result of a feasibility study carried out by a
public corporation,

it might be unwilling to implement a project because

it is satisfied that it would be unviable-

If in such a case, the

government still wishes to implement the project for reasons other than
economic ones,

it should bear the cost of funding it.

This is a pro

cedure adopted by the Electricity Corporation of a 'Jest Africzn country.

::n such a cases
separate,

it is advisable to keep the management of the project

and to have sepsrr.te records and recounts so that the govern

ment will be made regulrrly aware of the progress made,

and the con

sequences of its decision so as to enrble it to determine if the project

should continue to be susidi^edj or other means found for reducing the
subsidy,

such as increasing the charges for the service provided.

It

could also serve as a useful lesson to the corporation if the project
proves viable because of,

e.£. ,

generated demand not foreseen during

the planning period.

It should be borne in mind that the distribution of public utility

services is a political instrument which affects the, position of every
elected African governments

In recognition of this,

it is desirable

that the management of such public utilities should endeavour to gain

an inside knowledge of government's thinking in terms of the latter's
priorities and planned geographic?1 distribution of projects.
brsis of this information,

On the

a public corporation should then carry out

feasibility studies within the framework of the development plan*

Such

feasibility studies would assist the government to obtain information
on projects which a corporation can finance from its own resources?

projects which require government funds;
private funds locally or externally.

and projects which can attract

-
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Public Enterprises with I-ajor Government Participation
In planning the est?blishment of industrial/commercial"

public enterprisess

with major government shareholding,

it is recom

mended that the policy of the government and its corporations should
be guided by the following factorst

(i)

the corporation should know in what fields the government
wishes to give priorities and the possible locations of
projects;

(ii)

having known government's order of priorities, feasibility
studies

(iii)

should be carried out by the corporationj

the corporation should obtain information and assess the
possibility and extent to which genuine firms/entrepreneurs
^re willing to participate in partnership with government,
especially those experienced in the appropriate fields..

On the basis of this information and feasibility studies,
the corporation should then prepare and assess the priorities
and possible financial involvement in the execution of the
projects.

The project could be phpsed on the

(i)

intern?1 capital contribution by the corporation in the
execution of

(ii)

basis of:

the projects;

government loans and investment based on information
available from government as to the funds likely to be

allocated in its own development plan for projects failing
under the ambit of the corporation concerned.

(iii)

possible private participation„

It may be mentioned that in order to give reasonable guarantee of good
management of cornmerci?! and industrial enterprises in which a govern
ment

is

interested,

such a

government

should,

as

a

first

step,

seek

joint participation with the private sector on the understanding that

nationalization may be affected as aad when the government considers
it

opportune

to do

so

in

the public

interest-

-
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Jnce the government approves

the plan of the

integrated part of the national plan,

corporation as an

the corporation should be ^iven

a free hand to initiate negotiations with technical and financial
partners for the implementation of the projects in accordance with the
priorities set by the government,

3ut when the negotiations get to 3

sta.^e where technical details ere settled and loans have to be negotiated,
the departments of Finance,

Economic Planning and the parent department

should be brought into the negotiations after which the final approval
of the government could be sought.

If,

wishes to depart from the priorities,

for any reason,

e.g.,

the corporation

on the discovery of more

attractive projects especially where private participation is forth
coming,

the corporation should then malte a formal approach to the go

vernment for a revision of its development plan.

have to be financed internally,

For projects wliich

the corporation should be left free to

proceed with their implementation within the framework of the plan.
In respect of projects for which the government has to provide

funds,

the corporation should submit its annual development budget co

vering all

the projects it wishes to implement during the coming year,

indicating the extent of possible government financial contribution
and other sources of finance for the projects,

approval for the development budget.
budget,

and

seeking government

In approving the corporation's

the government should reflect its planned capital

in its annual

capital

budget-

contribution

The corporation should bear in mind

fact that its own periodic plan,

e.g*,

5-yesr Plan,

is only a

the

blue-print

and that it is through the medium of an annual development budget that

it can obtain government's firm financial commitment to the implement
ation of specific projects in the corporation's plan.

After the government has approved the annual development budgets
both of the government and of the corporation,

it is desirable that

government's approved contribution should be automatically released by
means of warrant on an annual basis through the department responsible

for controlling the capital budget.

The procedures for releases should

follow the same pattern as that laid down by the government for depart
mental

capital works.

-
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Projects which recruire government's guarantee for capital loans

should be included in the corporation's capital budget, indicating the
financial involvement for the repayment of the loans (including interest)
over a number of years.

This would also include any profits that are

likely to accrue from the projects during the same period.

This inform

ation would enable the government to provide fully for the annual loan
repayment instalments in its own capital budget before giving approval

for the inclusion of the projects in the corporation's capital budget.
The corporation should make at least a token provision for reimbursement
to the government of pert of the annual loan repayment to be made by the
government.

In this manner the corporation acknowledges ultimate re

sponsibility for the

repayment of the capital loan for every project

as a basis of the profitability of the project.

In subsequent years,

provision should be made for the full reimbursement to government by
the corporation of the capital loan repayment.

(c)

Enterprises under the complete control of the State
For enterprises which are operating under complete State con

trol, including nationalized industries, the policy for the preparation
and approval of both the corporation's development plan and its annual

development budget, could follow the same pattern as that proposed above,
save that the question of the participation of private entrepreneurs
does not arise.

Both the plan and the budget would provide for capital

funds which could be derived from both the government's and the corporztion's resources.

As this type of enterprise is typical of a socialist-

oriented economy, where the government has fairly reasonable control over
the financial transactions between the country's public sector and fo
reign financial institutions, there are two possible procedures for bud
geting for external loans for public enterprises within such a system.

One could be that the government provides fully in its own Development
Plan and Annual Capital Budget for all external loans for the financing
of State-owned public enterprises in the country and earmarks for relending these sums to such public enterprises.

In such a situation, for

projects which a corporation is unable to finance from its own resources,

-
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it can only provide in its development plan and annual capital budget

for them to the extent which the government and the local financial
institutions, such as the building societies,
capital loans to the corporation.

are prepared to grant

If, however,

the government wishes

to keep tight control over its public enterprises,

it might prefer

that all loans whether external or internal should be channelled through

its Treasury.

In such circumstances, the corporation's plan and annual

capital budget would only provide for projects to be financed from its
own internal resources and from government loans and grants.

In many African countries,

the responsibility for the negotiations

for external and internal loans for public enterprises tend to be that
of the government, on request from, and in consultation with, the public
corporation concerned.

This is also usually the procedure for negotia

tions for the supply of imported capital equipment and for any manage

ment agency which might be required for the initial operation of a plant.
The main purpose of government's involvement in public enterprises
is to use them as instruments of development.

The principal objective

of planning and plan implementation in these public enterprises is that

they maintain a consistency towards the achievement of that goal*

For

the procedure already set out above, what are the major instruments of
achieving success in planning and plan implementation ?

Broadly,

these

may be classified as:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

3.

Control

of Public Enterprises;

Recruitment and Staff Developmentj

Management;
Feasibility Studies.

Control

of Public Enterprises

In keeping with the seyins that "lie who peys the piper dictates

the tune",

it is generally rccepted ell over the world thrt the ultimate

responsibility for the general policy /voverninj the rctivities of every

-
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economic organization, whether public or private, rests with the share

holders,

It is in this light that the control of public enterprises

by the African governments has to be considered,

/s the accredited

representatives of the people (whatever may be the method of the appoint

ment of the members), the government has the responsibility of ensuring
that the taxpsyer's money invested in these enterprises is properly
menaced in order that it can yield fair returns in the form of profits

and/or services <,
Another reason why control has become even more necessary in recent
years is that these enterprises are instruments of achieving economic

and social development of the country within the context of the national

plan.

Some measure of co-ordination is, therefore, necessary ?t r level

higher than that of the management of each enterprise in order to ensure
that the planning and plan implement?tion of the enterprise's programmes
accord with the national plan objectives.

As one of these objectives is

usually to provide employment for the citizens, care should be taken to
ensure that the employment provided is not only for a certs in section of

the community at the expense of other sections - in other words, what

has come to be populrrly known as "the national cake" should be properly
distributed among the various ethnic groups in order to maintain polit
ical stability which is an essential prerequisite for overall nationbuilding fnd national development.
is not limited to employment;

The sharing of the "national cake"

it also involves a fair distribution of

the projects of the various public enterprises to different parts of
the country so as to give the various communities an opportunity of bene
fiting directly or indirectly from the activities of the enterprises.

*

In some cases, the government might decide in the national interest,

to acquire controlling shares in some strategic on-going private concerns,
like the distributive trade and mining in Trmbia, the banking business
and distributive trade in Tanzania or the banking business in Uganda.

In such a case, control by the government becomes a necessity if it is
to accomplish the main aim of acquiring the shares so as to keep the
activities of the organization within the context of the national deve-

-

lopment objectives.
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There are other reasons for government control

such rs the regulrtion of prices of the products of the enterprises in
order to ensure that monopoly or quasi-monopoly enjoyed by the enter

prises is not used to exploit consumers,

e°g°,

electricity and tele

phone services or the supply of such consumer goods ^s sugar and bread.
A politically elected government has some election promises to

fulfil and these usually include the provision of certain public enter
prise facilities and projects like water,
services,

as well as industries.

electricity end telephone

TJhile giving due consideration to the

economic viability of these projects,

the government has to ensure that

by means of some co-ordination and control,

it is able to fulfil as

many of the promises as possible in the location of projects.
political and social reasons,

?or these

it is natural that the government has to

sppoint at least some of the members of the Boards of Directors of the
public enterprises or of the controlling corporations,

from among per

sons who hrve some political symprthy with the government in order to
use them as instruments of control of the policies of these enterprises.

(a)

Parliamentary and Cabinet Control
In many English-speaking African countries,

control of public enterprises has been minimal.

Tarliamentary

This control usually

takes the form of the annual reports of the public corporations (control
ling a number of enterprises,

or through which government makes some of

the investments in these enterprises) being laid on the Table of the
National or State Parliament, for the information of the Members.

The

reports of other public enterprises in which the government has sub
stantial or minority shares are not usually submitted to Parliament even
for information.

As the annual reports laid before Parliament are gen

erally submitted between 9 and 13 months after the close of the financial
year in question, the Members of Parliament in particular, and the pub
lic in general,

take very little interest in these reports,

since most

of the information contained therein are of little current value.

result is that apart from a few parliamentary questions,

The

there are rarely

any full-scale debates on the activities of any corporation unless it is

-
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involved in a serious political or financial crisiso

In effect,

the

reports are meant for the consumption of government departments and

the corporations which in some cases, know all about the contents
before the reports are issued, and consequently put them quietly away
in the departmental

libraries.

Although the practice varies from country to country, nevertheless
there are some common patterns in the system of Cabinet control over

public enterprises.

The Minister in charge of the department supervising

the public enterprises is theoretically responsible for the appointment
of the Board of Directors and of the Chief Executive of each of the
enterprises, in practice he usually makes recommendations to the Cabinet
either for approval or support.

It is the Cabinet also which generally

considers, on the recommendations of the Minister, policy issues affect
ing enterprises,

including their plans and projects;

in fact it approves

these in the absence of any effective parliamentary control by means of
the approval of the enterprises' development programmes and annual bud
gets.

The Minister's responsibilities for each of the public enterprises
under the portfolio of his department include the following;
for and represents it in the Parliament and the Cabinet.

he speaks

The extent

to which a Minister intervenes in the internal affairs of an enterprise
may depend on the nature of parliamentary questioning.
ment asks questions about details,

himself with details.

If the Parlia

the Minister inevitably would concern

The Minister is a co-ordinator and if he is to

fulfil this responsibility,

he should ensure that enterprise programmes

are co-ordinated effectively with other programmes within the department

and those under other Ministers.

The Minister may be responsible for

approving or making recommendations to the Cabinet for specific decisions

such as major capital investments,
appointments,

etc

the budget, prices,

borrowing major

He may appoint members of the Board of Directors

and perhaps serve as chairman;

he may appoint,

recommend or approve

the appointments of the chairman and the general manager-

He is respon

sible for providing policy guidance with respect to national objectives,

-
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either in writing or by more informal means.

The Departments of Finance

and Economic Planning may also have a right to intervene in enterprise
affairs and in some countries the Minister of Finance may have more
power than the responsible Minister.—

Recent events, especailly those connected with the findings of a
number of official studies and commissions of enquiry, have revealed
the relative ineffectiveness of ministerial control over public enter
prises*

This weakness may be traced to a number of factorso

One is

that sometimes the chairman and some of the directors hold very important
positions in the ruling political party,

vis-a-vis that of the Minister.

They sometimes take advantage of this and by-pass the Minister to re
ceive instructions directly from the Head of Government on matters re

lating to the enterprise?

they sometimes do this with the support of

other influential I.-'inisters who might wish to benefit from such top
level decisions-

It is,

therefore*

not uncommon for the chairman,

either through the political party caucus or otherwise,

to get advance

approval on certain major policy issues affecting investment funds and
the location of projects,

even before the proposals are submitted to

the parent department for consideration-

If the responsible Minister

is anxious to remain in the good books of his Head of Government and of
his senior colleagues in Cabinet,

he usually takes the line of least

resistance by supporting the fait accompli proposals even against the
considered technical advice of the staff both of his department and
the enterprise concerned.

Sometimes the Minister himself compromises

his

position by taking undue interest in the detailed administration of the
enterprise instead of concentrating on the broad policy issues.

He

occasionally does this in order to influence the Board of Directors

and the senior staff of the enterprise to grant him such favours as the
appointment of his party supporters and relations.
position as an impartial "supervisor"
interest

1/

"~

should be

Me thus weakens his

of the enterprise - one whose

in the overall efficiency of

the organization.
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Another factor is that some of the large corporations had (or
still

have)such substantial resources,

ence,

that

especially soon after independ

they could undertake projects without seeking the Minister's

support for government financial assistance,
direct

either in the form of

loans or of a guarantee for other loans.

In the absence of any

system of comprehensive periodic development plans}
only

the annual

control-

the Minister has

budget of the enterprise to use as an instrument

Since the preparation of the

budget is often delayed,

of
a poli

tically powerful Board of Directors could take advantage of this and
involve the

enterprise in uneconomic projects,

even before the

budget

is approved.

The Minister's financial control is further weakened by

the fact

initially,

that

most of these

financial and staff regulations.
were

so

loose

manoeuvre,

that

\

corporations had no comprehensive

The regulations they had,

if any,

they were left with much room for the directors to

especially where there was no strong general manager or chief

accountant to offer serious advice against irregular board decisionsAgain,

in the absence of regular reporting,

Minister to know the current management
enterprise

early enough

it was difficult for the

or financial

situation in the

to warn the board or to advise the government

on ways and means of applying a

brake

to any

unhealthy trend

in

the

administration of the enterprise.

(b)

State Control through Board of Directors
Another level of control is at the Boerd of Pirectors'.

of the reasons for the
Soon after

appointment of these

Boards have been mentioned.

some of the elected governments of

countries were established,

the various African

they appointed full-time Boards of Directors

for the lrr^e public corporations,,
directors who

Some

This had the merit of providing

could devote a reasonable

time in planning the activities

of the enterprise and keeping in regular touch with the government on

its various problems.

These appointments were particularly necessary

in cases of large corporations such as the Electricity Corporation,
were

involved in

the rrpid development of the country.

which
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It h?s, however,

to be recognized,

that the system of full-time

Boerds of directors has some disadvantages-

One is that in the absence

of any established distinction between the policy-making and the execu

tive functions of the board and the management of an enterprise, the
members of the bozrd tend to struggle with the general mgnager and his

management team over the allocation of functions, especially where there
are full-time Executive directors assigned with some specific portfolios

eog°, Executive Director (Administration).

The board members sometimes

interfere unduly, particularly in staff matters, to the detriment of

efficient performance of the employees of the corporation.

They also

tend to involve the corporation in excessive administrative expenses

such as the construction and lavish furnishing of luxurious livii.g
quarters,

the purchase of expensive limousines and other perquisites.

In at least one known case, the chairman got a big housing losn to be
made to him for the construction of a building for his private

quarters

Although these perquisites usually raise the cost of the administration

beyond the financial ability of these public enterprises, many of these
directors argue thct they are equal in status to State Ministers and
should,

therefore,

be fully entitled to the perquisites which the Mini

sters themselves enjoy.

Another problem is that some of the full-time board members h?ve
enough time to manoeuvre or otherwise influence the corporation into

the location of projects within their own "portfolios" in areas where
the projects are not likely to be viable.

Cases have even been known

where either the chairman or some members of his board interfered with
the marketing operation of the enterprise-

In one case,

the chairman

was actually directing the sales operation of the enterprise to the
detriment of the corporation's financial interest - not without some
personal

consideration.

Owing to these and other problems connected with the appointment
of full-time Boards of Directors,

there appears to be a move in a

number of African countries like Ghana, Nigeria,

the Gambia and Zambia,

to hsving either prrt-time Bosrds of Directors (including part-time
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chairmen), or as in Trmbia, to have full-time executive chairmen and
part-time directors.

Although this has to some extent the disadvantages

of full-time directors,

such as occasionrl interference with staff matters,

nevertheless as the experience of The Grmbia Oil I arketin^ Dorrd has shown,
the intereference is usually minimal,

as the general manrger and the se

nior staff t-re left free to work within the policy-framework established
by the boards

Another advantage is that board meetings tend to be less re^ulpr,
'vuE-rterly,

instead of bi-weekly or monthly and this leaves the senior

staff to concentrate on their administrative functions,
plementation of policy decisions taken by the boprd.

including the im

The system is less

expensive for the enterprise in terms of administrative overheads.
example,

say,

in z T?est African country,

^or

cS against the annual salary of

"2,^00 in addition to housing and other allowances totalling about

£1,500 for the former full-time chairman of a board,

the new pert-time

chairman now ^ets only C600 plus occasional vehicle mileage allowance,
The new arrange, ent enables the government to use the prrt-time services
of those who have business and management experience and who otherwise
would not wish to leave their private business for full-time membership
in the public enterprise's Joard of Directors,,

"Cn this manner,

possible for the Ghana Industrial Holding Corporation to secure

it was
the

services of an ex-Principrl Secretary of the ?ep?rtment of Foreign Af

fairs and then a legal practitioner as Chpirman and also a director of
another reputable company 2S 7ice-Ch?irmano
In one or two countries,

Borrds of directors„

1 inisters have been ^ppointed members of

'fhile this might enhance the chences of the enter

prise beinr; closely tied up with the government plan objectives,
h?s a number of weak pointso

it

One of them is that if a i'inister has no

business experience lie might tend to allow political considerations to
outweigh the economic factors which should be taken recount of in the
interest of

the viability of the enterprise's projects.

if he is proved to be ineffective,

Furthermore,

because of his position in Cabinet,

it mi^ht be more politically difficult to replace him than if he

were

z

chairman brought from outside the Cebinet circle.

also tenO. to run the enterprise as r boss,

The i inister mry

usii.j his position in govern

ment to unduly influence most of the directors to support him at borrd

meetings.

This is perticulerly the cs.se if he is to recommend the re

newal of their appointment to government„

For the srne reasons

^eneral sn?nr;;er whose appointment he had to recommend initially;

the
also

hcs to maintain elle^iance to him or face the possible risk of losing
his job if he vigorously disE^rees with the i inister on policy matters.
The fact is thct if the i inicter ic not z member of the board but cef.
receive the borrd's report end take an independent position in viewing
objectively the general policies of the or^anioption,

this mi~ht tend

to reduce the chrnces of his interfering unnecessarily with the €.-. y-today rdministration

of the enterprise-

A number of countries are experimenting xd.th the appointment of
uocrds uith mixed membership.

In 7.enya;

I embers of Perliament,

civil

servants and businessmen ?re appointed as directors of public enter

prises..

In Federal iligeric,

the board membership,

civil servants predominate in number on

with top civil

servants functioning as chairmen.

*Thile it ic beii^j contemplrted thrt more non-civil servants will be rppoiiited,

it is planned that in future some civil servants shall continue

to sit on the boards to protect the government's interest.

In i idwestern

:,i-;erir,

businessmen ?nd other non-officials are appointed as board

members?

with some 3overnmei.t officials;

ment as Finrnce,

Economic ?lrnnin;v,

votinj borrd members;

representing such key depart

Trrde and Industry,

sitting as non-

their responsibility^ beii\~ that of ensurinj that

the board's policies accord with the 3overnment's development objectives^
"fhile there are merits
of "irectors?
/.noii^st

(i)

ir. the appointment of civil

servants on the Boerd

the shortcomings of such an crrau^ement should be known,

such shortcomings are;

Cince civil servants have alrec-dy their civil service duties
to perform^

they ma.y not be able to spare enough time and

thought for their additional assignment*.
therefore?
prises.

They should not,

normally be appointed chrirmen of public enter

-
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T.7Eierx they are appointed by office, they nicy ?t times de
legate their duties to their subordinates or assistants.

One of the advantages of mixed membership arrangement is that while
the officials are trying to ensure that the board's policies accord as

far as possible with netional development objectives, the other members
are there to ensure that these policies are also in line with the busi
ness expansion and profit-making consideration - economic viability -

?s well as being in line with the political and social aspirations of
the people,,

The civil service membership also enables the I"inister to

get early information on any decisions which are not likely to be in
the long-term interest of the enterprise and/or of the State so that
he is able to bring this to the notice of the government for urgentremedial action.

The presence of the officials on the board also means

that the enterprise has "friends at court"
official level,

to pursue their case at the

whenever any financial or other forms of government

support are required;

for these officials are now in a better position

to understand the internal operation of the enterprise.

The arrange

ment also reduces the chances of officials operating as external "watch
dogs"

- a

situation which breeds distrust in the relationship between

these government officials on the one hand,
management

staff of

the public enterprise on

and the directors and
the other.

the chances of the government and the corporation

partners in solving the corporation's problems,
ment and efficient management,
an imaginary or real

It

thus improves

personnel operating as

in planning its develop

instead of both partners operating with

feeling that a master-servant relationship

exists

between them.

On balance,

the part-time directorship,

consisting of experienced

businessmen from the private sector) possibly one or two political

leaders and some top civil servants from key departments like
Economic Development,

port,

Trade and Industry,

appears to meet the business,

Agriculture,

Finance,

7rorks and Trans

political and development plan ob

jectives which public enterprises are expected to pursue.

It has other

advantages such as economy and the provision of scope for the initiative

-
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on the mrne^emeiit staff of the corporation.

~ts adoption by z number

of African countries after the failure of a nucber of full-tirue politicrlly oriented directorship seems to indicate that,
modifications,

subject to locs.1

it is a system that h?s a brijht future as a rnear.s of

-overnmeat control

of

its enterprises„

Tor the system to operrte efficiently end avoid

frlls of the former full-time Boards of ^irectors,
the support of a number of institutions.

some of the pit-

it mi;;ht re:uire

One ic the Me liegemen t

Service

Ui.it (discussed Irter in this diapter) which can feed it with inf oraif tion
or. the sdrainistrative?
prise.

accountir.3 zxA fix-ancial problems of the

This would reduce the need for personal

enter

investigations or in

quiries by individual members of the borrd into the activities of the
enterprise,

since such interference tends to irritate the mancje::iei±t

and undermine confidence between the board members and the liiar.r^eroent

staff.

Another supporting institution is the Project Apprrisal Ur.it

(discussed in Chrpter VI) which would jive the borrd an objective assess
ment of the viability of new projects and the re.^ulrr or occasional

lustion of existing projects.

evz-

This would enable the borrd to talte fall

account of serious economic considerations relating to development pro

jects without bein^ carried away mainly by political and socirl

consid

erations,,

erisure

Another instrument vrhich the

thrt the 3o?rdsof directors account
shareholders in the enterprises,
Parliament.

government

could use to

adequately to the public sector

is by a system of adequate reporting to

As mentioned earlier,

the

system which appears to be common

to many English—speaking African countries is that of laying the annual
audit reports of the public corporations which are entirely government—
financed on

the Table of

the House of Parliament.

For other enterprises

in which the government is in partnership with other investors,
or nothing is reported normally
The annus.1 audit of these
of

Parliament.

the annual

If

holders for discussion,

on

their activities.

enterprises should also be tabled

the principle

report of a

to Parliament,

is accepted

that

in private

in the House
enterprises

company goes to the yearly meeting of the
it is not difficult

little

to appreciate

share

the need for

the accredited representatives of the people in Parliament to seriously

-
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debate the reports of the various enterprises in which the taxpayers'
money has been invested,,

It has,

therefore,

been suggested that for

public enterprises in which the gover.inent has majority shares,

the

annual report should not only be tabled but should also be fully
debated in Parliament.

However,

in order not to allow the debate to

degenerate into unnecessary questions of detail,

the opportunity for

such debates should be provided when the periodic development plans
and the annual buckets of the public corporations sponsoring the esta

blishment of these enterprises are being debated.

This implies that

government accepts the principle of a national plan which integrates

the corporations1 programmes with those of the government and its other
agencies.

So as not to expose to the public gaze some of the business

secrets of these enterprises by means of parliamentary debates,

certain

iveubers' Questions could be answered in writing by the substantive de
partments in advance of the debates and if necessary,

with footnotes

that the Members concerned could meet the chairmen of the boards for
further information relating to their questionsIn conclusion,

it should always be borne in mind that the real

purpose of government control

of public enterprises is to ensure public

accountability without impairing efficient management=

Therefore,

the

relationship of public enterprises with various government controlling
organs should be clearly defined so as to avoid confusion and meddlesome
ness.

Areas of responsibility should be clearly delineated in order to

ensure

co-ordination and consistency in overall planning and plan imple

mentation*

k-

Recruitmer-t and Stpff r'eveloprrent

(a)

Staffing of Public Enterprises
The contribution --jhich the effective performance of the

employees of ?:u enterprise ^?kes tovards the success of the orjani-^tion
is obvious,

?or the best m?chines could not produce goods tiid services

ui'iless they ?re properly operated by humen beinvsj

the

life expectcii.-.cy

of these machines woult* depend on the m£ui::er of their operation rnd on
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which technicians maintain and overhaul them regularly.
require the supervision of competent and

to function satisfactorily,

?or as a

Technicians

:ualified maintenance engineers

factory oir.ier in l!i;;eria recently

discovered, the absence of a maintenance engineer (as distinct froc a
production engineer)

involved the factory in continuous plant breakdown

with consequent loss of man-hours of idle factory hands and of production,

until he heeded the advice of experts in the i^erian Industrial "evelopmerit Bank=-

The technicians find it difficult to maintain the plant

and machinery if the spare parts are not ordered on time by those in
char3e of the stores.,

As a government department in a West /frican

State came to realize,

the absence of technically trained store-keepers

meant that vital spare parts for mechanical plant and equipment resulted

in their lack of mrintenance with consequent breakdown and non-availab
ility for hiring them out to the farmers under the government's agri

cultural development programme*

The products of the enterprise have to

be disposed of and competent salesmen with sufficient drive are needed.
Purchases;

production,

maintenance a.id sales programmes as well as other

aspects of administration have to be planned and a forward-loo^ir^ mana
gement cadre is required-

Cerious attention should,

therefore,

framework and procedure which would ensure

be ^iveii to the administrative
that public enterprises are

able to recruit and retain the services of qualified,

experienced,

competent and contented personnel who are able to plan ar_d execute the
enterprises'

programmes

so

as

to

enable these enterprises

to

continue

to function ss viable and/or profitable venturesZn view of the fact that .~
countries were established a,t a

number of public enterprises in African
tii,;e when no comprehensive salary

structures for most of the posts in these organizations were in exist
ence,

it was not surprising that a

recruited with

1/

lar;^e number of key personnel

were

s£.la-ries and conditions of service which were almost

Orewa, ^,3=,^

eport of the ^ublic Administration 1 ission to

.:i,3erir (I7O-JJG), p. ?-5-

-
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These were usually determined according to

such factors ?s the be raining power of the individual officer,

his

relptionship with influential members of the 3oards of ^irectors or the
man; ^enent end his previous position and salary,

/fter beinr, employed,

his progress in the service depended sometimes on his performance on
the

job or on his

relationship with influential members of the jovern-

raer.t end the Board of rirectors.

This situation tended to weaken the

morale of the less favoured ^roup and tended to encourr^e them to spend
more time on maintaining jood relationship with influential directors
rnd senior menrgement staff rrther tlirn concentrr tinr; on iiaprovin^ their

performance on the

joL.

However, at the middle and junior levels,

scries and other coalitions of service tended to follow the civil
level.—

On the whole,

at ?11

levels,

salary
service

the opportunity for advancement

within the service teiided to depend on the size of the organisation end
its scope

for expEnsion.

7or

strff with similar be cliground, competence

and responsibilities iii different enterprises established by the

seme

^overnaent,were r*ot usually offeree the seme reiautierrtian, p?rticulrrly
at the hi,-her level >

Perquisites for senior strff in the form of free

housing,

water et.d transport constituted a considerable

electricity^

finrncial burden on tl*e younv enterprises.

These perquisites bore very

little relrtionship either to the conditions of employment in the public
service or in similar private enterprises.

poration irere oiven these perruisites,

Once the staff of one cor

other corporations followed suit

and soon every i'^ew public enterprise took its cue from the old members
of the group.

The side effect of this system is that in some cases it

has become a means of getting senior staff to support some influential
directors in the implementation of certain decisions which are not in

the best interests of the corporation.

How, for instance, can a chief

accountant of a public enterprise be firm in the performance of his
duties after he has accepted irregularly the furnishing of his private
quarters at the corporation's expense

?

1/

u~I:ECA Report of the Seminar on the Management of Public Enterprises,

~

Bi-erte (Tunisia) (i 69-04), }-20 Tecember 196G, pD 24.
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Because of the historical accident surrounding the establishment
of some of these public corporations in that they had their early start
during the colonial era as government departments, e.g., Electrici De
partment, or the Water division of the Department of Morks, when they
were converted into corporations, the former civil service staff were
automatically taken over by the corporations.

This and other factors

including the need to provide the employees with security of tenure of
office,

led to the introduction of civil service pension and other

retiring benefits ipso facto, into the corporations1 services as well
es civil service regulations for handling personnel matters.

Although

these have the advantage of giving the employees greater security of
tenure, particularly under conditions of undue political interference
with staff matters, nevertheless they have some disadvantages.

One is

that the regulations make it difficult to take quick and effective disci
plinary action against employees,
department.

A production manager,

particularly those in the production
for instance,

cannot take disciplinary

action on the spot against an offending factory or field worker as his
counterpart can do in a private enterprise establishment.

The result is

that discipline cannot be adequately enforced and production targets are

thus adversely affected^ particularly if the offending employee has con
siderable influence over his colleagues.

The second disadvantage is

that some of the staff feel too contented that no matter what their
standard of performance is,

out of trouble,

as lon^ as they can

just do enough to keep

they are assured of comfortable retiring benefits at

the end of their career.

There is very little incentive to attain a

high standard of performance in order to retain one's job in the event
of any reduction of staff as a result of a contraction in the activities
of the enterprise - as any private,enterprise employee would try to
attain.

These remarks are not meant to discredit the system of applying
civil service regulations to public enterprises but they are only meant
to show that there are circumstances peculiar to a number of public
enterprises in Africa and which have their advantages and disadvantages.
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They are also mentioned to emphasize the point that far too often those
who make the case that public enterprises are short of qualified staff

because of poor conditions of service, tend to gloss over the existence
of the civil service security of tenure for public enterprise employees.
It is also not sufficiently stressed that these conditions are not quite
conducive to the growth of dynamism in business which can support the
case for the payment of substantially extra remuneration over and above
those paid to their civil service counterparts.

The recruitment into the public enterprises has been a source of
problems to the efficient management of these organizations.

The

varying recruitment standards adopted by the enterprises are reflected

to some extent in the different views expressed by the members of the

Boards of Directors.,

Some of them hold the view that public enterprises

are purely social services which are supposed to offer employment without
any reasonable limit even if they are operating at a loss,

end thr.t it

is the government's responsibility to subsidize the enterprises automa
tically.

Other directors believe that as long as the enterprises manage

to balance their budgets, as social service projects, they should not

be subject to government's review or control.

A few others consider

these enterprises as economic projects whose employment policies should

be in line with those of private enterprises and, as such,
based on profitability and viability.

should be

It is those who belong to the

first school of thought whose policies create problems for a public enter
prise if they manage to have a controlling voice in its management.

Jud

ging from reports of studies and of public commissions of enquiry into

the administration of various public enterprises in some African countries,

there is evidence that a major factor responsible for their failure is
the employment of redundant staff,

usually in large number.

One main reason for this is that with the system of budgeting in
the civil service which specifies the number,

type and the remuneration

for each post in the case of permanent staff and provides a block sum for
the employment of daily paid employees,

any civil service head of depart

ment who employs staff in excess of the provision in the approved annual

or supplementary estimates renders himself automatically liable to sur-
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charge.

This is why it has been difficult for some political leaders

and other influential persons in the community to use the public service

as a dumping ground for the unemployed.

The public enterprises offer

a line of least resistance in this respect for the following reasons,
One is that their budgets are not usually approved by Parliament where
they could be subjected to parliamentary debate-

The Minister or the

Cabinet approves the budget usually several months after the beginning

of the financial year and some of the major provisions are automatically
approved,

particularly if they have been previously discussed in high

political

circles.

The second reason is that the existence of full-time

Executive Directors,
istration,

especially those specifically assigned with Admin

leaves very little room for the general manager and his mana

gement staff to exercise discretion and control over employment in the
same manner as the head of department does in the public service.
There is also the point that since the public service has schemes
of service setting out qualifications and experience required for ap
pointment to each post,

any irregular appointment of unqualified

dates could be the subject of audit surcharge against
ment,.

candi

the head of depart

This makes it difficult to push in unqualified relatives and poli

tical party supporters into the public service.

In contrast,

because

of the fact that up to recently there were very few (if any) such
schemes of service for corporation staff,

there was little difficulty

in using public enterprises as avenues for such irregular employments
The result has been that while there are some public enterprises'
employees who are que,lified and competent in their
a large number of politically appointed staff
neither qualified for,

nor effective in,

their

jobs,

there are also

in key positions who are
jobs.

Since the

latter

are usually able to dance around the members of the Sor.rds of Directors

and other political

leaders,

get more rapid promotion than
This

is one of

the

it is not surprising that they manage to
their qualified and

efficient

features which weakens the morale of the

counterparts,
service and

dampens the enthusiasm and initiative of the more competent staff,
detrimental effects to the development efforts of the

enterprises.

with

-
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is interesting is thrt

these irregular appointments and

promotions are defended with the argument
"dynamic"

and that dynamism

the beneficiaries are

is the main criterion

service in private enterprises..
in

that

for advancement in

The point is then

forgotten that even

some private enterprises where high educational qualifications are

not insisted upon as a

condition of recruitment to

certain posts,

nevertheless, relevant previous successful business experience and/or
technical competence are required for appointment to management posi
tions-

In addition,

after recruitment,

such staff are expected

their dynamism to promote the profitability of
through improved productivity,

management.

the

sales promotion or

to use

business either
greater economy in

Unfortunately, most of the irregularly recruited and/or

promoted public enterprise

staff usually do not have these results to

show for the dynamism which

they

claim to have.

This is not

surprising

because since many African countries have only recently embarked on the
establishment of

large—scale infrastructural,

industrial projects,

industrial and agro-

in which their public enterprises are engaged,

it

is not difficult to appreciate why most of the politically appointed
public

enterprise

technical

staff who do not have administrative,

qualifications,

professional

or

also do not possess previous on-the-job ex

perience which is related to their present assignments.,
The other problem is that
reached at which
ment

staff

in some

countries a

the public enterprises were not

from the

government

but

stage was recently

only attracting manage

were also engaged

petition among themselves by offering the

in

cut-throat

employees of other corporations

unduly high salaries to attract them to their respective services.
has

led to a distortion of salary structure of

detriment of their

financial interests,,

is disrupted at the top,

com

the organisations to

For once the

salary

This
the

structure

the salary scales at the lower management and

intermediate levels tend to follow suit and in the end,

the public enter

prises concerned find their personal emoluments bills too high to enable
them to

function economically..

-
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It is in appreciation of these problems that a country like Tanzania
has taken two major steps*
control

One is the establishment of a machinery to

the movements of staff between the public enterprises in order

to ensure that such movements are in the best interest of the organiz

ations-

The other step is to regulate the levels of remuneration in

the public enterprise services at a level which allows a reasonable
margin above those payable to their civil

service counterparts in order

to provide scope for such initiative and drive as are required to develop
the enterprises-

What is important is the introduction of a system into

the payment of these remuneration.

Nigeria went further to undertake a

wholesale review of the remuneration of staff in the federal public
corporations.

This resulted in scaling down these remunerations to

levels comparable with those in the public services,.

Objections have

been raised in some quarters that this policy does not provide scope for
the recruitment of candidates with initiative to assist in the rapid
development of the enterprises.

Perhaps,

this is one of the reasons

why the matter is being re-examined by that government-

It may well be that the Tanzanian approach will merit the consid
eration of any government which intends to introduce a system into the
remuneration of public enterprise personnel.

For other things being equal,

there appears to be a case for giving qualified and experienced corpor

ation staff slightly higher remuneration than their civil service counter

parts to encourage them to put in their best (beyond the normal routine

task performance), in the development of the actitivities of their re
spective organizations.

However,

this would be on the understanding that

the public enterprises are prepared to ensure that only candidates with

basic qualifications and/or relevant experience are recruited and on a
competitive basis.
units,

For if the enterprises are to succeed as viable

the best available personnel should provide leadership for their

various departments.

In an attempt to achieve this objective, Nigeria

has recently established Corporations Service Commissions at both the
national and state levels to handle centrally,
tion of all employees of public corporations,
promotion and discipline-

the personnel administra
including recruitment,

These commissions have similar functions and

~

1

powers as the Public Service Commission.
institutions

is that

One other advantage of

the system would facilitate occasional

enterprise transfers,

particularly of senior staff,

these

inter-

and thus increase

the avenues for advancement for experienced and hard-working employees.

(b)

Training
Turning to the question of training,

it has to be accepted

that in many African countries many large—scale public enterprises have
been established only in recent years and they require personnel with
a wide range of skills,
therefore,

professional and management training.

be too much to expect

that all

It may,

the areas requiring training

or re-training could be identified and dealt with in the very short
run.

What could then be a realistic approach would be to identify the

areas of critical manpower training needs and to concentrate efforts
on each of them at a

time.

For this purpose,

enterprises might require the

each of

the

large public

services of a trained Staff Development

Officer who could work in concert with the Management Services Team

(mentioned later), in pinpointing such bottlenecks in the different de
partments of the enterprise as are mainly responsible for poor performance

of the employees.

A group of small enterprises could

services

or part—time

of a

full

staff development

jointly employ the

consultant

to

advise

them on this subject on the basis of continuous or occasional (but re
gular) manpower utilization and training surveys.

Alternatively, the

government could employ such a consultant and provide him a central base

in the same organization as the Management Service team to render regular
service and advice to a group of,
It is doubtful

or all;

its public enterprises.

if sufficient attention is devoted to the task of

manpower development in public enterprises in a number of African countries
south of the Sahara-

For instance,

although at an all-African Seminar on

Public Enterprises organized by the United Nations Economic Commission for

Africa

1/

in 1963—

"concern was expressed at the shortage of Accountants in

UNECA Report of the Seminar on the Management of Public Enterprises;
Bizerte (Tunisia) 9-20 December i960: op. cit., p. 20-

- 179 African countries and the
to assist member

States

Economic

in

the

provide courses and otherwise
trained auditors and other
only a

few countries

have

training of accountants,
of them have

It

leaving the

problem

ensure

scarce

the

is,

The manpower

solve

about

to pay

is

them.

What

steps

to

provide

facilities

accountants who return home

so

serious

twice

still

the

more

countries

run into
who

that

financial

can use

one

of

interesting is

the

difficulties

up-to-date

cost

is

the
that

numbers.

country the

professional

government
these

is

prepared

they have

of

the

it

thit

to

the

have

if these

public

enterprises

no qualified accountants

accounting techniques

notice

to

as

to

evaluate

the

production

carried out

of Directors at

appreciate

better the

administration of

and the results brought

their regular meetings,

they might

need for more prudent management

these

areas of training needs

It may well

enterprises.

are

identified,

it

has

to be appreciated

each enterprise has its own peculiar staff development problems as well

those

needs,

which

the

on-the-job
with

the Boards

to

the

Whatever

that

of

been able

approach

evaluation exercises were

The

is mentioned

and management unit costs of their products at regular intervals.
be

accoun

enterprises have

an example because

reasons why some
that

are

of overseas

no programme for training their staff to meet this manpower shortage.

by many observers

some

government by offering them

amounts which

shortage of accountants has been used as

the

their respective

in one

few available

the

for

in very small

that

so far

In fact,

itself over a long period by means

field is

s^anHHi^,

nevertheless

training courses within

training bonds with

salaries which are

set

provision of adequate numbers of

are busy encouraging the

to break their

to

discouraging to observe that other

shortage in this

enterprises

institutes

particularly for public enterprises.

however,
to

of

professional cadres",

taken serious

training for professional

tants

establishment

established professional

countries.

public

Commission for Africa was requested

the

it hasj

in common with

enterprise may have
training,

to

private

particularly those connected with

ment agents appointed for the

the

technical

For

internal

field.

enterprises in the

its

own peculiar

programmes,

It may also

do

for

this

developed countries,

government's partners or with the manage -

enterprise.

in selecting these agents care has

enterprises.

rely partly on its

especially in the

assistance of similar

other

to be

This is why it is

important that

taken to appoint those who

can

adequately provide such training facilities over a long period after the pro,ie«t
has gone into production^

process.

for

training has to be regarded as a continuing

For such more general forms of training,

as connected with ths

management

staff at

the different

levels,

it might be more economical

and profitable for the public enterprises to 30 into partnership with
the private

sector in

the establishment of management training centres

or institutes with the possible

like the

support of an

International Labour Organization.

Kenya have adopted this approach.
this partnership

is that in

international

Countries like Nigeria and

One advantage which

the attempt

invest more

in management
from the

in obtaining information on

techniques.

exchange of

want

conclusion,

the

such information through

latest

it might be

common management

emphasized

innovations

therefore,

the establishment

that

gain

and part

training centre.

if public enterprises

to achieve viability and profitability they

personnel

private enterprises

The public enterprises would,

icipation in the courses provided by a
In

is obtained by

to achieve maximum efficiency

in management as a means of maximizing their profits,
tend to

organization

should

orient

their

and training policies more and more towards those of private

enterprises in the fields in which they are respectively engaged.

5.

Management
As reports of

corporations

and

commissions of

enterprises

in

enquiry into

some African

financial mismanagement accounts for a

failures of these organizations.
vernments are at present

the administration of

countries

have revealed,

considerable proportion of

In most of these countries,

satisfied with

the

the go

receiving published annual

re

ports and audited accounts of these organizations which are usually
prepared nine

question.

to eighteen months after the end of the business year

These "post-mortem"

audits have been found to be fairly in

effective in checking abuses in the use of the organizations1
property.
losses

in

funds ?_nd

Certainly this arrangement makes it difficult to recover any

or funds

irregularly spent

from those

concerned.

It is in ap

preciation of this defect that countries like Zambia have established
Central Management Services and Inspection Units and Federal Nigeria,

an Accounting Inspection Unit (based in the Federal Ministry of Industry).
The main function of the units in Zambia is to carry out regular inspect
ions of the financial and other business records of all public enterprises
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and to submit their reports to the chief executives of the substantive

corporations, who if necessary, can bring the very serious aspects of
the reports to the notice of the Boards of directors.

Without the

services of such a unit the members of the Board of rirectors of the
public enterprises are not in a position to know of ?ny malpractices
jOinS on in the day-to-day administration of the enterprise.

Even

where some of them -et intelligence information of such a phenomenon,

they are not normally in a position to carry out detailed inspection of
^he records during their occasional meetings.

TJhst is more, if such an

sd hoc inspection is sttempted, the suspicion which the exercise raises
may destroy the confidence which exists between the bocrd and its mana
gement -

^or these and other reasons, it would be useful for each government

to consider establish^ a Public Enterprise hcnagement Service, manned

by specialists in Organization <nd i-ana-ement (0 & I-) end professional
accountants with experience end training in organization and manaGement

work.

This Service should conduct a planned administrative review of

the organization and management of public corporations and enterprises,
as well as advise and assist in planning and orjrnizinc such new organ

izations,

A planned review envise^es the scheduled appraisal of the

structure, procedures and management practices - the or^ani-ration ai.d
management - of public enterprises, to measure their management effect
iveness and overall performance, with a view to achieving improvement.

It will pppraise indecisions, delays, wastages, and seemingly b?d de
cisions as well ?s complaints and criticisms.

:t will analyse plans,

periodic statistical reports, budgets, standard costs, actual results,
rnd the formal means of rating, promoting and communication between
management ar,d employees.

It will seek answers to a lot of cuestions.

Are objectives and policies stated clearly, made known to and understood
by those who would carry them out T
appropriate and equitable ~

Is the division of work logical,

Are lines of authority and working relation

ship as well as duties and responsibilities clearly defined and under
stood by all concerned *?

Are there adequate decentralisation and dele

gation so thrt timely decisions are made, and action taken, at the lowest
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possible level, where and when needed ?

Are work procedures and forms

simple and sound as to enable better use of manpower, skills, materials,

facilities and other resources ?

Are there comprehensive and equitable

performance standards for quantity and quality of production ?

Is there

a planned programme for effective appraisal of results, e.g., audits,

inspections, statistical studies and reports ?

Is there effective per

sonnel administration, including equitable position classification and

salary scales as well 5s personnel training and development ?

How sound

rnd effective is the management of supply, forms, registry and archives,
property and space ?

Is work simplification encouraged and a climate

of continuing improvement fostered ~

How sound are the budgeting snd

accounting systems and the overall financial management ?

The time schedule of appraisal could be established by a raffle
so as to give no reflection on the management and performance of any

enterprise.

Enterprises drawing numbers 1, 2 and 3, etc. shall be

examined in that order, according to the schedule;

when the first round

of review has been completed, the succeeding rounds will follow the same
sequence.

The goal should be that each enterprise should be appraised

at reasonably regular intervals.

All the reports of the Public Enter

prise Management Service should be submitted through the chief executive
of the substantive corporations and companies for the simultaneous con
sideration of their Borrds of Directors.

The authority in whose juris

diction this service is plrced should report to the Cabinet (through the
substantive department), cases where the consideration of recommendations
of the service had not been made within three months of their submission

and where there is undue delay in the implementation of accepted proposals.
As a supplementary or complementary action, the auditors should be required
to refer to the service what they consider need appropriate studies within
its province.

The service itself may undertake promotional activities to

encourage public corporations and enterprises to take advantage of its
experience and expertise.

In order that this unit should occupy an

independent position similar

to that of an eudit organization, it is suggested that it should be placed
in either the Department of Economic Planning or Finance, whichever may be
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suitable to the country concerned.

In countries which cannot afford to

have a Central I-management Service for the Public Services and a separate
Public Enterprises Management Service, because of its size and economy,

one Central lanagement Service may be charged with the responsibility of
performing the work of the two.

To make the Lanagement Service Unit to function efficiently, it is
necessary that it should be guided by a set of rules and regulations.
It has often been said that because public corporations and enterprises

are operating on a commercial basis, they should not be constrained in

their operations by rigid financial regulations similar to these used
by government.

TIhile one agrees to some extent with this statement, the

fact has to be recognized that in private business organizations the

managing directors of the big companies or the proprietors of the small
business houses, who have financial stages in these enterprises,

also in a position to influence their day-to-day management.

are

It is,

therefore, not difficult for flexibility to exist side by side with
efficient financial management.

Even with this flexibility, most large

public companies have certain rules such as the non-payment of large
sums of money by cash and rules covering such subjects as the control of
the use of company property.

In contrast to this, the situation in the

public enterprises in which the government has substantial shares is that
the general attitude seems to have developed in the developing countries
that the investment in these institutions is not the personal property
of any individual.

It is then not surprising that irregular financial management assumes

a magnitude in

these public institutions which is rarely equalled in

private companies, as has been revealed by a number of commissions of
enquiry.

Neither is it difficult to appreciate the need for the govern

ment to make some broadly outlinedfinancial regulations for all its public
enterprises, especially for the control of administrative expenditure.

Such regulations could cover the procedure for making bulk purchases of
the materials and for the disposal of the products of the enterprise.

These regulations would guide the management of these organizations and
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enable the lanagement Service Unit to relate its queries to specific
regulations.

This subject would appear to merit serious consideration

because firms of auditors hired to £udit the recounts of public corp
orations h?d

in some cases given an excuse for r.ot querying some irre

gularities which were subsequently discovered by commissions of enquiry;
the excuse being that in the absence of financial regulations, they could
not professionally query eny expenditure which had been duly authorized

by the competent authority in a corporation.-^
If the unit is established it might find the following procedure
as a useful operational instrument:-

(i)

An internal system of control could be established including,
e.g., measuring costs against performance and measuring pro

ductivity either in terms of scientific designed standards
or against past performances.

(ii)

Comparisons of expenditure on selected goods and services in
similar enterprises could be made and budget estimates ear

marked against the various enterprises.

Performance analyses

of groups of public enterprises with comparable functions
could also be made.

(iii)

A detailed classification of expenditure and costs could be
prepared, to enable effective cost-control to be undertaken

by the use of standard costing.

The "principle of exceptions"

or "management by exception", could then be used and variances

from norms as set up within the organization carefully analyzed,

(iv)

The staff complement, especially the ratio of supervisors to
operatives, in the organization should be kept under review

and variations in the level of wages and overtime, the rate of

1/

2/

UIIECA Report of the Ceminsr on the Hole of Public Enterprises in

Planning and Plan Implementation, Mauritius, 16-26 September 1969,
Paper by Orewa, G.O. and Mr. Mazinge, M.P., op. cifc, pp. 1-16.

UNECA Report of the Seminar on the Role of Public Enterprises in

Planning and Plan Implementation, Mauritius, 16-26 September 1Q6':,

op.

cit., pp. 23-29.
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absenteeism and contracts and payment for services at
different levels of operation should be analyzed.

(v)

A careful and regular review of inventory levels for
materials and finished products should be established.

(vi)

Meaningful monthly, quarterly and annual reports should
be prepared and a carefully built-up performance evaluation
should be made based on different levels of achievements,

which must be related to the goals and objectives of the

enterprise.

Performance data may include an analysis of

cost production, relation of overhead charges and their
growth to the levels of sales or of expenditure.

It is

important to ensure that correct evaluation standards are

set as wrou- yardsticks may mislead and create false im
pressions.

The monthly reports should be utilized prin

cipally as a tool for management, while quarterly and/or
annual reports should be addressed to Boards of Directors
and the responsible Ministers and supervising authorities.

It is essential that the reports should be co-ordinated

both horizontally and vertically and should be made available
as appropriate to the auditors for comments.

(vii)

The government should clearly indicate to the external au
ditors the type of reports and information which they re

quire to ensure a full coverage of normal auditing and
budget achievement analysis.

The foregoine review exercises have not yet been specifically

directed to the public enterprises in which the government has substantial
or minority shares but which are under the administration of management
agents or built with supplier's credit/contractor finance.

So far, in

many countries, the management agents have been Siven a considerable

amount of freedom to determine employment policies.

Tlhere the management

agents have substantial shares in the capital of the enterprises they

usually do their best to ensure that they are properly managed and that
their employment policies are efficiently and economically oriented in
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the quality, quantity and remuneration of the staff.

This is natural as

they are anxious to make profits for the shareholders - they and the
government.

In fact, the management agents are often reluctant to keep

abreast with the levels of remuneration in the public service, particul
arly in the agricultural and agro-industrial projects, as they consider
the levels too high for the maintenance of the viability of these pro
jects.

They usually try to tie themselves to the levels of remuneration

in similar enterprises in the private sector

by a government corporation in one country was

While a plantation owned

paying the field workers

about US;i per day, in a neighbouring plantation in which the government
had about half the shares, the management agents and partners insisted
that they could not afford to pay more than 30 cents per day if the pro
ject was to maintain reasonable viability.

The problem, therefore, is mainly in the control of management and
employment policies of "turn-key" and other projects in which the mana
gement agents have the minimum shares and do not consider that they have

much to lose if the business fails.

If the management agents are ex

patriates (es they usually are), they compromise the staffing policy
first by importing a large number of unnecessary senior expatriate staff
whose transportation, housing and other perquisites in addition to high
internationally oriented salaries constitute an unduly heavy burden on
a young enterprise trying to establish itself.

To obtain support for

this irregular practice, the management agents are prepared to accomodate some of the local leading personalities in recruiting their relations
irregularly, in terms of qualifications and numbers.

In the end, if the

enterprise fails partly as a result of poor personnel and management
practices, the management agents are the first to place the responsibility
entirely on the local politicians.

These are some of the problems with which a number of African coun
tries are still trying to wrestle,

tfhile no set solutions can be pre

scribed, one or two suggestions might be useful.

One is that to forestall

any excessive employment of expatriates, when the Management Agency Agree

ment is being negotiated, specific provision should be included on the
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of the contract of each of them and if necessary, the possible salary

ranges as well as allowances and other perquisites to which each will
be entitled.

These could be roughly calculated and their projected

costs included in the feasibility study report to form a basis for
determining the profitability or viability of the project.

The agreement

should also include the schedule of posts which local under-studies or

counterparts would held, including the programme of the formal and
on-the-job training as well as the possible dates when they should take
over specific senior posts in the organization.

Their projected remun

eration should also be included in the cost projection of the project.
The reason

for this

suggestion

is

that management agents,

sometimes

under the pretext that there are no qualified indigenous staff to take
over from expatriates,

tend to extend unduly the contracts of expatriate

staff at an unreasonably high cost to the enterprise.

Another advantage

of the proposal is that the cost projections of hiring both the expatriate
and local staff would provide guidance for the future regulation of re
muneration in the establishment,

instead of placing the directors in a

situation where the management agents would have to coerce them into ac
cepting expatriate staff at unnecessarily higher rates of remuneration
with the excuse that it is difficult to find alternative candidates at
more reasonable salaries.

A means of introducing and maintaining an equitable and progressive
system of salary and wage structures for these enterprises is to obtain
information on the current salaries, wages,

and perquisites payable to

the employees of existing private enterprises in similar or related

fields within and outside the country (preferably in neighbouring count
ries),

for use in drawing up the schemes of service for various public

enterprises in which the government has substantial shares.

When obtained,

it would be useful in the preparation of personal emoluments projections

at the time when the feasibility study report of new projects are being
prepared.

If the schedules are revised regularly in the light of current

information,

it would help in ensuring that salary and wage levels in the

various public enterprises are kept in line with other competing indu-
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stries within and outside the country.

In addition, the government should

resist any attempt by the management agents to induce it to guarantee

loans in excess of the proportion of government's shareholding in such
joint enterprises.

In many cases in the past, these agents had saddled

various governments with excessive liabilities in the form of foreign

loans received with government guarantee.

The activities of machine-

peddlers should be closely watched by every African government.

These

machine-peddlers are usually only keen to sell out-moded and often un
serviceable machinery at exorbitant prices without making adequate arran
gements for the provision of maintenance and spare pp.rts or the training

of local staff to operate them.
based on profit and not,

6<.

Fees for management service should be

as hitherto,

on production.

Feasibility Studies
As experience in many African countries has shown,

many government-

sponsored industrial and agricultural projects have failed because of the

lack of proper pre-investment feasibility studies.
ence, many African governments,

Soon after independ

in their anxiety to achieve large-scale

industrialization of their countries,
time to carry out feasibility studies;

did not give themselves sufficient
they also did not have sufficient

qualified indigenous experts to advise them on what projects were viable
or not.

As a result, new foreign entrepreneurs and advisers

(usually

from places outside the former metropolitan country), deliberately or
otherwise,

prepared feasibility studies without sufficient knowledge of

local conditions,

e.g.,, market potentialities.

Some of these forei^,

entrepreneurs, not being sure of the viability of the new projects,

were

often reluctant to take substantial shares and were content to assume
the role of paid management agents,

the fees for whose services were

often based on production rather than on profits-

Such projects varied

from government plantations to glass factories and oil refineries.
the case of agricultural projects,

In

such factors as over-capitalization

and the payment of high salaries and wages contributed to their failure-
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As regards industrial projects, over-capitalization, excess capacity in

relation to the internal market'for the products, cverstaffing with
highly paid management staff, and poor financial management all contrib
uted in one way or the other to the non-profitability of the projects.
As far as public utilities are concerned, the main criterion for

the establishment of a scheme and the point which e feasibility study
should bring out is the viability of the scheme.

The basis of viability

is the ability of a scheme to generate enough revenue from its customers

not only to meet its recurrent expenses but also to cover the annual re
payment of any loans raised for its construction, as well as the depre
ciation allowance and renewals fund contributions.,

liable feasibility reports are not available,

Often,

because re

government and public corp

orations establish public utility projects which are not viable for se
veral years either due to size or location or for such other reasons..

Sometimes,

this is done with the excuse that these are social services

and that the question of viability should be regarded as secondary.
corporation which has such projects is caught between two fires:
one hand,

A

on the

it is told by the government thsit it should be self-sufficient

in-financing its capital and recurrent budgets and maintain the viability
of its projects, and on the other, it is forced into a situation of being
involved in a number of "pure service" projects which have no consideration

for viability, e.g., electricity pirn, VHF telephone service in isolated
villages.

The only reasonable course open to a corporation in such a

situation is to ensure that it gets government's indication well in ad
vance of the plan period about its proposed priorities in the establish
ment and expansion of public utilities in the country.
text of these priorities,

.'ithin the con

the corporation should then commission

ility studies of as many projects as possible.

feasib

These reports should form

the basis of the development plan of the corporation described above.
The availcbility of a large portfolio of visble projects would greatly
help the government anc1
priorities.

the corporation concerned in deciding the
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The staffing functions and the modus operandi of the Project Ap
praisal Unit which has responsibility for undertaking feasibility
studies for government departments and agencies (including public enter

prises) have already been mentioned.

In order to strengthen the hands

of the officials of supervising departments and of the public enterprises
concerned in the support which they give to the recommendations of the

Project Appraisal Unit in respect of feasibility study reports, the
need might arise for the establishment of a Project Review Committee.

For it is appreciated that one of the reasons why some governments will
not give full support to the views of their technical experts, in the

field of agricultural and industrial development, is that sometimes
the experts do not take sufficient cognizance of the social and political
implications of their recommendations.

For instance, there might be

the tendency, purely for economic consideration, for recommending the
concentration of projects in a particular area which is fully supplied

with infrastructural services like water, electricity and port facilities.

In order to provide an institution which is not too politically involved
but yet sufficiently close to the government to appreciate its policies,
it is recommended that each country should have a Project Review Committee,
whose role and composition are dealt with in Chapter

VI.
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VIII

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

1.

Introduction

Basic to
thesis

the

concept of the

in developing countries

so-called "vicious circle of poverty"
is

the

inadequacy of financial

titutions for mobilizing savings for productive
instances where there
of organized savings

is excess

of income

institutions

over expenditure,

Even in
a lack

for mobilizing such excess

generates a propensity to consume which,

savings.

investment.

in turn,

ins

funds

reduces the

level of

This is a phenomenon that can be true of any country in

whatever stage of development;

consequently,

the

development of savings

institutions has become one of the basic pillars of policy for provi
ding

resources

for

economic

growth.

Co-operative societies,
and other financial
ments
the

of

in the

intermediaries

primary stage.

requirements

the

of a modern

possible

level

efficient performance

lization.

the

typical

nation

as

of institutional arrange
a whole* and to

and complex economy,

alone

as

of

specialization

in the

cannot

cope with
financial

agriculture,

small

the

is

institutional

a function of specia

it becomes obvious that commercial
investment needs

institutions
enterprises,

arrangements

the

same way as

of agriculture,

required for special
housing,

etc.,

need

fostered and brought to bear on the development process.
of

meet

planned development

in much the

production system

As economies advance,

try and commerce;
such

For

are

thrift societies

financial and monetary system must necessarily attain

highest

banks

trust and credit unions,

should also be

indus

purposes

to

be

The fostering

accompanied by

the

esta

blishment of facilities for projects appraisal and viability studies
designed to

aid potential borrowers.

seek consciously to bring business

Development

plans

to

institutions

fruition

through

should
the
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involvement of essential management competence, and governments might
well need to
2.

provide a generous subsidy in the early days.

Savings

Institutions

Within this group of financial institutions,
are

best known as

savers' depositories.

variety of obligations

They offer the public a

in form of savings and time

provide customers with facilities for using
acquire financial

bank financial

assets.

requirements

term capital,

deposits

and

their current income to

rudimentary nature

of non-

commercial bank credit is essentially

restricted mainly to providing working capital

of customers.

native financial

be

Because of the

intermediaries,

of short-term nature,

commercial banks

For developed economies which have

intermediaries of specialized nature

alter

to supply long-

the short-term nature of commercial bank credit can

accommodated.

However,

in

medium and long-term financing
critical credit

gap

developing

are

countries where

inadequate,

the

facilities

result

is

that

for

a

develops.

Insurance companies,

especially life

insurance

companies,

play

a vital role in mobilizing savings and promoting financial markets.
Life insurance companies accumulate

large amounts of personal savings

through

the

policies.

Two

savings

through life

insurance are

that

and regular,
nature,

sale

of life

and of long-terre nature;

these savings are

important characteristics

of

sucla savings are contractual

because of

their long-term

available for long-term finance.

-l-t is essential that this foot of1 savings should be vigorously
encouraged in developing cotiffitries, not only because
needs are urgent,,

of life insurance.
through education*

but also because of the

social

their capital

and security benefits

Steps should be taken to popularise life insurance
especially in the reral areas,

and through exemption

- 1S3 from tax of

life

insurance premiums.

Life

be encouraged and induced by legislation
resources within
equity

shares,

should be

the

debentures

taken by

resources.

Of

for

countries

of

companies
a

funds,

been

flow of

themselves need

that

for

such

from

savings

have

and have

example,
of

the

to

world,

their

are

required to

all

funds

received from the

financial year,

in government
rable
the

to

However,
for

able
to

funds

long-dated

the

governments

need

to

Under

in

a

taken

are

not

in

to

to

at

in
of

other
into

life

to

capital
funds

devise

a

profitably.

they
under

companies

during

it

would be

high proportion

or

of

since

two-fifths

in

of

any

not

that

be

desi
of

country.

opportunities

consideration.

requirements

control

investment must

country

mutually

other,

developing

country

quantity and reasonable yields,
concerned

the

exercise

least

investment

available,

The

In Nigeria,

conditions,
a

to

insurance

such

arrange

body.

another,

the

invest

local

fund movements.

to

1964,

developing

proportions,

should be

in mind the
employ

quarter

appropriate

collected
such

one

companies

securities

in sufficient

ment bearing
the

funds

risk insurance

least,

insurance

in fixing

insurance

where

stocks.

require

insurance

and at

made

steps

transfer o£

market

has

try

securities

the

instituted

development.

Insurance Miscellaneous Provisions Act,
in Nigerian

particular,

insurance

instability
countries

securities,

insisted on

from one

the

invest

In

should

bulk of their

in form o£

also

their countries

for

the

discourgge

government-backed

developing

savings

to

countries

developed markets

has

invest

stocks.

countries

particularly vulnerable

result

such

government

number

insurance

insurance

especially the

over

and

re-insurance with

fluidity of

The

a

to

in long-term assets

developing

late,

incorporation of
ments

country

insurance companies

In

countries

readily

avail

it would be up
beneficial

the

arrange

countries

and
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National
such
to

as

contributory

solve

a

basic

for

dependants

has

important

the

economy

tion

provident

effective

other

pension

social

in case

as

is

of

a whole.

and

social
that

death.
not

In

savings

only

view

in

But

the

of

social

is,

the

are

provision

the

the

many

schemes,

designed

for

development

for

of

old age

these

insured worker

developing

and management,

security

insurance,

particularly suitable for

organization

barriers

to

countries,

the

but

the

this

provident

developing countries.

Fund was established in
amounted

to

£33.2 million;

long-term savings

government

and by 1970

the

fund is

function of

investible

the National Provident

total net contributions

now the

and the

Given

fund and

largest

largest

single

in

the

country

societies

are

highly specialized institutions;

the

societies

and long-term investment
and land.

is

the

collection of

boards,

source

single holder of

in the housing sector,
to

provide

Premium bonds,

for

are

institutions

housing

savings certificates,

personal savings

on the security of

government

or

institutions;

to meet the credit

governments will have

finance

the main

most building societies,

or corporations

since there are hardly any private

institutions

small

in private housing loans

In developing countries,

housing development

demand

the

for

stocks.

Building

houses

1961

In Nigeria,

schemes

promo

low income group.

national

or

form

social security schemes could become major sources of

funds in the

of

and other

problem -

implications

of voluntary

of savings

funds

to

establish these

developments.

and stamps are all savings

instruments designed mainly to serve the needs of small savers. Premium

bonds,

because of their lottery feature,

to the low income group.
in some countries
to

some

extent

are especially attractive

These three institutions were established

in West Africa in the early sixties and have helped

in mobilizing

the

resources

of

small

savers.
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Investment

Institutions

The objective of development banks

and

long-term

levelopment banks

finance
in

is

for productive

to provide medium

investment,

developing countries should not

serve merely as banks but as
of their function calls

for

development agencies;

be content

the

a combination of banking

to

dual nature

and development

criteria for guiding their lending and investment policies.

There

might well be projects which are "bankable11 but which may not satisfy

the criterion of "development" from the point of view of their priority
and economic significance.

Unlike other financial institutions for

which earnings are the exclusive test of economic efficiency,

develop

ment banks need not reduce all the ingredients of investment decisions
to a single measurable standard.

As banks,

they are primarily con

cerned with the financial results of investment;
time be concerned with the

total

impact

they should at the

same

of a project on development.

The distinguishing mark of a development bank lies,

therefore,

largely

in combining banking and development finance in investment decisions.
A number of other investment
and co-operative societies operate
savings
ing

and credit co-operatives,

co-operatives

and consumer

institutions
on

like credit unions,

self-help basis.

To this

agricultural co-operatives,

co-operatives

poses of providing savers' credit,

are

end,

market

established for

pur

sales and purchase facilities;

they

constitute an adequate form of co-operatives for people living in rural
areas

given competent

and honest

of developing countries has,
corruption,

administration.

however,

Experience

a number

shown that political interference,

administrative and technical incompetence,

featured prominently in the management of these credit
especially government sponsored ones.

in

One of the

etc.,

have

institutions,

tasks to which govern

ments must therefore address their minds is that of removing or mini-

mizing these inefficiencies so that these institutions could make
effective contribution

in mobilizing local savings for national

development.

Agricultural credit is unique by virtue of the problems pecu

liar to agricultural production.

The cost of administering financial

assistance to farmers is very high compared with relative costs in
manufacturing industries;

the conventional form of selling securities

is often difficult to execute; and the difficulty of transmitting
modern techniques, required to make effective use of financial resources
to a multitude of small farmers, makes the problem of farm credit
exceptionally difficult.

It is for this reason that agricultural

credit to peasant farmers often assumes the character of a subsidy.

Adequately planned and managed, the scheme should confer great bene
fits by way of ensuring the supply of raw materials for industry and
essential

food supplies.

At the marketing end of agricultural production, marketing
boards in developing countries have virtually become instruments
of economic development.

In the absence of a conscious plan to insu

late farmers from price fluctuations, farmers would be caught in
alternating uncertainties of bomms and depressions; this would be

ruinous not only to the farming industry, but to the economy as a

whole.

It,

therefore, becomes necessary to guarantee stable

crop prices to the farmer both within and between seasons, thereby
protecting him from fluctuations in the world price for his crop.

The

marketing boards are thus involved in savings for development finance.

Apart from price stabilization, research, and other functions, inclu
ding investment in, and the establishment of agricultural and indus
trial projects, the boards make grants and loans to the governments
for development purposes.

In effect, they constitute a major instru

ment of fiscal policy and of economic development.
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Capital Marketing
The

The

main

market

Institutions

stock exchange
purpose

for

the

of

a

is

the

best

known

stock exchange

purchase

and

sale

of

is

in

to

this

group

provide

securities.

an

It

for easy contact between those who have securities
to

sell

in the
would

and those who wish
mobilization

hesitate

rities

could

to

of

purchase

savings

invest

readily

to

be

in

for

tions

but

disposed of when

investment

leed

to

take

veil

as

the

assets

active

to citizens

concessions,

fair

in the

etc.,

desirable,
returns

on

of these

capital

the

of

a

ownership

good

countries.

to

regulate

it

know

Investors

that

are

to

the

secu

purely private

formation and opera

The

developing countries

price

proportion o£

Because

the

arises.

that

and

helps

shares

as

old and new

of the

by way of

of

liberal
pioneer

indus
tax

It

institute measures which would ensure

investments while

tries

the

avenue

appreciation is of a very high order.

therefore,

governments

shortage

in

thus,

guided by governments.

developing countries

contribution of
and hence

need

an

(ntucV and shares;

they

stock exchanges

to be

efficient

investment.

past had been such

interest

of most

the

developing countries

transfer and sale

trial policies

seems

in the

of stock exchanges have

Dattern of

unless

insti

provides

assets;

productive

securities

In most developed countries,
institutions;

such

of

due

the

cognizance

is

taken of

prosperity of manufacturing

flow of funds away from the

of supply of securities

the

is often due

to

the

indus

country.

fact

The

that most

public companies in developing countries are .wholly owned by foreign
concerns who consider it in their interest to exercise absolute control
and are,
the

therefore,

public

through

reluctant
the

to make their securities available

stock exchange.

3f affairs would be to make

One solution

quotation on the exchange

to

such

a

to

state

of a proportion
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of such holdings mandatory for all

categories.
tances

in

each

and

country.

in developing countries can help promote the deve

of financial

institutions; the

challenge which

tion of a growing and dynamic economy poses
ought to be

evolved about

play in the future
vernment

of certain sizes

Prescriptions would vary depending on prevailing circums

Central banks
lopment

companies

the

such that

sophistica

a new approach

role which financial institutions

development of these

and central

is

the

bank involvement

countries.

in

The

promoting

the

degree

should
of go

growth of

these

institutions and in participating in their share capital will depend on
the

economic and social philosphy of those

in authority and the

of economic set-up envisaged.

At all events,

mind that no

its

economy,

either by direct

whatever

orientation,

increased participation is to be

of

In the

in

their

and,

banks

such,

these

But

achieved through

the

An

it would seem that

are

the

properly belongs

expected

to

do

to

more

than

for

the one hand,
financial

and the

system is

private

a part

of

infra-structure without which economic development
it

acts

as

economy is
of

the

the channel

through which

transmitted,and as

community

are

the

central banks,

pursue

monetary

development

is

closest co-operation between government depart

on

efficient

flow

primary responsibility for

formulation of policy goals

the

and agencies

otter.

In the

preferred to outright nationalization,

developing countries,
institutions

ments

remains unregulated

favour.

promoting financial

stability.

today,

in

reasons of maintaining management efficiency and the

investment funds

as

should be borne

intervention or partnership participation.

circumstances of most African countries

if only for

it

kind

the

the

the

the

on

is hardly possible;
policy on

through which the

ultimate

the

essential

impact of monetary

pipe-line

transferred to

sector

users.

In

savings

the

deve-

the
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loping countries,

deliberate

trumentality of the
do not

exist,

are

While central

that

of

such

be

their

or

should be

the

conscious

the

policy

the

commercial

where

of organic growth of

directional and supervisory

depend on

about

boration with the private sector.

they

Interests

a number

of factors

development.

of developing countries
bring

ins

where

and efficiency,

centre

structural,

designed to

the

inadequate.

intitutions will

governments

through

such markets,

tend to combine efficiency with economic

connexion,

taken

development

foreign financial

banks

financial institutions,

to

to create

inefficient

Collaboration with

development

banks

and to promote

they do exist but
5.

central

steps have

this

should evolve

an orderly change

For example,

In

the

a

in colla

desired shift in

banking philosophy from short-term financing

to medium-

term financing for purposes of promoting

industrial and commercial

growth o^ught

of understanding and co

to be

pursued in

the

spirit

operation with established interests.

The practice in some commercial

banks,

to

especially

foreign-owned banks,

both in the terms

of structure of their

discriminate

among borrowers

lending and in the nationality

of borrowers need not provoke rigid control or outright nationalization
of these banks.
proves

the

to cure
was

Often,

correct

neither rigid control nor nationalization

remedial measure

the

and there have been instances where

known
One

to have
of the

killed the
criticisms

concentrate

their activities

where

is business;

areas,

for

there
any

artificial

which one

seeks

the medicine prescribed

patient.
against commercial

in urban centres.

banks

But

is

distribution

of "banks

amount

into a wind-blown desert.

to

the

Tn order

that

they

banks follow

and until such business exists

government commercial banks will

few trees

ailment

by means

in rural
of

transplanting of a

to fill

genuine

gaps,
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the fostering of co-operative societies and credit unions by small
savers will help provide funds for small-scale industrial and agricul
tural enterprises which will in turn open up rural areas

to business

and commerce.

The extent to which governments can participate in the establish
ment of financial institutions will depend on the rapidity with which

existing institutions and their management can meet the pace of deve
lopment and operate within the framework of declared objectives.

In

the field of commerce generally, business interests which make little
or no contribution to resource base of such economy are dictating

the pace of governmental intervention in a number of developing coun

tries.

This is particularly true of a large part of internal trade,

and also of some key sectors of the export trade.

Large combines not

only sell wholesale but also engage in retail trade through their

chain of department stores distributing both imported and locally
produced goo*s.

In the export sector, mining operations are owned by

large international combines which determine the destination and terms
of trade of their products.

In some cases, agricultural exports

derived from plantations are owned and controlled in much the same way.

There might be a case for state intervention in some of these areas.

A judirious licensing administration, the establishment of bulk pur
chasing units by governments etc., will obviate the necessity for

radical and sudden reform and will also serve to maintain the goodvi:i
of the private sector which is vital to management competence and Liie
flow of

investment funds.

-

CONSULTATION

1.

WITH
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THE PRIVATE

SECTOR

Introduction

Apart from a few socialist-oriented economies,

many English-

speaking African countries have mixed economy in which the private
sector plays a significant role.

Until a few years "before independence,

when nationalist governments were established,

and national

develop

ment planning came to "be taken seriously in practically every English-

speaking African country south of the Sahara,

the role of the public

sector was almost entirely limited to the provision of infrastructural
and social services,

and the private sector was left to maintain the

"bulk of the economic activities of the country.

oriented economy like that of Tanzania,

Even in a socialist-

apart from the recent establish

ment of a number of new industrial and agro-industrial undertakings by
the National Development Corporation,

and the nationalization of a

number of key financial and commercial institutions,

(including the Co-operative Movement),
the economy.

the private sector

still serves as the backbone of

In the United Arab Republic,

the importance which the

government attaches to the contribution of the private sector to the
economic development of the

State is such that the Committee for National

Guidance had to be

established with both

being represented,

thus

the

public and private

providing a liaison with

the

people

sectors

and genera

ting enthusiasm in the business community—L
In the circumstances,
in Africa that

j7

it has to be admitted by national

planners

the private sector's economic decisions would affect

United Nations Economic and Social Council

: World Economic Survey,

1966 - Part I - Implementation of Development

Experience,

page

37•

Plans - Problems and
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the course and extent of the implementation of public sector pro
grammes.

In the first place,

the private sector supplies substantial

proportions of the capital goods such as plant, machinery and cement,

which the'public sector requires for the construction of major infrastructural projects like roads,

dams, electricity and water plants.

Unless there is adequate liaison between both sectors on such issues as
the provision of import licences for the importation of adequate sup
plies of raw materials for the manufacture of, or for the importation
of some proportion of, the finished capital goods,

and unless the

private sector has a rough indication of the extent of increased de
mand for these commodities by the public sector from time to time,

it

might be difficult to plan ahead to ensure that adequate supplies are
available to meet both the needs of the public and private sectors. What
could happen in the course of implementation of the national plan pro
grammes would be the creation of supply bottlenecks which could delay

the completion of such major projects as large water dams,

on the

completion of which a number of industries had pinned their hopes for
the establishment of new plants or the expansion of existing ones.

Secondly,

it has also to be accepted that the disposal of the

products of public enterprises being established in these countries,

(especially those producing consumer goods) depends to a great extent
on the demand from the private sector.

It is,

therefore,

reasonable

to take the possible distributors of these products into confidence atthe planning stage so that they may be in a position to adjust their ■
own programmes

dingly.

to facilitate

For example,

the

distribution of the products accor-'

for failing to undertake this consultation,

planners of the Ghana Sheet Metal Works atTema,

the

found the factory

running at a loss during the first year of operation,

its production of

drums being far in excess of demand at a time when the oil companies
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in the country were importing oil in drums.

It was only as a result

of a "post-mortem" consultation with a major oil company (after the
factory had been temporarily closed down) that it was agreed that the
company should import oil in bulk and use the drums supplied by the
factory for distributing the products,
production,

even with

Thirdly,

the prospects

that it was possible to resume

of expanded output

l/.

large foreign and indigenous commercial organizations

have over the years established goodwill for the sale of their goods,

particularly consumer goods.

Public enterprises could exploit this

goodwill to introduce their products into an already sophisticated
market.

In a continent, where prevailing prejudice against locally-

manufactured goods has not been completely eliminated, public enter

prises have to face the realities of the situation.

The fact is that

short of a complete or partial ban on the importation of competing
goods,

as happened in Nigeria during the civil war,

it is generally

difficult to convince many consumers to patronize locally manufactured

goods just coming on the market (even if they were cheaper), without
the support of the large

commercial undertakings-

It is for this rea

son that the management of a textile factory in a West African State
decided to enter .into

an agreement with a restricted number of large-

scale textile merchants to purchase over 80 per cent of its products
directly from the manufacturer-for distribution.to petty traders.
The

factory refrained from advertising

its

products;

nevertheless

the dealers received large orders from the petty traders for these

goods in the belief that the materials were imported from abroad.
l/

The

A Report on the Administration and Operation of State Enterprises
under Work Schedule of the State Enterprises

the period 1964-65 (Accra, Ghana), pp. 65-66.

Secretariat for
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result was that the factory had no difficulty in disposing of its pro

ducts.

In the same manner, the Sierra Leone Forest

Industries Cor

poration has been disposing of its locally manufactured furniture
through both the expatriate and indigenous commercial firms which have
long been established in the country and had built up goodwill.

Other ways in which private sector decisions affect the public
sector's plan implementation capacity are via the levels of invest
ment, profits and employment.

Owing to the absence of reliable data,

most of the recent national development plans of the African govern
ments are only indicative of the development trends in the private

sector; planners make assumptions on the possible growth rates of

savings, investment and employment usually with little or no consul
tation with the private sector.

With the limited expert manpower

resources available in these countries, while it may be too much

to expect accurate and reliable statistical information in all the

fields of private sector activities for planning, a possible first
step could be taken by selecting a few key industries for more com
prehensive consultation with a view to obtaining data on the planned

and achieved growth rates in investment, employment and profits.

The

result of the analysis could provide more reliable guidelines for

possible modifications of the existing plan targets in respect of the

development revenues anticipated from customs duties on imports of
raw materials and equipment,

and on exports,

as well as in respect of

tax revenue expected from company profits tax and on income taxes from
the

increased industrial labour force.

Looking at the other side of the picture,

the provision of public

sector infrastructural services affects the siting of private sector

projects as well as of the public sector key agricultural and agroindustrial projects.

As the location of these services, e.g.,

power
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and water supplies,

can influence

the

decisions of the private entre

preneurs to establish new projects or to expand existing ones,

it

is desirable that they should be consulted in advance so that they
may be in a position to offer suggestions on the proposals in terms
of sizes and locations.

For instance,

if prospective industrialists

are consulted and they indicate firmly that they propose,
the availability of adequate power supply in an area,

subject to

to establish

a number of industries which could utilize X kilowatts of energy,
the

government might decide on substituting a large

power plant for

a small one originally planned for purely domestic use

In the plans of public industrial enterprises,

in the

area.

the supply of

raw materials by the private sector should not be taken for granted,
especially if the raw materials were to come from a large number

of peasant farmers.

The absence of consultation with farmers resulted

in a canning factory established by a government of an African State

some years ago,
which the

materials.

being in short supply of locally produced fruits on

factory had planned to

rely for regular supply of raw

The result was that the factory had to be working under

capacity for a year or two,

at some loss,

given adequate

guarantee

a stable

into

production

intensive

In certain fields,

of

of fruits

such as

until the farmers had been

market which
for

the

enabled them to

go

factory.

large-scale plantations,

the private

sector has had longer experience

in the

location and management of

projects.

The government could,

therefore, utilize their technical

experience

in the siting of new projects of this nature.

It may well

be that the controversial location of a large rubber plantation in
one African country,

which was responsible for the

plantation not

going into production for several years after its establishment owing
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to

the poor growth of the

ment had sought

the

long experience

in the

trees,

could have

advice of one or two

been avoided if

the govern

private companies which had

rubber production industry in the country.

Although very little research has been done on the application
of modern techniques

to the production of agricultural goods in many

African countries, yet governments have a lot to gain from the expe
rience of local farmers.

Had the planners of the British Government's

East African Groundnut Scheme consulted the local farmers on the pecu
liar problem o£ groundnut production in the area,

the

befell the project might perhaps have been averted.
planners

of a large

rubber plantation in

a kola

disaster which
Similarly,

if the

nut growing area of

a West African country had consulted the local farmers at the planning
stage,

the

experience

views of experts
the

of these

farmers would have reinforced the

that both the rainfall and the

soil conditions

in

area were more suitable for kola nut than for rubber production - a

fact which was proved later by post-implementation experience.
The
of some

government

development

control measures affecting imports,

any misunderstanding of

the

government fs

investment

in certain sectors,

therefore,

necessary

should be
the

that

the

duration o£ such

This would give

involve

the

institution

foreign exchange,

intention might

etc.,

leading entrepreneurs
intention,

restrictions

and

discourage

especially by foreign businessmen.

briefed on the government's

probable

nature.

policies might

It is,

in such sectors

and,

if they are

if possible,

on

of a temporary

them confidence to plan ahead in addition to

creating a better atmosphere for co-operation from the private sector in
the

implementation of the

government 's measures.

The machinery for consultation would depend on the
cerned,

the

distribution of production points as well as

sector con
the extent

to

which private sector decisions could affect the course of implementation
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of the

plan.

Whereas

-

in a country with a few industries,

the

contact

points would equally be few and consultation could be established
entirely on the national level;

peasant farmers,

in a country with a large number of

the points of contact might be mainly on the district

or circle levels in order to give adequate representation to the

farmers on the consultative bodies, not only in terms of numbers but alsc
on the basis

2.

of specialization in production.

Consultation with the

Industrial,

Mining and Commercial Sectors

In a developing country with limited number of industries,

it

might be useful, at least at the initial stages, for the Planning
Organization to establish contact with a few key industries whose lack

of support would affect seriously the course of plan implementation.
In the

same manner,

contact could also be established with a few key

commercial organizations which are leading distributors of some major
products,

the non-supply of which would also affect the plan implemen

tation process adversely.

A few commercial firms, which are leading

distributors of some major products to be manufactured by industries
being established with government 's support in accordance with plan

priorities,

could likewise be consulted with a view to popularizing the

products.

Consultation with both the
could be at the

industrial and commercial sectors

policy-making and technical levels.

One or two repre

sentatives of these sectors could be appointed to the National Planning
Board or
the

Commission.

In this respect it is not just enough to allow

Chamber of Commerce and Industry to nominate any one

they choose.

The government could indicate the specific fields to be represented,

e.g., strategic industries like those relating to energy, construction
or leading distributive trade activities,

in order to get the right
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point of contact for consultation.

is

The

reason for making this point

that large expatriate firms might put forward an indigenous

Public

Relations Officer who has very little insight or knowledge of the
internal policies of the company,
the

political

leaders

the

organization.

that

The

local

in order to

the

impression to

staff are holding key positions

government

tatives who are in the

give

should

"inner court"

insist

to ensure

authority on problems which could arise

on

that

from the

policies and who could commit their sectors

getting

to

in

represen

they speak with

government planning

the

government 's objec

tives .

In view of the

significant role which

the mining industry is

playing in the economy of a number o^ African countries,
mention on consultation with representatives
useful.
large

As

mining is

organizations

a capital-intensive

are

and continuing basis,

of Mining to
no
one

difficulty
of

in

companies

as

the

the

major

the

tatives
is

point

industrial

activities

is,

therefore,

top executive of

representative

sectors.

This

committees

of any large-scale

government,

In these committees, it might
small-scale

provided for

contribute

Chamber

on

the

should be

purpose

can

suggested

be

in

and by additional ad hoc consultation with particular

affected by the

of

There

of consultation

on multi-sectoral

being planned or promoted by the
mill.

on a commercial

to provide a

Chamber 's

only very few

a national

interests.

Chamber

level,

served by representation

groups

business

sector might be

Commission or Board.

technical

concentrated on

Chapter I,

this

activity,

and they generally have

getting the

National Planning
the

in

protect their business

the mining

At

engaged

of this

special

in

the

and other
plan,

substantially

to

the

if they

country's

the

do not
gross

venture

iron and steel

also be necessary

industries

even

e.g.,

industrial

to

have

development

represen

of which

at the

particular

domestic

product.

time
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would enable
industries
mittee

in

the

meetings.

their views
that

them to

economy,

in

giant

It
points

order

that

is

on ways

at

the com

and means

in the

of ensuring

allocation of planned

they can at least maintain their existing
economy,

in theface of competition from

are

of contact and determining the

industries

group.

in the

capacities

employment

basis of

accorded

to

the

representation of

could be based on the

various

having regard to

in the utilization of

contents

problems of identifying the

A decision on this

plan,

of

small-scale

such factors

local

and foreign exchange

types

as

their poten

raw materials,

earning

relative

their

capacities;

as well

stage of the feasibility studies indicating the relative pro

fitability and scope
industrial
At

one

the

of views

them an opportunity of putting

government,

appreciated that there

priorities which are

as the

through the exchange

of the more developed

industries.

such a large

tial

the

experience

given adequate attention

relative position in
the

from the

It would also give

across- to

they are

resources

benefit

for

production expansion

in each sub-unit of the

group.

the

multi-sectoral

level

it

would

be

useful

expert representative from the mining groups

to

have

at

least

engaged in the

explo

ration and/or exploitation of each mineral product, e.g.,

oil, coal,

iron ore,

its

etc.

production

be

fully
As

ment

This

is because each of

and marketing problems which

acquainted with
the

in

multi-sectoral

designing
committees

should lay down broadly the

representatives of both the
tees are

these minerals

to be

the

own

planners would want

the national
consist

qualifications

technical

to

plan.

of experts,

the

govern

and experience

of the

public and private sectors

in a position to offer

has

if the

commit

advice to the National

-
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Planning Board/Commission through the Central Planning Organization.

One

of the reasons why this point is "being stressed is that it has often "been

said that one of the factors responsible for the lack of confidence on the
part of the private sector in the ability of the public sector to offer

leadership in development is that government officials in some key development
departments have little or no technical knowledge of the nature and organiza
tion of large-scale industrial projects which the government sponsors and,
therefore,

tend during consultation with the private sector to concentrate

their discussions on irrelevant issues.
of truth in this if one

from a few countries,

There appears to be some element

takes an aspect of the subject - accountancy.

professional accountants are rare specimens in the

Accountant-General's and Audit Departments.
one country,

Apart

Is it any surprise that in

the principal accountant in the Department of Agriculture

could not analyse the annual financial report and balance sheet submitted
by a plantation company in which the

government had a substantial share ?

This is one of the reasons for suggesting that the government should not
stretch its limited high-level manpower resources by the establishment

of many sectoral committees,

and why the multi-sectoral committees might

be of advantage.

Another reason for suggesting the limitation of the number of multisectoral committees is that other things being equal,
number of meetings which the
expected to attend.

For,

limited number of available

if the meetings are

existence of many committees,

it would reduce

the chances are

experts would be

too many as a result of the
that

the

experts may tend to

send less qualified and experienced deputies to attend some of them,
in the end,

Consultation with the
cover

and

the committees may cease to be effective technical advisory

bodies.

could

the

the provision

industrial mining and commercial
by the public

sectors

sector of infrastructural
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services

(such as

roads,

port facilities,

electricity and water sup

plies as would enable these private enterprises to maintain efficiency
in the production and marketing of their products.

The consultation

might also involve pricing policy in respect of the products being
disposed of within the country,

in order to ensure

maintained between reasonable profit margins,
duction and marketing methods,
for consumers
on

the

other

that a balance is

based on efficient pro*-

on the one hand,

in line with current world prices

and the price
for

levels

similar products,

hand.

Another aspect of the consultation could be between the public
sector,

and other industries which might be interested in the economic

utilization within the country of mineral and other industrial products,

in order to reduce the dependence of the industries on unstable world
market conditions.

This would particularly be the case with such

"older" minerals

coal.

channel

the

as

These

their joint efforts

to

interested parties might be able

the

promotion of

to

intensive research for

achievement of this objective of local utilization of the mineral

and other

industrial

products.

Such consultation would also

enable

the

government

the need for maintaining stability in any industry.
this would be

the

provision of tariff concessions

to appreciate

One way of doing

to promote export

drives for the

capture of new international markets and for the main

tenance of the

industry's position in existing markets

foreign competition.
be

to ensure

in the face of

An instrument for the achievement of this goalcould

the existence of stable wage

levels

in the

industry during

periods of difficult local and foreign market conditions.
"propping up"

policies,

If these

coupled with modernized production techniques

and efficient management,

still cannot

keep,a section of any industry
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in full production because of ineffective demand for its products, the
government would,

through these consultations, be in a position to plan

ahead in concert with other industries, for offloading part of the
labour force in the ailing section to other industries.

In addition,

the government could provide in its plan for the sponsorship or pro

motion of new industries in depressed areas to absorb the redundant
personnel.

Through consultation,

the industries could be persuaded by

government to provide for the technological and management training

of indigenous personnel for the localization programmes in the indus
tries in the country.

This would include internship and practical

training for students in the higher institutions of learning as part of
the

3.

academic courses.

Consultation vith the Agricultural Sector

Consultation with the agricultural sector poses more formidable
problems in many African countries where the bulk of the agricultural

production is in the hands of peasant farmers scattered all over the
country and engaged in the cultivation of a wide range of crops.

In

some of the countries, apart from the Co-operative Movements (which
are fairly well organized in countries like Ihe Gambia,

Tanzania and

the States in Southern Nigeria), there are very few farmers' organiza
tions which are operating with the main objective of improving the
production of particular crops.

The situation was complicated by the

existence, a few years ago, of politically supported farmers' alliances
or farmers ' councils in some West African countries which were mainly

interested in giving open and active support to the political parties
in control of the governments of the States concerned.

Their political

involvement discouraged membership of progressive and business-minded
farmers, with the result that the leadership became very weak, and not
truly representative of the farmers1 interest.
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upon the particular crop,

the production of which is being given

priority attention during the period in question.

Experts

in the mar

keting o£ major crops of the country could also be represented on the
multi-sectoral committees dealing with agriculture as their views on
the existing and future problems of the disposal of these crops might

help in re-adapting the production programmes and techniques to meet
the challenge posed by these problems.

Industries utilizing large

quantities of these crops could also be requested to provide experts
to serve on the multi-sectoral committee dealing with agriculture

in

order to participate in making proposals on ways and means of improving

the quality and/or increasing the supply of the raw materials in ques
tion.

It is at the

zonal and local levels

that the problems of esta

blishing contacts with the appropriate organizations for the represen
tation of the agricultural sector become acute in the average African
country.

One reason for

from the major crops,
farming basis.
to

zone the

this

is

that

in each geographical area,

apart

there are many crops being produced on a mixed-

A possible course of action would be for the government

State into broad agronomic areas,

roughly on the basis of

specialization of existing major crops and on the
of crops which would be of importance

to

potential production

the national economy in accor

dance with the plan objectives of diversifying the economy, e.g.,
production in Mauritius.

tea

The agronomic zonal organization of the mono-

crop farmers would facilitate consultations

on the platform of

zonal

committees in which the public and private sectors are represented.
There may be the need to adjust the areas of the Department o£
Agriculture field circles at present based mainly on existing political/
administrative boundaries,

if these are not co-terminus with the propose
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of the meetings would be so technical and the interests to be served
would be so specialized that non-bona fide farmers would soon lose
interest in the

organization.

The agronomic zones would enable applied research programmes to be

implemented ef*ect*re*y wi.ttun-da£ined are#»***ik similar conditions,
and facilitate the exchange of ideas and exf^r^nce between the field
research workers and the farmers.

For U' is possible that by the appro

priate modification of the principle-of modern techniques of local pro
duction,

the best results might be achieved in the long run.

Ihe agronomic zoning organisation would facilitate a more com
prehensive arrangement to be ma-de for the distribution of fertilizers,

insecticides and equipment *o the farmers engaged in the production
of major crops.

This might involve the submission of practical pro

posals for the siting of rural depots at strategic points which would
enable farmers to collect their materials and equipment for their

farms.

It might further necessitate the construction by means of

communal efforts,

of some roads to facilitate the distribution of these

materials and equipment.

For it has been said in one or two countries

that one of the major obstacles to the popularization of the use of

fertilizers (even at heavily subsidized prices) is that either the
local farmers are not aware of the availability of supplies which are
locked up quietly in the Department of Agriculture field stores or
that these stores are located outside the main arteries of communica

tion.

The establishment of these distribution depots may coincide

with or provide the basis for the location of bulk storage facilities
for the crops,

once good roads are constructed.

The availability of

such facilities would further enhance evacuation and marketing arrange
ments

for

the

particular product.
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their operational activities
zation have,
the

scope

for

.

The architects of this new organi

among other things,
a specialist

respective fields

provided the field officers with

approach

to

the

peculiar problems

in

their

in order to minimize

the

chances of the Principal

Agricultural Officer creating a bottleneck to the quick solution of
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problems.

The

subjects for consultation could include

national constraints

to

the production of

traditional and

particular crops, plant

breeding, the application of modern production techniques (including

the use of fertilizers) storage, distribution, and marketing problems
and possibilities,

and the

use,

water conservation, weather conditions,

soil erosion,

and rodent

control.

provision of

Other
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agricultural

for
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credit;

are

land

insect

those connected

with infrastructural facilities for transportation of agricultural

implements and materials,
health control,
4.

and those relating to animal production and

fisheries,

Consultation with

forestry and forest products.

the

Trade Unions

In considering the representation of

Planning Board and onthe
have been raised.
central
the
that

One

is

Consultative Committees,
that

Trade Union Congress,

basis

in a country where
there

is

of representation on these

trade unionism

African countries,

is

still

and as

trade unions on the

in

such,

the

a number of questions
there

is no

single

difficulty of determining

planning bodies.

The

an evolutionary

stage

it

to provide

is difficult

representation on such a high-powered body as

l/

National

second is

in a number

of

responsible

the National Planning

Orewa, G.O.: Report of the Public Administration Mission to
Nigeria (l970), pp. 107-109.
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Board and there is the danger that the representative might regard the
Planning Board as a forum for bargaining for better working conditions
for thexunions.

The third problem is that many of the leaders do not

have adequate training or experience to understand the complicated
technical terms which are used in the planning documents and a few
enlightened deputies of these leaders may not be regarded as sufficiently
"progressive" to get the support of the workers for representation on
the Consultative Committees, the deliberations of which are rather tech
nical in nature. There is also the problem that in countries where the
tradition has been established that the best trade union leaders are

those who easily precipate strike action as often as possible in support

of higher wage claims, it is difficult to get union leaders with such
an approach to economic problems as to appreciate for example, that

unreasonable wage claims are not in the best interest of government 's

development efforts.

Nor do they appreciate the fact that government's

reluctance to yield to pressures for the arbitrary use of direct
anti-inflationary instruments,

goods,

such as

price control of many consumer

is based on the government's realization that it lacks adequate

administrative machinery to apply these instruments effectively.

While it may be admitted that the government would not normally
wish to coerce the trade unions in the country into the formation of a
single national labour movement,

there is the possibility that if pro

vision is made for trade union representation on the National Planning
Board (as in the Philippines) it could provide a challenge to the trade
unions to close their ranks in order to produce truly representative
leaders from among whom someone can be appointed to the National Planning
Board.

'An alternative interim solution, which could meet the problem

of responsible representation, would be for the government to use its
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initiative in appointing a mature trade union leader from among the
executive officials of one of the major factions of the National

Trade Union Movement.

In this respect, government should ensure

that he is someone who could adopt a reasonable attitude to the
mutual problems of development planning and implementation and would
exercise restrain in dealing with government and employers ' repre
sentatives on the Board.

This method of selection might also ensure

^ that the trade unionist appointed understands fully the intricate pro
blems of development planning and implementation.

As far as possible, each National Union having the support of

the majority of the employees in any industrial or commercial sector
should be represented on the multi-sectoral committee which has a
representative of the respective employers' organization.

In order

to meet the intellectual demands imposed by the technical nature
of these committees, the government might consider prescribing the

minimum qualifications and experience of the members of these commit
tees, leaving it to the respective unions to try to provide qualified
representatives.

The subjects on which the trade unions could be consulted are

the same as those mentioned in the foregoing sections of this chapter

in respect of the various sectors in which labour is engaged in large
numbers.

It should be made clear through government policy papers that

the basis of consultation is the industry or the production sector
concerned and the essence of consultation is to ensure that the

industry or sector expands its activities with a view to contributing,
among other things,

towards the plan objectives.

This clarification

would enable labour unions to appreciate that government is not talcing

Bides unnecessarily with employers on issues affecting national deve
lopment, and that the union representatives on the National Planning
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Board and multi-sectoral committees need not adopt a defensive atti
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This would enable them to understand the level o£ profits from these
projects in a world where primary products have to compete with
synthetics in the international markets.
come to realize,

In this manner they might

for instance,why the wage level in the agricultural

sector could lag behind that

in the

industrial sector.
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development,

resources constitute
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are
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potential

of
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a major pre-re^uisite for accelerating
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rational management of natural

resources must be based on science and technology,
tional ways and methods.

sources

"How can we
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and not on tradi

diversify agricultural

or livestock production if we do not ]cnow the ecological conditions
which will permit the
tion of the

known,

acclimitization of new,
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How are we

on a single traditional resource
do not

collect

data on

sources

to break away from dependence

- mineral or agricultural - if we

of wealth which have not

exploited but which nevertheless exist^.
hardly begun the

Most African countries have

This may be partly due

to the historical fact

colonial era the exploration and exploitation of natural

resources in Africa were geared to

of the metropolitan powers.
exploration,

yet been

rational management of their natural resources for

economic development.
that in the

or the wider distribu

the economic and industrial needs

With independence,

however,

the rational

development and utilization of these resources became

responsibility of African countries.

there is urgent need for

For rapid economic

these African countries

the

development,

to transform their

natural resources into products demanded by national and international
markets.
studies,
modern

l/

This

transformation requires urgent and integrated research,

inventory and management of the natural resources based on

advances

in science

and technology.

Guidelines for the Application of Science and Technology to Latin
America

Development:

UNESCO 1965, p.

81
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It is, therefore, necessary for African countries to take
action to strengthen the impact of science and technology in programmed
development

(i)

by:

establishing research organizations and institutes (inclu
ding local universities) for directing the exploration and
development of natural resources for long term economic
development;

(ii)

increasing accesibility of modern and efficient tech
niques of research tc the countries;

(iii)

developing programmes for the education and training of
essential manpower for research and the application of
science and technology to the problems of economic deve
lopment;

(iv)

devising practical ways of assembling and utilizing data
at present available but widely scattered and hardly ever
1
used."'

2-

Agricultural Research:

Need and Scope

One of the common features in the development plans of many

African countries is the inadequate resources allocated to such
research as is directed to the production,

sing of local agricultral products.

utilization and proces

It is worth recording that

in Africa, where over 80 per cent of the population live in rural
areas and the majority of them are engaged in peasant agriculture

and animal husbandry,

only 3 and 5 per cent, respectively, of the

agricultural research scientists were in 1964 engaged in research in

l/

Gornung, Michael B.:

Development in Africa;

Some Problems o£ Natural Resources for
(M69-1862), p. 90.
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and in the
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of these

importation of food items which

intensified campaigns

by the

after

2/
.

the

Kenya,

together with Uganda

research work

and activities

Committee which was able

and financial

assistance.

and

to

draw on

Production yields,

which in 196l/63 reached 1,010 Kg. (of wheat) per hectare in Kenya,
1/

United Republic

and

Social

of

Tanzania:

Development,

1

Second-Five Year Plan for

July 1969 - 30 June

1974:

Economic

Vol.

I -

General Analysis, p. 48 (Government Printer, Dar-es-Salaam,

1969).
United Republic of Tanzania:

Background to the

Budget - An

Economic Survey, 1968-69, p. 45 (Government Printer, Dar-esSalaam,

1968).
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are expected to exceed 1,660

Kg.

per hectare by 1972

.

A similar

effort in rice production in Sierra Leone reduced its imports of this

commodity from 28,000 tons in 1966/67 to about 10,000 tons in 1968/
In

the

same manner,

Ghana was

able

to

fish catch from 57,970 tons in 1962 to 91,613

increase

its

domestic

tons in 1964 . Nigeria

which used to spend thousands of pounds on imported eggs until recently,
has now become virtually self-sufficient

in egg production.

All these

figures indicate that with better planning of investment research and
mass participation in agricultural development,

backed by institutional

arrangements for extension services and marketing,

many African coun

tries could become self-sufficient in a variety of food products and

could thus save reasonable sums of foreign exchange reserves (now spent
on imports of these products)
tors

of

the

for investment in other productive sec

economy.

Although serious efforts have been made

by African governments

to

in the

past few years

increase the production of import-substitu

ting agricultural products,

nevertheless,

the need still exists for

intensive research to reduce the import component of the
the

import-substituting agricultural

more foreign exchange.
much

dependence

l/

Cooper,

St.

on

projects

For instance,

imported chicken

in order

to

inputs into
conserve

there appears to be still so

feeds,

and

day-old chicks,

for

G.C.: Agricultural Research in Tropical Africa - An

Introduction (^ast African Literature Bureau, Nairobi) (M69-2996),
p.

g/

86.

Orewa, G.0. and lallaghe,

Sierra Leone, August 1969,
3/

C.A.: Public Administration Mission to

(ECA Document 70-1915), p. 21

Republic of Ghana: Economic Survey 1964; (State Publishing Cor
poration (Printing Division) Accra, 1965), p. 71.
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the poultry industry in some 4-st African countries.

It was not

until about 1966 that some States in Nigeria went into production
of chicken feeds with the utilization of locally-produced maize.

Even then, owing to the initial problems of co-ordination in raw
material purchasing and storage arrangements, production fell short
of local requirements in a country where there is usually surplus
maize crop during the harvest season.

The question is sometimes raised why private organizations

directly benefiting from the results of agricultural research should
not be left to take the initiative and bear the cost of research in

the same manner as large industrial undertakings in the developed
countries.

It is known that peasant farmers in many African coun

tries are not properly organized into National Farmers' Councils.
The Co-operative Movements still do not have the membership of the
majority of the farmers in any country.

With this lack of strong

production organizations of the small farmers,

it is unrealistic

to expect that the farmers can individually or in small groups (of

farmers ' unions) undertake on their own or organize research on
a modern scale. The point need not be forgotten that basic research
does not yield direct returns in the short run and the small-scale
farmer cannot, therefore, afford to tie up his capital in investment
in such a long-term project, no matter how promising the ultimate
results might be.

The mantle of leadership, in research, therefore, falls on

the government and it has every reason to accept the responsibility.

In the first place, if development is to proceed at an even and rapid
pace,

it is essential that the population must have adequate food

suplly at reasonable prices.

This in turn means that as far as pos

sible the country should be self-sufficient in the production of basic
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food

items.

in order
lation,

With

to

the

achieve

there

is

pressure

estimate

the

need

approach

of calorie

to

and

seek modern

of available

is

good land everywhere,

methods

Sahara

supplies

and

increasing popu

of

agricultural

high-lighted by the

protein

African diet between the

2,000

available

maximum production to feed the

productivity per hectare
need for this

on

the

land.

fact

suggests

Limpopo,

increasing

that
that

the

The urgent
the

the

supplies

"FAO
average

around

calories per day (compared with over 3,000 in Britain, the

United States,

Canada and many other richer countries),

protein per day,

of which up to one-fifth may "be

(compared with 80-100

g

and 50-60g

animal

protein

in richer countries, of which two-third

1/

may be animal protein)"—'
As

of

some

of

little or no

especially as
research

basic

interest

Even where

some

food crops,

of applied research.
produced

facilities
is

the

1/

2/

is

for

storage

lost

Cooper,

St.

in

of

the

the

take

rice,

are

the

enter

op cit,

the

even where

interest

academic

in

interest.

export market,

cheaply

as

such crops

season1

the

a

result

as maize

lack of

adequate

some problems.

season when

"hungry

p.

foreign

other sources of supply of

African countries,

the

are

developed countries,

any keen

produced more

harvest

countries

export market,

preservation raises

long before

G.C.:

African

them except for mere

the

and

the

into
to

already have

during

"Hundry season"
the

likely

such as

they

of

economies

Furthermore,

cheaply

great waste

produce

not

research affecting

commodities where

can be

the

do not enter

are

developed countries

these

food crops

to

such crops

institutions

development

the

the

2/
.

a good deal
r-i?

other

One
of

is

the

that

in

93

is generally used to describe the period between

planting and the

harvesting of

the

major foodcrops.
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an attempt

to reduce

the wastage

crops are

sold at uneconomic prices

and mostly consumed during the harvest season;

eventually during the

hungry season farmers and other consumers have to purchase the limited
available quantities of the same crops at much higher prices.

makes the situation pathetic is that this is the

What

season when the farmers

really require more food to enable them to do the heavy farm work
connected with planting and the maintenance of their farms.

Quite often

they lack the means to purchase adequate supplies to meet their needs.
This situation militates against the efforts of the government to
ensure the maintenance of reasonable and stable

real

citizens in the various sectors of the economy.

income of its

The situation is

likely to become more serious as the population expands and the per
capita income increasescountries,

an increase of 1 per cent in the average

may lead to

an increase

government's

of the world,

it

the

- 0.7.

is about 0.1 or even less

interest in research into soil conditions

other geographical factors affecting the
needed to enhance

income per capita

of food consumption per capita of 0.5

In the richest countries
The

Recent studies have shown "that in very poor

output

of

these

and

production of cash crops

crops,

both

as

a means

of

.

is

increa

sing the level of national income and of the foreign exchange earning
capacity of the country.
the

This leads us

government should accept

to another consideration why

responsibility for

intensive

agricultural

research.

During the
has had little

1/

Cooper,

last few decades,

the far cry "to return to

the

land"

or no effect on halting the movement of rural population

St.

G.C.:

op cit,

p.

90
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towards

the urban centres

in the African countries - in the quest

of wage earning employment.
this

phenomenon

to the

A number of observers have attributed

attractive

While this cannot be denied,

social amenities

in the

towns.

a more weighty factor is the relatively

poor cash returns from peasant farming as compared with the urban
wages.

There

low income

is no doubt

that

one of the

from peasant agriculture

factors responsible for the

in the

African countries

is

the

lack of application of tested and improved agricultural inputs and
techniques.

One of such inputs is fertilizer.

For example "the

European farmer uses on an average over $20 worth of fertilizers for

each hectare of land,

and adds

value.

he produces

As

a result,

tare of land.

and obtains no more than $50 worth of crops as yield;

export crops of Africa

Kg.

the West African farmer,

puts in an average of 3 cents worth of fertilizers

response ration and the plus value

700

inputs of equal

^325 worth of net output per hec

but economic research must establish the

example,

'current'

Under dissimilar conditions,

in sharp contrast,
per hectare,

to it other

.

'benefit cost'

ratio,

of fertilizers for the

Consequently,

it

the

food and

is not surprising,

for

that the typical yields (of millet) for Africa are 500 to
per hectare compared with

of
United States .

Hence what

is

2,580 Kg. per hectare in the

important to

the African farmer and

which can tie him down to his rural environment

is

the

ability to

earn a reasonable income from his agricultural pursuit which will
make

it

more,

or as,

attractive

as wage earning employment

l/

Cooper, St. G.C.: op cit, p. 115

2/

Cooper, St. G.C.: 02 cit, p. 103

in the
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town.

This cannot be achieved unless by more intensive and better

development-oriented research, the application of the results of which
would enable him to increase his productivity considerably; and for
the crops produced to have a regular market with fairly stable prices.

The importance of such research to the success of the national policy
on rural agricultural employment is thus obvious.

.

In the production of export crops and other agricultural commo

dities, very little research has been done in land use classification.
In Nigeria, for example, while a number of micro-soil maps for indi
vidual projects exist - mainly agro-industrial projects - it is under
stood that there is a serious gap in the availability of intermediate
soil maps which could be used by district planners throughout the
country in advising the local citizens on the best agricultural and

agro-industrial schemes on which to embork-/

What, therefore

often happens is that there, as in other African countries, the farmer
has to operate on the basis of the "trial and error" experiments
made by other farmers in the area in deciding on what type of farm
to

establish.

There is also the need to devote some resources to the develop
ment of hybrids of crops

and livestock,

using the high-yielding

imported strains to cross-breed with local low-yielding ones but which
have better resistance to local diseases and weather conditions.
example,

Kenya's suceess with high quality hybrid

For

maize with a 30-

40 per cent superiority over local varieties cultivated by African

subsistence farmers has enabled them to overcome the problem of buying
new high priced seed each year

.

1/

Orewa, G.O.: Report of the Public Administration Mission to
Nigeria (M7O-786), p. 17

2/

Cooper, St. G.C.: op cit, p. 47
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Other fields in which intensive research for development is
urgently needed include:

selective plant and animal breeding, improve

ment and control of pasture land, use of balanced mineral fertilizers,
pest and disease control,

forest products,

development of fisheries,

climate, soil and water,

tion techniques to the environment,

forestry and

proper adaptation of produc

the scope and application of power-

assisted farming (including bullock farming), the preservation of
crops,foodstuffs, and animal products. For example, in Ethiopia it is
1/

proposed to create a Water Resources Council"^ to advise the government
on all aspects of water resources development and

administration.

In

Mid-Western Nigeria a soil laboratory has been established by the
Department of Agriculture mainly for soil research
3.

Industrial Research

:

2/
.

?Leed__a,nd_Sco£e

Industrial research is usually based on existing and potential
industries and this includes the development and improvement of
designs

and production processes.

Owing to

the

fact

that

most

coun

tries in Africa south of the Sahara had traditionally agricultural

economies, the people had only developed skills for the production
of

very elementary handicrafts for household use.

Beyond these,

very little attempt was made at large-scale production of manufac

tured goods for markets beyond the areas of the traditional kingdoms
and city-states.

It can,

therefore,

be said that the few industries

which were in existence in most of these countries when they attained
independence were mainly those promoted or established by foreign

l/

UNECA: A Work Plan of Action,
Priorities (M70-581),

2/

Orewa, CO.:

p.

Ethiopia,

Survey of Weeds and

23.

Some Aspects of Development Planning and Adminis

tration in Africa (M7O-786), p. 19.
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firms usually as subsidiaries to the
or America.

'parent ' factories in Europe

These were really few, because the principal aim of

colonization was to promote the production of agricultural commo

dities and mineral ores in the colonies to feed the industries in the

metropolitan countries1!

In fact, it was only after World War II

that some half-hearted attempts were made by the foreign firms to
establish some local industries, usually for the production of

beverages, textiles and cement.

As these local factories were sub

sidiaries of those in foreign countries, the companies concerned
chose to use the facilities in their

'home' laboratories for industrial

research to meet their local production problems such as those arising

from machine design or utilization of raw materials.

This was done

mainly for reasons of economy as it was cheaper to staff, equip and
maintain one central laboratory than it was for two.

Since independence, however, African businessmen, with govern
ment encouragement, have made more serious attempts to participate

intensely in the commercial activities of their countries.

The tech

nical know-how and the capital required for industrial ventures are
such that so far, there are. still very few large industrial under

takings owned by African businessmen in countries with

mies.

'mixed' econo

It is, therefore, not difficult to appreciate why, apart from

a few government industrial research centres for! the development of
local products, very little has so far been done in the field of
industrial research in most African countries.

l/

Lugard, Lord: The Dual Mandate in British Tropical Africa,
pp. 615 and 617 (Frank Cass and Co. Ltd).

Perham, Margery, Native Administration in Nigeria, p. 62 (Oxford

University Press).
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It should be
choice

the role of research to provide guidance in the

and adaptation of modern

technology to

the

industrial problems

of African countries.

This may be achieved by (a) Adaptive research

which

the

is

concerned with

transfer of technical

know-how from an

industrialized to an industrializing country:

it should provide the

basic data needed for pre-investment studies;

modify the process and

operations to suit the properties of locally produced raw materials,
and select equipment to accommodate problems of scarcity of capital

and skilled manpower;

(b)

Innovative research which deals with deve

lopment of local technology, new processes and new products based on

local raw materials;

(c)

In-plant research which embraces technical

services such as laboratory analyses and testing of products; (d) con
sultative services on production management,
quality

control,

industrial engineering,

etc.

If applied research and development
tive of enhancing economic progress,

is to attain the main objec

an effective mechanism for

trans

lating research results into commercial practice must be devised by
each government.

In industrial research,

tories should provide stimulus

ship.

to

demonstration plants or fac

business confidence and entrepreneur-

The staffing of industrial research institutes and the financing

of such institutes should be integrated in the national plan.
of industrial research

in providing

the foundation upon which

The goal
accele

rated economic development can be built will only be realized if

facilities for such work are adequate and its results implemented.
will

depend on government financial support for a long time to come

because of the low level of industrial capital,
operations

l/

This

in most countries

Akinrele,

I.A.:

technical know-how and

1/.

Priorities for Industrial Research in Nigeria: UN

Industrial Research and Development News,

(iD/SER.B/ll), p. 3

Vol.

V No.

1:

1970
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4.

Training and Manpower for

Research

The need for balanced policies for research, the effective
machinery for the implementation of results obtained,
lopment of manpower resources for these objectives,
realistically by African countries.

and the deve

should be tackled

The developed countries of Europe

and America have found new techniques and methods of accelerating
economic progress.

If the African countries are to improve upon their

performance,

then research should be harnessed as a handmaid of national

development.

The application of science and technology to the problems

of accelerated development should be integrated within the framework

of national planning.

Modern science and technology can place at the

disposal of African countries the means of accelerating the inventory
and assessment of their natural resources and the planning of their
development and utilization.
on research

There

is,

therefore,

need to embark

and training programmes which would meet the

needs of the

Continent.

Sven after independence,

long-term

non-Africans form

the bulk of scientific and technical personnel in most research
institutions in Africa.

The demand for such personnel from external

agencies still remains high.

African countries,
workers

is

According to a recent study in 14 West

the tentative ratio of foreign to national research

approximately 1:1.5,

although the position is heavily

weighted by Ghana and Nigeria, whose proportion of the total number
of nationals accounts for apprximately 42 per cent.
African countries,
research workers

the

other hand,

workers

the provisional ratio

appears

to

be of

the

of foreign to national

order of

in 4 North African countries

St.

G.C.:

op cit.

pp.

135-142

2:1

80 to

appear to be nationals of the countries

Cooper,

In eleven 3ast

approximately.

99 per cent

concerned

.

On

of these

As

some
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of these expatriate staff are usually working on research for higher
degrees it is not surprising that what is spent on research in such
fields as soil
results as

and water conservation is

far as

the

countries

African countries should,

not yielding commensurate

are concerned.

therefore,

include

in their plan

programmes for the production of manpower necessary for scientific
research.

Adequate education and training of specialized manpower

should form a key element of the research programmes.
ing of science teaching in secondary schools,
tional and technical centres,

The strengthen

the creation of voca

the expansion of special programmes at

universities as well as on-the-job training should be integrated
in the national plans.

The universities should be encouraged to

undertake research projects of practical and economic importance to
the

country concerned.

It is

important

to establish

in each country

high level training of the nationals who would organize and direct

research studies so as to assist in designing national policies and
programmes as part of the planning efforts.

The development of

natural sciences for the production of manpower required for research
may

be

programmed

(i)

as

follows:

the establishment of special fellowship programmes

for

the training of local teachers ir. the sciences and effective
science

(ii)

teaching

in all

secondary schools;

the formulation of policy to strengthen new or existing
facilities and institutions o£ post-secondary school level
to serve
research

Gornung,

the needs of high level manpower training for

1/.

Michael B: _op_ cit, p.

28
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5-

Financing and Establishment of Research Institutes
There are various methods of financing agricultural research.

Where there is a large number of small producers who sell their crops
to big marketing organizations, e.g., central marketing boards or the
industries which utilize the raw materials, it may be more convenient

for the marketing organizations or industries to provide block grants
for central research institutes on the basis of the volume of produce
handled or utilized by each of them.

For instance,

in Swaziland the

financing of agricultural research is done by the industries concerned,
e.g., by the Cotton Research Corporation, by the Pine-apple Board,

by the Citrus Board and by the United Kingdom Government^

In other

cases,the financing of research may be done on the basis of tax on

production, especially where there are many large producers or where

there is a Central marketing agency.

For example, in Mauritius, research

is financed by a cess on each ton of exported sugar.

Each country should decide on the methods of raising funds for
research that is most suitable to its condition.

In respect of export

crops, while either cess or block grant made through large central

marketing organizations or industries utilizing the products might
be a convenient means of financing research, nevertheless in the case
of food and animal products,
small-scale farmers,

consumed locally and produced mainly by

this method of financing might be either imprac

ticable, cumbersome or expensive.

This is so because of the absence

of central marketing organizations for most of these crops, especially
in the West African countries,

and hence such taxes might have to

l/

Cooper, St. G.C.: op cit, p. 118

2/

Cooper, St. G.C.; op cit, p. 119
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be collected from a large number of scattered farmers.

ment would,
from its
the

therefore,

have

Exchequer for this

The

to provide a reasonable amount of funds
type of research as well as

proceeds of cess and grants for cash crop research,

of the recommendations

With the

tries,

govern

to supplement
on the basis

of its National Agricultural Research

growing pace

Council.

of industrialization in many A-rican coun

the need for industrial research is being appreciated by the

various governments.
from the advanced to
relationship

to

Although there

The rate of transfer of technical know-how
the

developing countries

of Africa bears

direct

their rate of industrial and economic development.

is still the lack of adequate research and development

infrastructure in African countries which limits their capacity to
adapt,

utilize and improve on imported technology,

realized that

if these countries are

advanced countries to

In addition,
may be

should be

to reach the stage of self-

supporting industrial and economic development,

industrial research programmes so as

it

they must embark on

to adapt the technology of

their immediate industrial needs

and problems.

they should venture into new research fields which

peculiar to

their countries.

for economic development cannot,

The need for programmed research

therefore,

be

over-emphasized.

One way of encoura.ging local industrial research would be for
the

government

laboratories
ances

for

to

influence

foreign industrial concerns to set up

locally by giving them such incentives as capital

tax purposes,

and insisting

that

the

allow

laboratories be

established as a condition for giving them licences to manufacture

and sell prescribed quantities of the commodities for which they
propose

to establish local

factories.

A second method is for the government to set up
research laboratories

mainly to examine

the

industrial

possibilities

and
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problems

of utilizing

replacements
e.g.,

of

local

materials

vegetable

fibres,

be mentioned here

that

culty

in applying

the

basis

-

i.e.,

concerned
that

the

at

in

Council,

one

research

sector

the

of

find

Council,

for

sponsored

sufficient

is

that

results

rates

the

with

need

laboratories with

interest

in

in

order

to

following

can utilize
on

for

the

the

as

factories,

there

the

It

is

may

diffi

local

investment.
a National

It

of

the

research

is

here
and

Research

government-

programmes
that

materials

Science

Industrial

activities

ensure

up

or

production on a commercial

a subsidiary
the

local

sometimes

for

returns

co-ordinating

country,

industries

and food processing.

designing plants which

Research

of

timber

problem

research

in new

imported by existing

rubber,

competitive

useful

materials

being

government might

Technical

raw

of

the

latter

results

industrial
take

of

a

the

labo

ratories .

Under

African

it

is

conditions

countries

clear

research
in

the

of

and owing

'mixed'

to

that a government

that

is

necessary;

partnership with

should encourage

private

the

economy which prevail

limited resources

alone cannot undertake

it

may perhaps

be

industrialists.

and offer financial

best

African

assistance

to

technologists (particularly the indigenous ones)
trial

research services.

engineering which

for small-scale
which are

is

lacking

industries.

suggested here

request and at

One

aspect

research

services

services

to

The

industrial

should provide

organizations

to

all

its

disposal,

the

industrial

undertake

this

governments

businessmen

and

to establish indus

services

is

countries,

consulting
particularly

research laboratories
the

such services

connected with plant

industrial firms

such

in many African

reasonable prices,

solving problems

of

to

at

in most

local factories,
as

identifying and

operation and maintenance.

could also

for periodical

provide

on

These

testing and control

testing of the

quality of

- 241 their raw materials

and of finished products and this would be par

ticularly useful for the food processing and beverage manufacturing
plants.

reduce

Certificates

issued by the

research organizations would both

the chances of the manufacturing firms purchasing raw materials

o£ poor quality and at the same time ensure that consumers were getting
finished products of good quality,
of

especially in comparison with that

imported commodities.

The

government could also,

promote research in the

Mineral resources
lopment

of

are

require a comprehensive
to

t:.ie

utilization of

countries.

survey and evaluation.

lies

of effective

in the establishment

investigation directed to

the

mineral wealth of a country for
testing

should be

application of scientific
abroad in the
6.

field of

knowledge

of the

l/

in the

deve

resources

are

obvious

resources,

such as

however,

research organizations

own

development.

established as

knowledge and of

to

carry

Facilities for

an instrument for

technologies

the

developed

l/.

hindering the

for

Development

acquisition of existing or new

adequate utilization of research

growing

Gornung, Michael B.:

is

the

lack of co

agencies and the scientific

tions concerned with research for development.
the

resources.

exploitation and utilization of the

its

ordination between the executive

Arab Republic,

There

companies,
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